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Abstract
Capstone courses provide senior students in engineering with a culminating experiential learning
environment, allowing them to apply the knowledge they have developed throughout their undergraduate
education. Through anecdotal descriptions of the course, faculty roles have been classified as mentoring.
Yet, there have been few systematic and empirical studies that aid in the exploration of the pedagogy and
its effectiveness. This study used Kram‟s model of mentoring as a lens to explore mentoring in the
capstone course more systematically. In addition, the learning theories that support project-based learning
provided additional understanding into the functions and practices that faculty mentors use to support the
students‟ career and psychosocial development.
This study used a sequential mixed methods design to explore the prominent mentoring functions
seen in engineering capstone courses, identify the factors related to those mentoring functions, and
analyze how the functions are related to perceived learning outcomes. Data collection included a survey
of 491 capstone faculty, interviews of 25 survey respondents using the critical decision method, and a
survey of 139 students of the interviewees. Quantitative data analysis included the calculation of
descriptive statistics for the faculty and student survey item responses as well as a correlation analyses
between the items representing mentoring functions and items representing factors of mentoring.
Qualitative analysis involved a phenomenological analysis of the data through the coding of interview
responses using Kram‟s mentoring functions as a framework.
Findings identified the mentoring practices associated with the career development and
psychosocial functions. Additional findings indicated that: 1) challenging assignments, protection, and
acceptance-and-confirmation are the dominant functions, 2) faculty background is a potential important
factor of mentoring, whereas institutional and department demographics are negligible, and 3) most
learning outcomes are associated with challenging assignments, with the exception of ethical
understanding, which is developed through coaching, counseling, and role modeling.
The findings resulted in the development of a model of capstone mentoring. The model provides
a holistic, research-based view of the role that faculty assume when mentoring capstone students. While
this study did not systematically prove the model‟s effect on student learning, positive effects are
supported by both student self-reports and learning theories associated with project-based learning. As
such, the model can be used as a general guide for the development of pedagogical skills and assessment
of teaching practices in project-based capstone courses.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
The capstone course in engineering emerged as a result of a perceived lack of practical skills in graduates
resulting from a stronger focus on theoretical knowledge in the curriculum (Dutson, Todd, Magelby, &
Sorensen, 1997; Dym, Agogino, Eris, Frey, & Leifer, 2005). Since 1997, ABET, the accreditation
organization for engineering, has required that programs “prepare students for engineering practice
through a curriculum culminating in a major design experience based on the knowledge and skills
acquired in earlier coursework and incorporating appropriate engineering standards and multiple realistic
constraints” (ABET, 2010). This culminating design experience is commonly accomplished through a
capstone or senior design course. Over the years, the course has grown from simulated projects devised
by capstone faculty to industry sponsored and real-world problems that added a new complexity to the
course (Bright, 1994; Dutson, et al., 1997; Dym, et al., 2005).
Whether industry sponsored or not, capstone courses incorporate opportunities for students to
apply knowledge from prior science and engineering course work to analyze and solve engineering
problems (Bruhn & Camp, 2004; Rover, 2000; Sternberg, Johnson, Moen, & Hoover, 2000). These
projects provide an opportunity for experiential learning of design as well as a setting for incorporating
topics such as ethics and social impact into the engineering curriculum (Dym, et al., 2005). Most courses
also emphasize professional skills; students enhance their written and oral communication skills, project
management skills, teamwork skills (Bruhn & Camp, 2004; Paretti, 2008; Richter & Paretti, 2009; Rover,
2000; Sternberg, et al., 2000).
Given the wide variety of professional and technical learning outcomes and the experiential,
project-based structure, capstone courses require a different pedagogical approach than typically seen in
the engineering science and math courses. Teaching roles in capstone courses include instructors that lead
class meetings, course coordinators that are responsible for class management, project advisors who
provide technical guidance, and industry representatives that support and guide the project (Bruhn &
Camp, 2004; Rover, 2000; Sternberg, et al., 2000). Despite their varied positions, faculty involved in the
course consistently perceive their role as guiding the scope of the project, aiding students in identifying
necessary technical information, assisting students in the development of their deliverables, and
maintaining student motivation and involvement in the course (Pembridge & Paretti, 2010a).
In the literature describing capstone courses, authors have typically classified these types of
activities as “mentoring;” however, the term has also been used interchangeably with coaching,
supervising, and managing, though these terms are rarely defined (Bruhn & Camp, 2004; Manuel,
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McKenna, & Olson, 2008; Rover, 2000; Sternberg, et al., 2000). Without a clear definition, however, it
becomes difficult to train new design educators, provide professional development, support current
faculty, or assess the efficacy of teaching practices. To begin to address this gap, this study sought to
more fully define this activity, focusing on the term “mentoring” because the mentor-protégé relationship
closely resembles the faculty-student relationship. Mentoring relationships are identified as a learning
partnership between individuals, where a more experienced, senior individual guides the development of
a less experienced individual (Eby, Rhodes, & Allen, 2008), much the way faculty guide students. The
role of the mentor is critical to helping students integrate engineering theory and practice and comprehend
the open-endedness of problems (Ekwaro-Osire, 2003). A robust, concrete understanding of the function
and roles of this mentorship can help faculty more effectively support student learning.

1.1 Need for this Research
Despite the importance of the capstone course and the role that mentoring plays within it, there is little
literature on mentoring in engineering capstone courses, with the exception of literature that focuses on
project and problem based learning broadly. Literature that does discuss the role of faculty in the capstone
course typically provides only brief job descriptions of those roles, while describing the purpose and
objectives of the course in detail.
As a result, as with many areas of pedagogical practice, many of the current classroom practices
are based on what teachers believe works, rather than on findings from empirical research or links
between practices and established theories about both mentoring and project-based learning. Faculty
typically teach in a manner that they feel most comfortable with, often reflecting the way they were
taught, or in this case, mentored (Duderstadt, 2008; Lortie, 1975; J. Nespor, 1987; J. K. Nespor, 1985).
However, this reliance on beliefs and enculturation runs counter to current trends in developing researchbased pedagogies. In their 2009 ASEE report, Jamieson and Lohmann (2009) propose an educational
model that utilizes a continual cycle between practice and research that will lead to systematic and
scholarly innovation in engineering education. In this model “practice” refers to the instructional practice
used in engineering education (Felder, Sheppard, & Smith, 2005) and the research is grounded in an
established principle or theory (Borrego, Streveler, Miller, & Smith, 2008; Shavelson & Towne, 2002),
where “theory” refers to a cognitive and/or psychological foundation of pedagogy and learning. They
proposed the use of a cyclical model to describe the interaction between the two that includes 1) the use
of knowledge about programs and courses to identify meaningful research question that can be
investigated empirically, and 2) empirical research studies that have concrete applications aimed at
improving student learning.
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This study addresses the second half of the cycle by providing a detailed description of the
mentoring practices seen in engineering capstone courses through empirical research. Specifically,
currently there is limited research on mentoring within the engineering classroom, at any level, and few
studies use qualitative methods for detailed examinations of mentoring in design environments; existing
studies typically only explore mentoring from either the student or the faculty perspective through
quantitative methods (Johnson, Rose, & Schlosser, 2007). This gap in understanding means that
engineering education currently lacks a robust, systematic understanding of capstone teaching that can
inform both teaching practice and future research.

1.2 Purpose of the Study
To address this need, the proposed study provides a robust framework for describing and analyzing
current capstone beliefs and teaching practices associated with mentoring. This study uses data from a
larger project, Expertise in Capstone Design Education (ExCDE), to explore the prominent mentoring
beliefs and practices seen in engineering capstone courses, identify demographic and contextual factors
that are related to those mentoring beliefs and practices, and explore how the beliefs and practices are
related to students‟ perceived learning gains.
By combining an existing model of mentoring with the theoretical frameworks of cognitive
apprenticeship and situated cognition in a sequential mixed methods study, the following research
questions have been addressed:
1. How is mentoring enacted in engineering capstone design courses (ECDCs)?
a. How do capstone design faculty experience their mentoring role?
b. How do student perceptions of mentoring align with faculty beliefs?
c. What are the prominent practices identified in ECDCs?
2. What are the contextual variables (factors) associated with mentoring beliefs and practices in
ECDCs?
3. What mentoring beliefs and practices are related to self-reported learning gains in ECDCs?

1.3 Significance of the Study
Dorst (2008) has indicated that to prescribe ways in which practice can be improved and develop the
methods and tools necessary to support the practitioner, it is necessary to first observe and describe the
activity to create models that could explain the phenomenon. The findings from the research questions
one and two, above, provide just such analysis and allow for the development of a model of mentoring in
engineering capstone design courses that has broad application across engineering disciplines. Although a
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full evaluation of the effectiveness of these beliefs and practices is outside the scope of this study, it used
self-reported student data to address the question research question and provide a preliminary assessment.
Additional validation of these practices is supported by learning theories that support project-based
learning. By capturing and analyzing current beliefs and practices, this study identifies the functions of
the mentoring relationship in the capstone course and provides:


a concrete way to define and describe mentoring practices in capstone course,



a theoretical framework for future discussions of this mentoring



a systematic basis for exploring practices vs. outcomes



a basis for engaging and supporting design educators in scholarly innovation

As part of the development of the model of mentoring in capstone design courses, broad-reaching
operational definitions were developed for each observed mentoring practice to describe the mentoring
that occurs. These operational definitions were used to develop the model of mentoring and are critical to
development of future instruments used to explore the effectiveness of mentoring practices.
This study also fills gaps in the general mentoring literature by examining mentoring from the
faculty perspective using both qualitative and quantitative methods, and from the student perspective
using quantitative methods. This approach allows for both a representative view is there an extra space
and detailed examples of mentoring beliefs and practices. The quantitative student data on perceptions of
mentoring also allowed for triangulation of those mentoring beliefs and practices described by faculty,
and self-reported gains of learning.

1.4 Overview of Methods
The study followed the sequential mixed methods design illustrated in Figure 1. The data includes a
survey of capstone design faculty, interviews of a purposive sample of the survey respondents, and a
survey of interview participants‟ students. These data sets have been analyzed using a combination of
quantitative analyses that include descriptive, median difference, and correlation statistical analyses and a
phenomonological analysis of the qualitative data. These analyses were then integrated through a
complementary interpretation of the qualitative and quantitative data.
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Figure 1. Visualization of Mixed Methods Design (Qual, FI = Faculty Interview; Quant, FS = Faculty Survey; Quant,
SS = Student Survey).

1.5 Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, the data being used was initially developed to examine expert
teaching in capstone courses, and thus faculty data collection instruments were not designed to
specifically address mentoring. Despite this, several aspects of mentoring are indirectly addressed in the
data through the detailed description of capstone faculty practices and their beliefs. Second, the study did
not fully measure the effectiveness of mentoring practices, and thus the descriptions have not been fully
validated as best practices. When examining the effectiveness of mentoring there was an absence of any
prior large-scale descriptive work on which to build an adequate evaluation. However, preliminary
analysis and comparison to learning theories are presented which does provide insight into the value of
the practices.
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1.6 Overview of Remaining Chapters
Chapter 2 provides a more thorough review of engineering capstone courses, the theoretical
underpinnings of project-based learning, mentoring literature in capstone courses, and mentoring models
that are used to inform and explore the problem of mentoring in capstone courses. Chapter 3 discusses the
mixed methods design used in this study, the participants, data collection, and analysis techniques.
Chapter 4 addresses the findings from the quantitative and qualitative data. Chapter 5 integrates the
findings of both methodological approaches, presents a model of capstone mentoring, situates the model
within learning theories, summarizes the implications of the research, and future directions.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
To situate this study within the relevant literature, this chapter begins with an overview of the current
state of capstone courses, exploring why they are varied and not well understood. It then addresses the
project-based learning structure of the course, supported by constructivism and cognitive apprenticeship,
models of learning, which both require faculty to assume mentoring roles. Last, this chapter reviews the
prominent theories of mentoring and elaborates on the mentoring functions defined by Kram (1985) that
form the primary lens for data analysis.

2.1 Engineering Capstone Courses
As part of the accreditation process, all ABET accredited engineering programs are required to have a
culminating design experience that requires students to apply the knowledge and skills they have acquired
throughout the curriculum (ABET, 2010). These experiences are typically classified as capstone or senior
design courses (Howe & Wilbarger, 2006; Todd, 1995). In general, they allow students to experience
realistic design situations that simulate the engineering profession through the implementation of openended, hands-on projects (Dutson, et al., 1997; Todd, 1995). This experiential learning requires students
to integrate domain knowledge from engineering sciences, and design systems, and to utilize professional
skills (Meyer, 2008).
In the early 1990s, much of what was known about student learning and pedagogy in capstone
courses rested on anecdotal evidence reporting on specific types of projects and course management tools
used in the course, commonly found in conference papers associated with the ASEE conference. Such
reports suggest considerable differences among engineering disciplines based on the constraints, needs,
and desired outcomes of capstone programs (Todd, 1995). These differences made it difficult to describe
a broad structure for capstone courses, including the topics taught, project details, and faculty
involvement from literature alone. In response to these variations, Dutson et al. (1997) conducted a
literature review on capstone courses and Todd et al. conducted a survey of capstone courses that would
begin to establish a unified body of knowledge on capstone courses, which could then be used to improve
practices at their own institution (BYU), by learning from other programs.
Subsequent studies by Howe and Wilbarger (2006) and Pembridge and Paretti (2010a) have used
surveys of capstone design faculty to identify current practices and trends in capstone courses over the
past 15 years, with each new study building on the prior one. The most recent survey found that the
typical capstone course, as defined by prominent characteristics, lasts one to two semesters and includes
both classroom activities as well as a project (Pembridge & Paretti, 2010a). Within the course instruction,
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the topics of engineering ethics, project planning, oral communication, written communication and
concept generation were most frequently covered by survey respondents (Pembridge & Paretti, 2010a).
In their 1997 review of capstone literature, Dutson et al. (1997) identified differences among
projects in engineering disciplines. The projects ranged from paper designs and economic evaluations in
civil engineering, simulation and process analyses in chemical engineering, development and testing of a
prototype in mechanical and manufacturing engineering, and the development of hardware which
interacts with computer software in electrical and computer engineering. Additional variations in the
course have also been attributed to department traditions, goals of individual instructors, degree of faculty
participation, and availability of resources, which affect the structure of individual capstone courses
(Dutson, et al., 1997).
Despite this, the implementation of projects themselves have seen little change over time. The
projects are normally team-based with four to six students per team. In addition, an overwhelming
majority of survey respondents in 2009 indicated that each team works on its own project (Pembridge &
Paretti, 2010a). Projects are typically supplied by sources external to the university, most notably industry
(Howe & Wilbarger, 2006). As such, much of the funding also comes from external sources that take the
form of gifts, grants, and in return for expenses (Wilbarger & Howe, 2006). Other sources of projects
come from competitions, faculty research projects, and simulated design experiences.
The combination of traditional coursework and projects leads to high levels of interactions
between students and faculty, and pedagogies not commonly seen in traditional engineering coursework.
While the most frequent interactions occur through formal classes held several times a week, resembling
traditional classes, additional interactions occur through electronic communication, as well as frequent
scheduled team meetings and informal conversations on a more weekly basis. These interactions typically
address issues regarding project management and technical content (Pembridge & Paretti, 2010a).
These studies by Todd et al. (1995), Howe and Wilbarger (2006), and Pembridge and Paretti
(2010a) move beyond the anecdotal descriptions of the capstone structure and pedagogy, providing a
natural view of how capstone courses are implemented. However, they do not address research driven
examinations of pedagogical approaches to the course. Instead, to understand the types of pedagogies
appropriate for capstone course we have to turn elsewhere. The literature on project-based learning is one
arena that holds strong promise. Much of the pedagogical practices described by the faculty surveys and
anecdotal descriptions of capstone courses resemble the pedagogies associated with literature in projectbased learning.
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2.2 Project-Based Learning (PtBL)
Project-based learning has been employed in a variety of student activities as early as the 1900s
(Barron et al., 1998). Its roots are based in the philosophy of John Dewey (1902), who was one of the
earliest proponents of hands-on education where students have the opportunity to become involved in
their own learning. As a result, there has been a longstanding tradition of “doing projects” and
incorporating hands-on activities in the classroom (Blumenfeld et al., 1991; Thomas, 2000). Some of the
earliest classroom projects were presented by Hotchkiss (1924) and McMurray (1920) in K-12 education.
Capstone courses have been regarded as one of the most common implementations of projectbased learning at the college level (Malicky, Huang, & Lord, 2006). The intended purpose of the capstone
course is to provide an experiential learning activity in which analytical knowledge gained from previous
courses is joined with the practice of engineering in a final hands on project (Dutson, et al., 1997). As
such, common descriptions of project-based learning share several of the same characteristics, procedural
qualities, and teaching practices that are identified in descriptions of capstone courses, which capstone
instructors frequently classify as mentoring. Therefore, the same theoretical bases that support projectbased learning support those of capstone design education. These theoretical frameworks provide
additional understanding into the functions and practices that a mentor uses in the capstone course.
The following discussion presents literature regarding project-based learning (PtBL) rather than
problem-based learning (PmBL). When comparing the differences between PmBL and PtBL there are
several similarities in the characteristics and procedural qualities that facilitate the interchangeable nature
of the two terms (Thomas, 2000). This study draws on the distinction that project work is more directed
to the application of knowledge whereas problem-based learning is more directed at the acquisition of
knowledge (Perrenet, Bouhuijs, & Smits, 2000). While the capstone course may require the acquisition of
knowledge, the primary purpose of the course is to apply previously developed knowledge and skills.
Acquisition of knowledge primarily serves the purpose of supporting the successful completion of the
project.

Description of project-based learning
The use of projects in learning environments serve to build bridges between conceptual phenomena
covered in the classroom and real-life experiences by simulating professional reality. Moreover, PtBL
promotes links among subject matter disciplines and is adaptable to different types of learners and
learning situations. (Barron, et al., 1998). As such, project work is more directed to the application of
knowledge, rather than its acquisition (Perrenet, et al., 2000), just as the capstone course supports the
ABET requirement for a culminating design experience based on the knowledge and skills acquired in
earlier coursework (ABET, 2010).
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Two primary components of projects are: (i) that they require a question or problem that serves to
organize and drive activities and (ii) that activities result in a series of artifacts, or products that culminate
in a final product that addresses the driving question (Blumenfeld, et al., 1991). The artifacts in projectbased learning are concrete and explicit objects that can include a model, report, videotape, or computer
program, and that can be shared and critiqued (Blumenfeld, et al., 1991). These two components are
prominent within capstone courses, as design problems are open ended, having several acceptable
solutions that result in an artifact (Dym & Little, 2000).
In addition to the two general requirements, research also indicates that projects need to be
designed to support learning. Consequently, learners are usually provided with specifications for a desired
end product. Additionally, the question that drives the project should make connections between activities
and the underlying conceptual knowledge that it is intended to foster (Barron, et al., 1998). When using
the projects, it is important to provide learning-appropriate goals that help foster a need for the student to
understand the how and why of the project (Barron, et al., 1998).
As with capstone courses, project groups tend to be small as tasks require several individuals to
complete the project, thus resembling professional reality (Mills & Treagust, 2003; Perrenet, et al., 2000).
The smaller teams also allow students to critique all aspects of the project, reflecting on their knowledge
in an effort to revise the artifact (Blumenfeld, et al., 1991). This approach enhances the metacognitive
skills that are required in PtBL. In general, students are motivated by the project to demonstrate better
teamwork and communication skills (Blumenfeld, et al., 1991) as a result of the teaming experience.
The design of project-based learning is based on the practical and theoretical needs to motivate
learners and guide them to understanding, creation, and application of knowledge through the
development of the artifact (Hong, 2007). As such, project-based learning requires students to have high
levels of initiative, motivation, and organizational skills (Mills & Treagust, 2003). Project management
with respect to time and resources is often lead by students, much like capstone, and therefore require
high levels of self-direction from the student as the learning process is less directed and more difficult to
control (Perrenet, et al., 2000). These aspects of project-based learning are readily seen in capstone
courses. The length of the course has increased to multiple semesters or quarters, since 1994 (Pembridge
& Paretti, 2010a). In addition, students are frequently required to meet outside of scheduled class time in
order to complete the project (Pembridge & Paretti, 2010a). Despite this fact, projects tend to diminish the
learner‟s role in setting the goals and outcomes as they are typically dictated by the faculty in projectbased learning courses (Savery, 2006). This is also seen within the capstone course as 77% of surveyed
faculty indicated that their number one role as a capstone instructor was to guide the development of the
project scope (Pembridge & Paretti, 2010a).
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Research within project-based learning also indicates that when used to develop conceptual
knowledge, students have a less rigorous understanding of fundamental concepts than those who were
educated in traditional lecture formats. (Blumenfeld, et al., 1991; Mills & Treagust, 2003). This is a result
of the students not having sufficient knowledge of the content and skills needed to complete the project
(Blumenfeld, et al., 1991). In addition, completion of the project requires self-directed learning, as such
students require knowledge of an array of learning, metacognitive, and problem-solving strategies that
they may not have developed in their previous educational experiences (Perrenet, et al., 2000). Similar
situations have the potential to occur in capstone courses, as engineering curriculum place emphasis on
teaching engineering ethics, project planning, and communication within the course (Pembridge &
Paretti, 2010a). Without a prior knowledge of these concepts and learning strategies, students will have
difficulty in achieving the outcomes of the course.
The descriptions of project-based learning, presented here, show several similarities to the
capstone course. Theses similarities include those related to the purpose of the course, use of a problem to
drive the project, and creation of an artifact. In addition, there are several similarities among the course
structure, project management, and goal setting. These similarities support the notion that capstone
courses are a strong example of project-based learning.

Teaching Roles
Much like the capstone courses, project-based learning requires students to apply knowledge and skills to
the solution of a problem which results in the development of an artifact. At times, students are illequipped to handle the complexities of the problem due to a lack of content or self-directed learning
approaches. When these skills and knowledge are not present, it is the role of the teacher to assist the
student in developing them and establishing a project that is achievable, making the teacher‟s role a
critical aspect of the successful execution of project-based learning.
Faculty teaching in project-based environments assume a strong role in classroom management
and procedural facilitation throughout the project (Thomas, 2000). Their roles, much like that of the
capstone instructor, have been described as coaches, advisors, consultants, managers, and motivators
(Blumenfeld, et al., 1991; Mills & Treagust, 2003; Thomas, 2000). These roles require teachers to
support critical thinking and conceptual learning, and to encourage motivation of students throughout the
project-based learning experience. As faculty in capstone courses describe their role as that of a mentor,
the examination of these roles with respect to the mentoring practices identified in this study support the
argument that capstone mentoring represents a specific, definable pedagogical approach to project-based
learning.
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The tasks and development of an artifact associated with project-based learning offer a size and
complexity that are frequently outside the students‟ capabilities, often placing students in a situation
where they can flounder and become unproductive for extended times. A number of researchers have
identified key faculty roles. Savery and Duffy (2001) acknowledge that the role of the teacher should be
to challenge, not proceduralize, the learner‟s thinking. Similarly, rather than intervening and directing the
students to the appropriate knowledge and correct solution, Thomas posits the faculty as a coach, who
should require students to make decisions about the path they pursue (Thomas, 2000). This critical
thought is aided by the faculty‟s interaction with the students, where the faculty reinterpret the student‟s
approach and discuss the implication of their current progress (Thomas, 2000). And as Barron explains,
this type of guidance has lead to teachable moments where the faculty role is necessary to facilitate
learning (Barron, et al., 1998).
Throughout the capstone course, opportunities for teachable moments are frequently encountered.
Many of the projects that students face offer challenges and content not covered in their undergraduate
curriculum (Taylor, Magelby, & Todd, 2001). As a result, several of the capstone programs include
project advisors that have content expertise within the context of the project. Similarly, within projectbased learning, teachers are more likely to be instructors and coaches who provide expert guidance,
feedback, and suggestions for better ways to achieve a final product (Savery, 2006). In addition they can
create opportunities for learning by providing access to information and support learning through
instruction and modeling.
As noted in the description of the capstone course, the complexity of the capstone project requires
additional time to complete in comparison to typical classroom assignments. Due to the extended time
needed to develop an artifact, projects require faculty to sustain student motivation and thoughtfulness
throughout its progression (Savery, 2006). Other opportunities for faculty support in project-based
learning include guiding students to make tasks more manageable, encourage students to use learning and
metacognitive processes, and assess the progress of the project (Blumenfeld, et al., 1991; Savery, 2006).
Similar roles to the ones previously described in the context of project-based learning have been
expressed by faculty in capstone courses. Through a survey of capstone faculty, faculty identified with
perceiving their role in the course as guiding the process of the capstone project, guiding student learning
by directing them to relevant technical information, and maintaining student motivation (Pembridge &
Paretti, 2010a).
Faculty in both project-based learning and capstone courses have key roles in facilitating project
completion. This facilitation includes supporting the acquisition of knowledge needed to complete the
project and motivation to persist to the development of an artifact.
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Theoretical Basis for PtBL
Despite the commonality in descriptions of teaching, no formal unified description of capstone teaching
or project-based learning facilitation has been developed. Instead, much of what is known about practices
has been supported by learning theories associated with project-based learning. The learning theories of
constructivism, situated cognition, and cognitive apprenticeship support much of what is known about the
practices associated with project-based learning and therefore engineering capstone courses. These
theoretical frameworks also provide additional insight into the functions and practices used by mentors in
capstone courses, as described in detail in Chapter 5. As such, these theories provide important
frameworks for understanding and evaluating mentoring.
The most prominent theory associated with project-based learning is constructivism. The
constructivist framework argues that cognition is distributed across the entire context and not just the
learner (Savery & Duffy, 2001). Therefore constructivism posits that understanding emerges through our
interactions with the environment, such that what we understand is a function of the content, context of
the activity, and the goals of the learner (Savery & Duffy, 2001).
Constructivism has been influenced by Piaget‟s ideas that intellectual activity, rather than simple
absorption of information, helps a person develop conceptual knowledge and abilities (Greeno, Collins, &
Resnick, 1996). In other words, students cannot be given knowledge; they must construct their own
meaning in order to fully understand and apply what they learn (Weimer, 2002). Savery and Duffy
(2001) note that the constructivist approach suggests a set of principles for guiding the development of
project-based learning. The learning should be authentic in that the learner is engaged in tasks that require
skills and cognitive challenges similar to the “real” scenario. By making the problem address real issues,
the students are allowed to explore all dimensions of the problem with a consistent set of information.
This results in students being more engaged and concerned with the outcome or solution of the problem
(rather than simply passing the test). Therefore, projects associated with the capstone course should
follow similar approaches by being contextually relevant and stimulating to engineering students.
In addition, the constructivist framework encourages the learner‟s ownership of the problem, such
that their personal goals should be aligned with those of the instruction. Students should maintain
ownership over the process of developing the solution by not following a specific procedure to attain the
task but should develop the knowledge through their own approach (Savery & Duffy, 2001). Within the
capstone course, ownership can be encouraged by faculty through the selection of projects and placing the
development of knowledge needed to support the project in the hands of the student by limiting the
amount of lecture used throughout the course.
In addition to constructivism, situated learning also plays a key role in project-based learning.
The learning sciences have also recognized the importance of situating learning in authentic real-world
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contexts (Krajcik & Blumenfeld, 2009). Such learning environments, including those represented in
project-based learning and engineering capstone courses, exemplify the theory of situated cognition.
While constructivism places ownership of learning in the student‟s hands, situated cognition notes that
knowledge is contextual, a product of the activity and situations in which it is created (Brown, Collins, &
Duguid, 1989). Learning in the frame of situated cognition involves an activity, a concept, and a culture.
Within the capstone course, the activity is an authentic task associated with the problem identified. The
resolution of the problem requires students to utilize the domain knowledge and concepts of engineering
while working within the culture of the engineering field and the context of the problem. The use of
authentic projects allows students to act meaningfully and purposefully within the activity (Brown, et al.,
1989). Therefore, situated cognition ties directly to types of projects selected for the capstone course, the
construction of the course context, and the role faculty and students adopt.
Finally, cognitive apprenticeships, a model of learning developed from the theory of situated
cognition, adds support for the components and practices of project-based learning. Like traditional
apprenticeships where physical tasks are learned under the guidance of an expert in a specific domain,
cognitive apprenticeships focus on developing mental skills and processes under the direction of a teacher
(Collins, 2009). Teachers in cognitive apprenticeships utilize tasks that give students practice in applying
techniques and methods in a variety of increasingly complex tasks (Collins, 2009).
The framework for cognitive apprenticeships consists of the dimensions of content, method,
sequencing, and sociology. Content can include both domain knowledge (concepts, facts, and procedures
of a specific subject matter) and strategic knowledge (heuristic, metacognitive, and learning strategies)
(Collins, 2009). Method refers to teaching approaches that allow students to observe, engage in or invent
expert strategies. Collins (2009) notes that the most frequent teaching approaches can include modeling,
coaching and scaffolding. Modeling involves the performance of an activity by an expert so that students
can develop a conceptual model and process for accomplishing the task. Coaching is represented by the
faculty‟s role of providing hints, challenges, and feedback. Scaffolding is a process that helps a novice to
solve a problem, carry out a task, or achieve a goal which would be beyond their abilities if left unassisted
(Ormrod, 2008). In general, scaffolds help students understand the relevance of particular concepts to
activities in the world and to support inquiry skills, deep understanding, and the reflection of ideas
(Barron, et al., 1998).
The sequencing involved in cognitive apprenticeships involves increasing the complexity and
diversity of tasks required to develop expertise, so that students can develop both a broad set of skills
associated with a task and the capability to choose among them effectively. (Collins, 2009). This role is
exemplary of the zone of proximal development described by Vygotsky (1978) and represents an accurate
representation of the interaction between the teacher and the student, especially in capstone courses
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(Savery & Duffy, 2001). Based on the concept of the zone of proximal development students will be able
to achieve more by dealing with problems that are too difficult to handle on their own, but manageable
with the assistance of someone more experienced (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000; Ormrod, 2008).
Within the capstone course, this role is fulfilled by the capstone instructor and project advisors associated
with the task.
Together, the theories of constructivism, situated cognition, and the model of learning through
cognitive apprenticeship provide support for the practices commonly seen in project-based learning and
capstone courses that faculty refer to as mentoring. As such, these theories specify minimum acceptable
criteria for a model of mentoring that supports student learning in the capstone course.

2.3 Mentoring
Mentoring has been commonly described as a faculty role within capstone courses and in fact is often
used in discussions of project-based learning and the theories described above. The construct of
mentoring has been researched in a broad set of contexts that include child, academic and workplace
mentoring, though it has never been applied robustly within engineering capstone education. No matter
the context, the purpose of mentoring is to promote the development of an individual through the
fulfillment of several mentoring functions. These functions resemble those represented in the practical
approaches to teaching capstone described in the literature, and thus provide a useful means to explore
and define the teaching that occurs in the course

Mentoring in Capstone Literature
In their surveys of capstone faculty, both Todd et al. (1995) and Howe and Wilbarger (2006) questioned
respondents as to how they participated in capstone courses, offering mentors, consultants, and evaluators
as options. In both surveys, over 50% of the faculty indicated that they served as mentors. In regards to
this question, Todd et al. note that the respondents seemed to have different interpretations for the
options presented in the survey item, but did not provide an explanation of those differences (Todd,
1995). Throughout much of the literature on mentoring in capstone courses, this variability in
interpretation seems to persist. Recent literature on the role of mentoring in the capstone course reflects a
wide range of expectations for the mentor and their academic position, and a continual interchangeability
between the terms mentor, facilitator, advisor, and coach (Bruhn & Camp, 2004; Manuel, et al., 2008;
Rover, 2000; Sternberg, et al., 2000).
For example, in the development of a guide for capstone faculty mentors, Stanfill et al. (2010)
identify roles for faculty mentors, which they also classify as coaches, that include ensuring that the team
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meets the goals of the course and keeping the team focused on the design project. They note that the
project-based learning environment, previously addressed, requires faculty mentors to deal with team
management issues, aid in the meeting of technical goals, and achieve the ABET outcomes.
Similarly, Kurkovsky‟s description of a software engineering capstone project indicates that the
instructor not only provides lectures, but also fulfills the role of a mentor who offers guidance to each
team and individual students concerning the details and needs of the project (Kurkovsky, 2008).
Additionally, they are required to resolve teaming issues that occur in challenging, real-world tasks.
Rather than having one individual fulfill the role of instructor and mentor, Mokhtar (2010) notes
that senior projects in mechanical engineering at Grand Valley State University use mentoring teams that
consists of 1) a faculty advisory board that assigns students to their advisors, provides technical support,
and coordinates the management of the project, and 2) a faculty advisor who is responsible for the
educational process and the development of student skills. Additionally the faculty advisor provides
support for the project, maintains a reasonable scope for the project, and directs students to possible
outcomes.
In addition, mentors for capstone courses are not always faculty; they can be external to the
academic institution. Within the department of civil and environmental engineering at the University of
Hartford, for example, industrial mentors are used to specify project details and desired outcomes, act as a
technical advisor, attend progress reports, and review the final product. In addition, they are required to
fulfill a role modeling function by allowing the students in their capstone team to visit their offices and
job site in order to introduce them to engineers at work. (Leone & Long, 2002). A similar model is used
in a Biological Systems Engineering department at Bucknell, where the design team is comprised of an
advisor, course coordinator, and industry mentors (Tranquillo, Ebenstein, Baish, King, & Cavanagh,
2008). These mentors offer technical advice, meet with the team on a regular basis, and evaluate
deliverables. As with the civil and environmental engineering team, these mentors provide an opportunity
for teams to gain experience in clinical settings. When providing technical assistance they are guided in
refraining from providing explicit direction and solutions.
In contrast, at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, in the department of electrical and computer
engineering, project teams in their capstone course are provided with a faculty mentor. In the description
of their course it is explicitly stated that the faculty mentors are NOT (emphasis not added) a member of
the team, not a manager, and not a subject matter expert (Moore & Farbrother, 2000). Instead, these
faculty mentors are merely a resource for questions and problems encountered where they provide
guidance and suggestions, obtain equipment, review product design specifications and critical design
reviews (Moore & Farbrother, 2000).
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Difficulties can arise for faculty when the expectation for their role in capstone courses are not
specified. Within the Computer System Design capstone course in an electrical and computer engineering
program, mentors, also classified as facilitators, were responsible for holding weekly meetings with the
team where they would review the progress of projects and aid with professional aspects (Rover, 2000).
In most instances the mentor was not able to choose their students‟ teams and in some instances had a
limited technical role. As such, they questioned the benefit of their reviews of the student work. In
addition, several faculty were not prepared for the mentoring role. From feedback regarding their role it
was indicated that faculty became impatient with the technical process of the design projects and were
unsure of how to evaluate individual student work. They also experienced difficulty recognizing the
professional skills being learned by students and would only help students complete their technical tasks
as a way to fulfill educational objectives of the course (Rover, 2000).
These accounts indicate that there is great variability in the use of mentoring and the pedagogical
approaches to the capstone course. These variations lead to different levels of variation in course
management, the role that mentors play in guiding the teams and who is classified as a mentor. In
addition, much of the previous discussion of teacher roles is anecdotal and local to specific departments
and programs, rather than systematic, making it difficult to generalize across capstone courses. While
localization will be important to address the needs of individual engineering departments, generalizations
allow us to develop empirically proven approaches to teaching capstone. By using mentoring literature, a
systematic and generalizable framework can be applied to the examination of the roles of faculty in
capstone courses.

Definitions of mentoring
The literature concerning mentoring research provides definitions and detailed descriptions of how
mentoring is perceived across contexts. Much of the literature has focused on developing a common
definition of mentoring, which in turn can support the usefulness of mentoring within the capstone course.
Even within empirical mentoring research, however, there is confusion regarding what is
considered mentoring because the definitions of mentor vary from author to author (Jacobi, 1991).
Several of the varying definitions noted by Jacobi (1991) include:
“Mentoring ... is a process by which persons of superior rank, special achievements, and prestige instruct,
counsel, guide, and facilitate the intellectual and/or career development of persons identified as protégés"
(Blackwell, 1989),
"Mentoring as a function of educational institutions can be defined as a one-to-one learning relationship
between an older person and a younger person that is based on modeling behavior and extended dialogue
between them”(Lester and Johnsen, 1981), and
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“Mentors are colleagues and supervisors who actively provide guidance, support, and opportunities for the
protégé. The functions of a mentor consist of acting as a role model, a consultant/advisor, and a sponsor”
Schmidt & Wolfe (1980)

This ambiguity is frequently seen in engineering education literature describing the role of faculty in
capstone design courses, as noted above. The term mentoring has been used interchangeably with advisor,
sponsor, and role model (Vesilind, 2001). This lack of a consistent definition creates difficulty when
trying to draw conclusions across studies and provide theoretically sound guides to practice (Eby,
Rhodes, & Allen, 2007).
Efforts have been made to describe how mentoring and its synonyms have been defined in
literature. D‟Abate, Eddy, and Tannenbaum (2003) used a theoretical nomonological network approach to
explore the developmental interaction constructs, including mentoring, across a set of characteristics used
to describe them in the literature. The nomonological network approach develops construct validity by
creating a representation of a construct, in this case developmental interactions, their observable
manifestations, and the interrelationships among and between them (Trochim, 2004). D‟Abete et al.‟s
taxonomy used six categories of characteristics to describe the developmental relationship that include
participant demographics, interaction characteristics, organizational distance and direction, purpose of the
interaction, degree of structure, and behaviors exhibited. Within these categories, 13 characteristics of
developmental interactions were identified. Of these characteristics, only eight were highlighted as
important to the mentoring relationship: span, direction, object of development, time frame, formality,
learning, emotional support, and career progression. Table 1 provides a description of these
characteristics for the most commonly seen forms of developmental interactions seen in mentoring
literature and the capstone classroom.
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Table 1. Taxonomical description of developmental relationships (D'Abate, et al., 2003) .
Characteristic Apprenticeship Coaching
Structured Group
Classic
Mentoring Mentoring Mentoring
Span
Dyadic
Dyadic
Dyadic
GroupDyadic
oriented

Tutoring
Dyadic

Direction

Downward

Downward

Downward

Downward

Downward

Downward

Object of
development

Specific

Specific

General

Specific

General

Specific

Time frame

Long-term

Short-term

Long-term

Long-term

Long-term

N/A

Formality

Formal

Formal/Informal

Formal

Formal

Formal

N/A

Learning
related
behaviors

Practical
applications
Teaching

Teaching
Practical
applications
Feedback
Goal setting

Goal
setting

Modeling
Teaching

Modeling

Teaching
Collaborating
Modeling
Feedback

Emotional
supportive
behaviors

Counseling

Aiding
Calming
Confidence
Counseling

Aiding
Calming
Confidence
Counseling

Supporting
Counseling

Counseling
Encouraging
Supporting

Supporting

Career
progression
related
behaviors

Socializing

Advocating
Introducing
Socializing

Socializing

Introducing
Socializing

Introducing
Sheltering

N/A

In spite of these variations, Eby et al. (2007) have identified five main characteristics of mentoring that
are common based on their meta-review of mentoring literature:
1) mentoring is a relationship between individuals,
2) mentoring is a learning partnership,
3) mentoring is a process of a mentor supporting a protégé,
4) the relationship is reciprocal, with both the mentor and protégé benefitting from the experience,
and
5) mentoring relationships change over time.
From these common themes a mentor represents an individual that is more advanced than a protégé
within a given context.
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Eby et al. (2007) also note that within mentoring there are several types of relationships. Several
of the definitions concerning mentoring examine aspects such as the level of emotional relationship,
difference in age, duration of relationship, and the function of the mentor (Eby, et al., 2007). The mentorprotégé relationship is different from the role model-observer, teacher-student, advisor-advisee,
supervisor-subordinate, and coach-client in that the other relationships have limitations. These limitations
specify the context, potential influence, level of mutuality, and relational closeness. On the other hand, the
mentor-protégé relationship is more loosely defined and can be applied to a broad set of environments
that do not impose limitations on the relationship (Eby, et al., 2007).
Several types of mentoring relationships appear similar to the descriptions of the capstone course
and project-based learning. These contexts appear to have commonalities with descriptions of formal and
informal mentoring as well as academic and workplace mentoring relationships. A formal mentoring
relationship tends to be pre-initiated by a third party and has predetermined guidelines for the roles, goals,
parameters for interaction, and length of mentoring relationship (Eby, et al., 2007). This can be compared
to capstone courses where students are not able to select the capstone instructor and are assigned a
project. Informal mentoring relationships are based on naturally occurring, spontaneous interactions,
where as formal mentoring is based on the initiation and structure of the relationship (Eby, et al., 2007).
Informal mentoring relationships would appear in the capstone course when a student approaches a
faculty member or client to work on a mutually interesting project.
The capstone course is conducted within the context of an educational environment and as such
the mentoring relationship that develops can also be classified as academic mentoring. Academic
mentoring involves a relationship between a student and a faculty member. This mentoring relationship
represents a model similar to an apprenticeship where the mentor provides a venue of learning beyond the
classroom as well as providing support and guidance on both academic (i.e. classroom performance and
skill building) and nonacademic (i.e. personal problems and identity) issues (Eby, et al., 2007). The
capstone course also represents a workplace mentoring relationship, as the course represents a transition
between the academic and workplace contexts where students are being prepared to work effectively as
engineers. Workplace mentoring involves colleagues that are experienced interacting with those that are
less experienced, in order to enhance the personal and professional growth that include career
advancement, navigation of the organization, and psychosocial development of competency and identity
as a professional in the field (Eby, et al., 2007).
The literature concerning mentoring research provides definitions and detailed descriptions of
how mentoring is perceived across contexts. Empirical mentoring research, however, there is confusion
regarding what is considered mentoring. Despite this, five characteristics of mentoring have been defined
that provide a framework for what the mentoring relationship entails. Within engineering education and
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capstone courses, descriptions of mentoring relationships have been described as both formal and
informal as well as academic and workplace mentoring.
Theoretical framework: Kram’s Mentor Functions
In order to explore the mentoring that occurs in the engineering capstone course, a lens must be
used that is open enough to explore the characteristics associated with formal, informal, academic, and
workplace mentoring relationships. Kram‟s functions of mentoring provides such a framework. Kram
(1985) conducted a study examining the relationship between junior managers and senior managers at a
large northeastern public utility with 15,000 employees. In total, 18 pairs of managers were interviewed
individually, in two two-hour sessions, about their career histories and their relationship with each other.
Junior managers were purposefully selected. The junior managers were between the ages of 25 and 35,
had three or more years of experience in the organization, and were identified by human resources as
being involved in a developmental relationship with a senior manager. The interviews were analyzed
through an inductive process in which a tentative hypotheses about the nature of developmental
relationships led to the identification of themes and categories.
The result of Kram‟s study led to a systemization of mentoring concepts, specifically the
mentor‟s behaviors and roles (Johnson, et al., 2007). Within her theory, Kram noted that the mentor
fulfills functions in the domains of career and psychosocial development in the workplace (Johnson, et al.,
2007; Kram, 1985). Each domain has a series of associated functions, identified in Table 2
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Table 2. Functions identified by Kram's (1985) model of mentoring

Domain
Career
Development

Psychosocial
Development

Function
Sponsorship

Definition
To actively nominate a junior manager for desirable lateral moves
and promotions.

Exposure/
Visibility

To assign responsibilities that allow a junior manager to develop
relationships with key figures who may judge his or her potential for
further advancement.

Coaching

To enhance a junior manager‟s knowledge and understanding of how
to navigate effectively in the corporate world.

Protection

To shield junior managers from untimely or potentially damaging
contact with other senior officials.

Challenging
Assignments

To assign challenging work that enables the junior manager to
develop specific competencies and to experience a sense of
accomplishment in a professional role.

Role Modeling

To impart attitudes, values, and behavior that provide a model for the
junior manager to emulate.

Acceptance/
Confirmation

To impart a sense of self from positive regard conveyed to junior
managers.

Counseling

To enable a junior manager to explore personal concerns that may
interfere with a positive sense of self in an organization.

Friendship

To engage in social interactions with a junior manager that results in
mutual liking and understanding and informal exchanges about work
and outside work experiences.

The career development domain consists of functions targeted to prepare or promote protégés in
their careers (Johnson et al., 2007). This domain includes mentors providing sponsorship, coaching,
exposure and visibility, protection, and challenging assignments to their protégés (Kram, 1985).
Sponsorship has been identified as the public support of a protégé by a mentor (Kram, 1985). Exposure
and visibility are similar to sponsorship in that they aid in the development of the reputation, but rather
than the reputation being based on the words of the mentor, the protégé is given the opportunity to
highlight their competence and performance through a variety of opportunities with other senior members
of the community(Kram, 1985). Coaching is directly related to the advancement of the protégé‟s
knowledge through the sharing of ideas and the supplying of feedback at critical events (Kram, 1985).
This function is closely tied to providing challenging assignments. These challenging assignments allow
protégés to increase their current skills and develop new ones through the support, training and feedback
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of more experienced colleagues (Kram, 1985). Within these challenging assignments, protection is
critical to the reputation of the protégé. Protection is given to the protégé in situations where it is not
appropriate to expose the protégé to the larger community (Kram, 1985). Frequently these situations
occur when the protégé‟s tasks were not accomplished as expected or when the protégé is new to a field
or experience. In these situations, it is the mentor‟s responsibility to intervene and mediate a difficult
situation when the protégé is ill equipped to handle the challenge.
The mentoring functions associated with the psychosocial development domain focus on
supporting the protégé‟s personal and emotional self, including their sense of competence, identity, and
effectiveness in their professional role (Johnson et al., 2007). This function is characterized by the
offering of role modeling, acceptance and confirmation, counseling, and friendship by the mentor to the
protégé (Kram, 1985). Role modeling is one of the most commonly reported of the mentoring functions,
in which the mentor exhibits the attitudes, values, and behaviors that the protégé seeks to emulate (Kram,
1985). Acceptance and confirmation are offered through the support and encouragement of the protégé,
allowing them to experiment with new behaviors. This function is key to the basic trust and respect
between the mentor and protégé (Kram, 1985). Often times throughout a career, or in academia, a protégé
may experience situations that cause them to have internal conflicts with their own capabilities or the
community and will require the mentoring function of counseling (Kram, 1985). In these situations, the
mentor seeks to solve the problems by providing counseling in the form of feedback and alternative
perspectives on the issue. As with many of the psychosocial functions, mutual trust and respect are a
critical component for their success. Through the development of this relationship, frequent positive
interactions begin to develop a friendship that cultivates informal exchanges about work and non-work
related experiences allowing them to interact more comfortably with those in authority positions (Kram,
1985).
As noted earlier, this model was originally developed by Kram following her study of the career
development of young managers at a manufacturing organization. Since then, however, several studies
have used the model as a means to describe mentoring in the collegiate setting. Tennenbaum et al. (2001)
has proven through a factor analysis that the model can be used to measure mentoring in graduate school
(Johnson, et al., 2007). Other studies have shown how the model can be applied in undergraduate
education, especially within the realm of medical and teacher education. These two fields commonly
situate learning within realistic, practice-based situations in the same way the capstone course does for
engineering.
As described earlier, the capstone course introduces an educational scenario where students are
frequently situated in the context of an industrial design project, either simulated or actual, that resemble
the workplace while remaining within the expectations of an academic setting allowing for faculty to aid
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in the students‟ career and psychosocial development. This study argues that Kram‟s model is
particularly appropriate because the capstone experience operates in the borderland between school and
work and faculty often seek to replicate workplace contexts, even as they maintain the relative safety of
an academic course.

Factors of Mentoring Relationships
While the review of capstone literature presented earlier noted that there are commonalities among their
execution, several courses do not follow these formats. Therefore in order to identify the broad
applicability of mentoring in the capstone course, any study that explores mentoring should examine what
factors have an impact on the mentoring relationship (Jacobi, 1991).
Several developmental models draw attention to the factors that can influence the mentoring
relationship. These variables, or mentoring factors, include the institutional contexts, mentor
characteristics, protégé characteristics, duration of the mentoring relationship and development of the
mentoring relationship (Hunt & Michael, 1983; Johnson, et al., 2007; O'neil & Wrightsman, 2001).
Johnson et al. (2007), note that greater attention needs to be given to the variables listed in Table 3 that
account for and control mentoring relationships and their outcomes, as mentoring is context specific.
These variables include age, race, gender, rank, experience in role, relationship duration, context, status
of mentor, size & type of institution, prior developmental relationships. Such factors are particularly
important in the capstone experience because the structure and configuration of these courses can vary
from discipline to discipline and institution to institution (Dutson, 1997; Dutson, et al., 1997; Pembridge
& Paretti, 2010a).

Table 3. Contextual factors that can affect mentoring relationships

Mentor
Characteristics
Faculty rank
Highest degree
Teaching experience
# of courses being taught
# of students being advised
Amount of scholarly reading

Relationship
Characteristics
Frequency of interactions
Location of interactions
Size of teams

Institutional
Context
Highest degree offered
Public / Private
% undergraduates
# undergraduates
Degrees awarded
% faculty involved in course
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2.4 Summary
Capstone courses provide senior students in engineering with a culminating experiential learning
environment that allows them to apply the knowledge that they have developed throughout their
undergraduate education. These courses, while varied, typically involve class instruction that focuses on
engineering ethics, project planning, communication, and concept generation as well as a project that
requires students to work on teams while solving a realistic problem that draws on their technical
knowledge requiring them to integrate apply that knowledge.
This type of course has frequently been identified as a project-based learning environment as the
two share several of the same characteristics, procedural qualities, and teaching practices that are
identified in descriptions of capstone courses. Therefore, the same theoretical bases of constructivism,
situated cognition, and cognitive apprenticeships that support project-based learning also support those of
capstone design education.
Through anecdotal descriptions of the capstone course, faculty roles have been classified as
mentoring. Despite this, there have been few systematic and empirical studies that aid in the exploration
of the pedagogy as well as its effectiveness. These theoretical frameworks provide additional
understanding into the functions and practices that a mentor uses in the capstone course. Kram‟s model of
mentoring functions provides a lens to explore the faculty functions and practices in capstone courses,
which can then be reviewed through these theories and further studied empirically.
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Chapter 3: Methods
The following chapter addresses the design of the mentoring study, the development and collection of the
data, and the data analysis, and notes the advantages and limitations of the survey, interviews, and use of
pre-existing data. Table 4 restates the research questions posed in Chapter 1 and indicates which data
collection methods and data analyses will be used to achieve the desired outcomes.

Table 4. Summary of research questions, data collection, data analyses, and projected outcomes.
Research Question
Data Collection
Data Analysis
1) How is mentoring enacted in engineering capstone design courses (ECDC)?
a) How do capstone
Faculty Interviews
Phenomenological Coding:
design faculty
Mentoring functions
experience their
Faculty Survey
mentoring role?
Descriptive Statistics: Mentoring
functions
b) How do student
perceptions of
mentoring align with
faculty beliefs?

Faculty Survey:
Mentoring Functions

c) What are the
prominent functions
identified in ECDC?

Outcomes
Detailed descriptions of
mentoring practices

Descriptive Statistics: Compare
mentor functions for faculty and
students

Quantitative comparison of
faculty and student perceptions
of mentoring

Faculty Survey:
Mentoring Functions

Descriptive Statistics: Mentoring
Functions of Faculty responses

Student Survey:
Mentoring Functions

Descriptive Statistics:
Mentoring function of faculty and
students

Quantitative description of
faculty beliefs and practices
regarding mentoring practices
and functions

Student Survey:
Mentoring Functions

Quantified qualitative
description of student
perceptions of faculty
mentoring practices

2) What are the contextual variables (factors) associated with mentoring functions in ECDC?
Faculty Survey:
Statistical Correlation: Mentoring
Quantitative description of the
Mentoring Functions
Functions to Mentoring Factors
relationship of the mentoring
factors on mentoring practices
3) What mentoring functions are related to self-reported learning outcomes in ECDC?
Student Survey:
Statistical Correlation: Mentoring
Quantitative description of the
Mentoring Functions
Functions to Learning Outcomes
relationship between student‟s
perceptions of faculty
Student Survey:
mentoring practices and their
Outcomes
perceived learning outcomes.
Understanding of the benefits
of mentoring in ECDC.

3.1 Design
This study employed a sequential mixed methods design that began with the collection of data from a
survey of capstone faculty, followed by interviews of selected survey respondents, and a survey of
interview participants‟ students (Figure 2). Results from each phase of the data collection were used to
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design data collection instruments for the next phase. The data analysis then utilized a complementary
triangulation mixed method approach in which the quantitative and qualitative data were collected
sequentially and analyzed independently with integration of the analysis occurring during the
interpretation phase (Creswell, Clark, Gutmann, & Hanson, 2003).

Figure 2. Visualization of Mixed Methods Design (Qual, FI = Faculty Interview; Quant, FS = Faculty Survey; Quant,
SS = Student Survey).

One of the benefits of using mixed methods research designs is that the limitations of quantitative and
qualitative research are offset by the strengths other methods (Creswell & Clark, 2007). For example, the
bias associated with highly personalized relationships between the participant and researcher and lack of
generalizability due to small sample sizes in qualitative methods are offset by the impersonal data and
statistical results of quantitative methods. Similarly, the lack of rich descriptions and contextual details in
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quantitative methods are accounted for by the depth provided by qualitative research (Creswell, et al.,
2003). To achieve these benefits, the design must maintain quality of the research, ensuring the validity,
reliability, and objectivity of the quantitative data and the credibility, dependability, and confirmability of
the qualitative data (Creswell, et al., 2003).

3.2 Data Collection
This study utilizes data collected as part of the Expert Teaching in Capstone Design Education (ExCDE)
project (PI Marie C. Paretti, NSF grant # 0846605). As part of the sequential mixed methods study, three
sets of data were collected: a quantitative survey of capstone faculty in ABET accredited engineering
programs that yielded 491 responses, 25 qualitative interviews with selected survey respondents, and a
quantitative survey of the interview participants‟ students. All data collection was conducted under
approval of the Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board (IRB #08-465),
Development of the survey began in the Spring of 2009 and was distributed during the Fall of
2009 (Pembridge & Paretti, 2010b). The survey and follow-up interviews with a purposive sample of
survey participants were used to describe how known characteristics of teacher expertise operate in the
design education and to identify novel expert teaching practices associated with this learning system (M.
C. Paretti, 2009). The student survey, developed and distributed in the Spring of 2010, provided
triangulation of student and faculty perceptions and preliminary assessment of practices versus selfreported learning gains. A full assessment of the effectiveness of the teaching practices is outside the
scope of this study but will be part of subsequent phases of the ExCDE project.
After briefly describing the limitations involved in the use of secondary data, the remainder of
Section 3.2 provides a description of each phase of data collection in the order in which it occurred.

Selection and quality of secondary data
This study of mentoring in capstone courses relied on data collected as part of a larger study of teaching
practices in this context. Though the larger study explored teaching practices, the instruments were not
designed specifically to examine mentoring as defined by Kram (1985). The term secondary data is used
to describe such situations where pre-existing data was used in new empirical investigations (Smith,
2008; Turner, 1997). It can be used to explore new research questions, replicate and reanalyze prior
studies.
The most obvious benefit to using secondary data is the increased speed and decreased cost of
obtaining the data needed for the study (Gorard, 2002; Smith, 2008; Turner, 1997). Additional benefits
include the access to data sets that are not easily replicated (Smith, 2008). The use of secondary data
removes the necessity for a gatekeeper to access the participants (Smith, 2008). It also decreases the
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obtrusive qualities of research in smaller communities like capstone design faculty. Even in larger studies,
it was determined that there is a strong negative relationship to the number of surveys a respondent
participated in and their participation in future surveys (Goyder, 1986; Porter, Whitcomb, & Weitzer,
2004). Additionally, when respondents feel that they have addressed the issue several times over a long
period, similar to teaching capstone courses and being surveyed about it, survey fatigue can become more
of a problem (Laurie, 1999; Porter, et al., 2004). This study used secondary data as a means to obtain the
highest possible representation of capstone instructors. Because it began shortly after the distribution of
the ExCDE faculty survey, capstone instructors may have been less inclined to participate in additional
surveys.
The use of secondary data also allows for the use of high quality data sets without having to
repeat the exhaustive processes of development, piloting, and refining instruments (Smith, 2008). In this
case, as described below, all instruments were piloted and refined through accepted protocols. The use of
these high quality data sets also permitted the discovery of new relationships by examining the data
through different lenses (Smith, 2008).
Despite these benefits, there are problems with using secondary data that can diminish the quality
of the research. One key problem is the direct applicability of the data to the new research questions. In
some situations, the purpose of the data collection is far removed from the new analysis, creating potential
problems (Smith, 2008). In qualitative data especially, researchers must examine the design of the initial
study and its methods to determine whether they match the new research questions (Turner, 1997). The
ExCDE project collected data that provided detailed description of faculty practices and beliefs to identify
what makes a capstone instructor an expert. This study matched this larger goal because it utilized these
detailed descriptions in order to develop a model of one dimension of teaching practices mentoring, that
can be applied to the capstone course. In addition, as described in section 3.3, although the ExCDE survey
was not designed to address mentoring, many of the questions were mapped to the mentoring framework
presented in Chapter 2. The secondary data was thus well-suited to the new research questions.
Finally, when using secondary data it is not uncommon that the researcher is far removed from
the collection of the data (Turner, 1997). Turner recommends that the user of the secondary data remain
in close contact with the researcher who originally collected the data. In this study, the primary researcher
was directly involved with the development and implementation of both the surveys and the interview
protocol, thus limiting any negative effect on the credibility of the data.
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Faculty Survey
The survey was developed using the Crocker and Aligna (1986) process of test construction. The purpose
of the survey was to describe capstone design faculty approaches to teaching design and to identify and
investigate faculty whose teaching approaches resemble those of experts in related fields (M. C. Paretti,
2009). Drawing from research on K-12 education (Berliner, 2004; Kreber, 2002), expertise was measured
via items that addressed experience, scholarly activity, recognition, and teaching practices (Pembridge &
Paretti, 2010b). In the context of this study, it was used to build on previous surveys of capstone faculty,
distributed by Howe and Wilbarger (2006; Wilbarger & Howe, 2006) and Todd et al.(1995), which
examined project details, topics taught, and course logistics. The ExCDE survey repeated items from
prior surveys concerning demographics of respondents, course structure, and topics taught, to identify
longitudinal trends and help contextualize the capstone environment (Howe & Wilbarger, 2006;
McKenzie, Trevisan, Davis, & Beyerlein, 2004; Todd, 1995; Wilbarger & Howe, 2006). The survey also
sought to expand existing knowledge by adding details pertaining to faculty background, faculty beliefs,
teaching practices, and interaction with students. These added questions were developed based on pilot
interviews. Forty-five minute interviews of instructors and project advisors in eight engineering and
design related disciples were conducted and analyzed to develop the initial questions for these areas
(Pembridge & Paretti, 2010b). Using these interviews, a final survey blueprint was developed that
included five main areas: faculty background, teacher beliefs, teaching practices, course management, and
institutional and department demographics (Table 5).
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Table 5. Instrument topics addressed in faculty survey.

Survey Section Theme
Faculty Background

Item Topics
Department(p, m)
Position(p, x, m)
Role in course(p, x, m)
Level of Education(p, x, m)
Courses Taught(x, m)
Graduate Advising( x, m)

Teacher Beliefs

Purposes(x, m)
Student Learning(x, m)
Role of instructor(x, m)
Good instructor(x, m)
Process vs. Product

Teaching Practices

Topics
Evaluation involvement
Grading
Individual student evaluation
Evaluation process
Evaluation Frequency
Team meetings(x, m)

Course Management

Course Length(p, m)
Funding source(p)
Department involvement(p)
Course administration(p, x, m)
Class Instruction(x, m)
Graduate involvement
Team organization(p, x, m)
Assignment of projects(p, x, m)
Lecture hours(p, x, m)
# students on a team(p, m)
Teams per project(p, m)
Hours of student work(p, x, m)

Institution & Department
Demographics

Highest degree offered(m)
Private/Public(m)
Geographic region(m)
% Engineering(m)
# Undergrads(m)
# Bachelors degree( m)
% Faculty involvement
Note: p = seen in prior studies, x = part of expertise construct, m = part of mentoring
study

Following the development of the initial item pool, pilot testing occurred. Pilot testing took place
in three phases: review by content experts, review and testing by participants, and analysis of test items.
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The first two phases addressed the primary survey construct (expertise), while the third addressed the
entire study. The first phase was an expert review of questions associated with the construct of expertise
(highlighted in Table 5). These questions were initially reviewed by three content experts in the fields of
design, capstone design education, and pedagogy. Several phrases and terms were modified to address
concerns and questions. In the second phase, the survey was distributed to 102 faculty members involved
in engineering capstone design courses, in 10 engineering departments, at a large land grant university, in
the southeastern United States, including both course coordinators and project advisors. As part of the
survey, all participants had the opportunity to provide written feedback about each question and the
instrument as a whole. The responses to the survey were also subjected to a reliability analysis and item
analysis. Based on these statistical tests and the respondent feedback, changes were made to the survey to
improve data quality and construct validity. Once issues raised by the analysis and feedback were
addressed, the full survey was evaluated by content experts in both capstone design and survey
development; no statistical analysis was conducted on the expert review of the full survey because of the
small sample size (n=7) of this evaluation (Pembridge & Paretti, 2010b). After modifications were
incorporated based on the expert feedback, the survey was distributed nationally as described below.
The final survey consisted of 45 items, including 22 categorical questions, 9 “select all that
apply” questions, and 14 Likert type questions. One “select all that apply” questions had 22 subquestions; the average Likert question had 10 sub questions. Several questions included an “other”
category that allowed participants to provide responses outside the available choices. A copy of the final
faculty survey instrument can be seen in Appendix A.
Participants. A recruitment effort to obtain a list of participants willing to take the survey began during
the summer of 2009 with the development of a database of names of department heads in all ABET
accredited engineering programs. The list of ABET programs was obtained from the ABET website;
names and emails of department heads were then obtained from each program‟s website. From this effort,
1620 out of 1862 (87%) department heads or deans were contacted. Those that were not contacted either
had insufficient information on their department‟s website to contact the individual or were in a transition
period, where there was no clear department head to be contacted (Pembridge & Paretti, 2010b). The
responding department heads (about 40% of the 1862 departments and 53% of accredited institutions),
supplied the research team with a list of their current course coordinators, instructors, and project advisors
involved in the capstone course. In several instances, the department head directed the researcher to the
course coordinator, who in turn supplied further information. As a result of this recruitment effort, a list of
1258 capstone design faculty was compiled.
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In the Fall of 2009, the survey was distributed to these 1258 capstone design faculty using the
electronic survey tool, SurveyMonkeyTM. SurveyMonkeyTM was used because it was capable of
supporting the number of respondents, the format of the questions, and the security requirements of the
Institutional Review Board (IRB). Due to the length of the survey, parameters were set to allow the
survey to be completed in multiple sessions, thus reducing survey fatigue (Suskie, 1996). The survey was
open for six weeks and two reminder emails were sent approximately every two weeks. At the end of six
weeks, a total of 491 capstone faculty responded to the survey, representing 53% of all institutions with
ABET accredited programs and approximately 40% of those programs. In comparison, surveys previously
conducted by Todd et al. (1995) and Howe and Wilbarger (2006) yielded responses from 26% and 35% of
accredited programs, respectively. The total response rate for this faculty survey is 39% of those solicited.
Survey respondents represented five primary engineering disciplines: chemical (CHEM),
civil/environmental (CEA), electrical/computer (ECE), industrial/manufacturing (ISE), and
mechanical/aerospace engineering (MAO) (Figure 3) (Pembridge & Paretti, 2010a). Participants that
identified as other (36%) either taught in multiple capstone courses, like electrical and mechanical, or
taught in specialized courses and programs like nuclear engineering. Participants of the survey were full
professors (36%), associate professors (23%), assistant professors (10%), and instructors (16%). The
majority of respondents were teaching other courses in addition to the capstone course (85%), advising at
least one graduate student (62%), and held a doctoral degree (86.5%). They also had 8 or more years
experience teaching in general (77%), more than 8 years experience teaching the capstone course (51%),
and over 6 years experience working outside of academia (55%).

Figure 3. Distribution of departmental responses.
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The responding institutions represent a broad sample based on the type and size of institution, engineering
enrollment, across the United States. The survey respondents represented both public (68.5%) and private
(31.5%) institutions, with 93.5% offering graduate degrees. The size of the institutions varied from small
institutions that have less than 5,000 enrolled students (25.9%) and large institutions with more than
20,000 students (32.8%). In addition, 60.3% of the institutions had less than 20% of their undergraduate
students enrolled in engineering programs. Therefore, the sample represents faculty from a broad
distribution of institutional demographics.

Quality of Sample
The quality of any sample is based on its representativeness and size, and the implementation of the
survey (Pedhazur & Schmelkin, 1991). Since respondents self-selected to complete the survey, the sample
is non-random and therefore is not subject to evaluation using probability theory. Despite this, survey
respondents represented the major engineering disciplines, a variety of academic ranks, and a variety of
institutional contexts. When examining the size of the sample, there are an estimated 6,000 engineering
faculty involved in the capstone course (approximately 3 capstone faculty for each 1862 accredited
departments), indicating that ~8% of the population was surveyed.
When examining the representativeness of the disciplinary distributions, they were closely
aligned with those identified by ABET (Table 6). The faculty rank distribution differ slightly from to data
for all professional academics published in the Almanac of Higher Education published by the Chronicle
of Higher Education (Table 7). Despite this, the sample maintains a strong representation of engineering
education.
Table 6. Distribution of survey respondents compared to distribution of
ABET accredited programs.

Engineering
Departments
AE/ME/OE
Civil
ECE
ISE
Chem
Other

Faculty Survey

ABET

19%
18%
16%
7%
10%
36%

20%
17%
28%
7%
9%
20%
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Table 7. Distribution of respondent faculty rank compared to the
Almanac of Higher Education.

Faculty Rank
Assistant
Associate
Full
Instructor

Faculty Survey
10.20%
23%
36%
16%

Almanac of
Higher Education
22.4%
29.5%
18.9%
18.9%

The distribution of the survey was conducted to promote the highest response rate. The survey was
administered online, which allowed participants to take the survey at their convenience. The survey was
also administered in early Fall, around the time when faculty have potentially lighter course work. All
initial notifications and reminder emails were sent in the early morning or evening so that the email would
be in queue when faculty first checked email in the morning. Finally, the survey respondents were
obtained from the deans or department heads as specified. In several instances, the department heads
notified the faculty, indicating their support of the project. These efforts encouraged all of the solicited
capstone faculty to complete the survey.

Quality of Quantitative Methods: Surveys
Within survey research, there are inherent strengths and limitations associated with the quantitative data
collection. In general, surveys, like most quantitative methods, allow for representations to be made
across a population (Borrego, Douglas, & Amelink, 2009). Despite this capability, they are limited in
their ability to provide in-depth details about a given phenomenon.
This survey utilized multiple choice, select all that apply, and Likert-type questions. The benefit
of multiple choice and select all that apply questions is that they take minimal time and effort to answer
(Suskie, 1996). Unfortunately, they are also limited in that options may exist that are not available to the
respondent (Suskie, 1996). To address this issue, as noted above, several potential participants were
interviewed to develop possible responses to each question, and feedback from pilot test also was used to
refine the response issue (Suskie, 1996). Finally, participants were given the option of “other” where they
could enter in an option that was not presented to them.
The use of the “select all that apply” items presents two additional limitations. First, they are
susceptible to the “heavy checker” respondent that may carry more weight in the aggregated results than
other respondents (Suskie, 1996). Secondly, there is no perception of relative importance from respondent
to respondent (Suskie, 1996). These factors were accounted for in the survey as they were only included
in the “teaching practices” section, where the goal was to determine what topics were covered in the
lecture, included in the course grade, part of the project requirements, or not covered at all. This question,
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when grouped with the other responses, can adequately describe the key topics in the course and how they
are used.
The Likert responses in the survey examine frequency (never – frequently), importance
(unimportant – very important), and agreement (strongly disagree – strongly agree). These types of
questions are commonly used to measure attitudes and opinions (Suskie, 1996). Their use is familiar to
survey respondents and allows them to make comparisons among individual questions (Suskie, 1996).
The limitations include biased results because participants are more likely to agree with a given statement
than disagree. Likert items are also susceptible to respondents choosing the extremes of the question
without thoroughly reading the questions. Others may select “neutral” when they don‟t understand the
question or are unsure of their attitudes rather than when they are truly neutral (Suskie, 1996). This survey
mitigated these effects by ensuring the clarity of questions through pilot review.
The primary evaluative criteria for quantitative research are validity and reliability. Reliability
deals with the consistency of responses, or how repeatable the findings are (Borrego, et al., 2009; Moskal,
Leydens, & Pavelich, 2002; Suskie, 1996). Unfortunately the reliability of the whole instrument could not
be examined as it only had one form and was only distributed once. Therefore the reliability of responses
could be subject to variations in respondent mood and inconsistency of memory, attention, and accuracy
(Suskie, 1996). As noted by Suskie (1996), several attempts to maintain the reliability when these tests
cannot be examined include ensuring that the items are in simple formats, the questions are easy to
understand, and the questions are presented in a consistent order. These three points were maintained
throughout the survey development and checked throughout the pilot distribution.
The validity of the survey instrument relates to how well it measures what it was intended to
(Messick, 1995). For all survey responses as they pertain to mentoring, triangulation with the interviews
in the second phase of the study was the best way to maintain validity (Suskie, 1996). Another way to
ensure the content validity of the survey is through expert review, which was conducted during the pilot
analysis (Messick, 1995).
A final limitation of the survey is that as an exploratory design, the study does not utilize a
random assignment of participants nor does it utilize a control group or multiple measures (Trochim,
2004). Therefore, it is limited to descriptive analysis and causation of effects cannot be ascertained.

Faculty Interviews
The interviews were used to solicit detailed experiences of the capstone faculty pedagogy, classroom
management, and student-faculty interactions. This data was the crux of the data collection process for
this study, providing detailed descriptions of how students are mentored in the capstone course through
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descriptions of faculty teaching, accounts of approaches to solving classroom dilemmas, and statements
of beliefs regarding their practices.

Participants. Sampling was approached using a stratified purposive sample (Patton, 2002). At the end of
the faculty survey, respondents had the opportunity to volunteer to be involved in follow-up interviews.
271 respondents out of 491 responded affirmatively that they would like to be involved in the interviews.
The interview participants were selected through purposeful sampling based on three criteria: role,
expertise level, and discipline. Participants were those who had experience in three separate roles
(coordinator, instructor, and advisor) and demonstrated moderate expertise (a combination of teaching
experience, industry work experience, and recognition of scholarly activities (Pembridge & Paretti,
2010b)) to provide homogeneity in this area. To provide a representative sample, an equal number of
respondents from each of the five main disciplinary areas (Figure 3) were included. Secondary selection
criteria include representation across faculty rank and institutional demographics (e.g. private/public and
school size).
After accounting for these selection requirements, 60 survey respondents were selected for
recruitment to participate in the faculty interviews. Recruitment solicitation emails were sent to the list of
60 faculty during the summer of 2010, with follow up emails sent once a month for the next 3 months. In
total, 25 interviews were conducted by the researcher for this study. They were primarily conducted over
the phone, lasted an average of 50 minutes, and were recorded. Only three of the interviews were
conducted face-to-face.

Interview Protocol. The interviews were conducted using the critical decision method (CDM). The critical
decision method is used to model tasks in naturalistic environments characterized by high time pressure
situations where there is limited opportunity for deliberation (Klein, Calderwood, & Macgregor, 1989).
The capstone classroom represents such an environment, as it is frequently ill-defined and variable,
requiring faculty to make quick decisions on class management and pedagogical approaches throughout a
class period (J. Nespor, 1987; Pajares, 1992). The critical decision method was used to solicit details of
practices and approaches to teaching in the capstone course that address both content and tacit knowledge
within a given situation, and explore how the knowledge was used to address the situation (Klein, et al.,
1989). This method has been applied in a variety of situations, including fire ground command decisions
and other emergency incidents, as well as in engineering education to identify how engineering educators
take student differences into account (Klein, et al., 1989; Sattler, Turns, & Gygi, 2009).
CDM requires that a set of cognitive probes be applied to the description of a specifically recalled
incident where the participant reflects on their strategies and bases for their decision (Klein, et al., 1989).
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The interview method utilizes a semi-structured, case-based approach that requires the researcher to
guide the participant in the selection of an incident, obtain an unobstructed account of the incident from
the participant, construct a timeline, identify the decision point, and probe details regarding the decision
point (Klein, et al., 1989). Based on these five steps, the interviewer is free to pursue additional details
regarding the specific case being addressed.
This study used a semi-structured interview, in which the critical decision method was embedded
within a set of more generalized questions designed to provide a more comprehensive picture of each
participant‟s approach to the course. This approach included questions that would elicit both general and
concrete descriptions of participants‟ capstone courses and their approach to teaching. It incorporated
sequencing of the questions to provide context and elicit recall of memories associated within the context
(Patton, 2002). Question 1 served as a primer question to situate the interviewer into the context of the
participant‟s capstone course and to provide an opportunity for participants to refresh their memories and
experiences teaching the capstone course:

1.

Describe your approach to teaching the capstone design course.

Question 2 is the root of the critical decision method and follows the steps prescribed by Klein and
Macgregor (1989):

2.

Describe a situation where a design team was having difficulty due to a lack of content

knowledge, design knowledge, or teaming.
a)

What indicated this was a problem?

b)

How did you solve the problem?

c)

Were you reminded of any previous experiences?

d)

What were your goals?

e)

What options did you consider?

f)

How did you select/not select this option?

g)

What experience or training aided you in this decision?

h)

What training could have helped?

i)

How much time pressure was involved in making the decision?

j)

How would you summarize the situation?

k)

If a key factor had been different, what difference would it have made?

l)

Is this situation typical with most students/teams?
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Questions 3 and 4 were included to address how faculty view their role in the capstone course,
contextualize the experiences previously discussed, and allow faculty to mention any topics about the
course that they may have wanted to discuss or to describe something that they feel is unique in their
course. Questions like Question 4 are typical closing questions suggested for formal interviews, thus
giving the participant the final word (Patton, 2002):

3.

What are the most important things you do as a design educator?

4.

Is there anything else that you would like to add to the interview that we may not have covered

Participants were also asked about their willingness to allow surveys of their students.

Quality of Qualitative Methods: Interview
Several issues may limit the quality of the interview data beyond the typical evaluations of credibility,
dependability, and confirmability. These include the use of secondary data, limitations of the critical
decision method, and the use of phone versus face-to-face interviews.
One of the largest limitations of the faculty interviews is that the interviews were not designed
around Kram‟s framework; therefore, faculty did not necessarily address all of the career development
and psychosocial functions during their interview. Instead, the cases that they recounted sometimes
focused only on one or a few functions. However, when the mentoring functions were addressed, they
were filled with thick descriptions of what the mentoring function entailed (How did you solve the
problem?), the outcomes associated with the approach (What were your goals?), and the factors
associated with that specific mentoring situation (“What information did you use in solving the
problem?”; “What experiences or training aided you in this decision?”). These descriptions provide a rich
understand of mentoring practices and beliefs of the faculty.
A further limitation of the critical decision method is that people can misrepresent their cognitive
processes and their decision making goals in interviews (Klein, et al., 1989). The time between the event
and the time that it is recalled influences the nature of the critical decision protocol as well (Klein, et al.,
1989). Klein et al. note that in an examination of on-site and a follow-up accounts from firefighters
dealing with a wildfire, there was a range of 56% to 100% correspondence between the two.
With respect to combining face-to-face and phone interviews, in general, there is no major
reported difference in the responses among the two formats (Colombotos, 1969). The most notable
difference is that face-to-face interviewees tend to give more socially acceptable responses. Lengthy
phone interviews may also be less valid (Hyman, 1954); therefore, the interviews were restricted to onehour, rather than the two hours suggested by Klein et al. (1989). Rogers (1976) noted that there is
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typically no difference in the length of the interview between phone and face-to-face methods. She also
noted that lack of visual cues in the phone interview make the interview more mechanical, although this
method is typically preferred. The mechanical nature of the phone interview aided in the execution of the
CDM protocol by systematically addressing each of the questions and maintaining the integrity of the
process. In addition, it limited the bias that the researcher could impose on faculty responses through
facial expressions, allowing for honest descriptions of their capstone experiences without judgment.
As noted earlier, within quantitative research, the quality of the research is based on validity,
reliability, and objectivity. In qualitative research, the respective counterparts are credibility,
dependability, and confirmability (Anfara & Brown, 2001; Shenton, 2004). To maintain the credibility of
the data, background information on the researcher is included in Appendix B for reference during the
reporting of the findings, because in the interviewing process, the researcher is equivalent to the
instrument in quantitative research (Shenton, 2004). Dependability and confirmability are achieved
through thorough descriptions of the research methods employed, including a detailed account of research
design and data gathering techniques (Shenton, 2004). Confirmability is also be maintained through the
use of an audit trail that documents the research process step-by-step, including decisions that have been
made along the process (Shenton, 2004). Additional efforts to ensure confirmability included detailed
discussions regarding the analysis of the data with knowledgeable researchers familiar with the capstone
course and mentoring and a secondary researcher‟s coding of a selection of interviews using the codebook
in Appendix C.

Student Surveys
As with the faculty survey, the student survey was developed using the Crocker and Aligna (1986)
process of survey development. The purpose of the survey was to triangulate the faculty responses by
surveying the students‟ perception of faculty practices and perceived learning gains in the capstone
course. Like the faculty survey, it provides a means to contextualize and test the primary data source (the
interviews). Therefore, using the structure and results of the faculty survey and preliminary analysis of the
interviews, items were developed that would reflect the student perspective and included details regarding
the student‟s design team and personal demographic information (Table 8).
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Table 8. Instrument topics addressed in student survey.

Survey Section Topics
Course Information

Survey Items
Project details
Team make-up
Time-spent

Capstone Beliefs

Experiences
Learning gains

Faculty Interactions

Instructor role
Frequency/ Form of
interaction
Benefits of interactions

Student Information

Years of education
Co-op internships
Demographics

Unlike the faculty survey and interviews, the student survey was developed after the selection of Kram‟s
framework. As a result, additional items were included to elicit students‟ mentoring experience with their
capstone instructors. The questions were developed from the faculty responses in the surveys related to
the mentoring functions described by Kram. These items were Likert type, allowing for a five-point rating
from disagree to strongly agree and included the following items:
1. The capstone course allows me to…


Experience real world work (role modeling/challenging assignments)



Synthesize and apply prior work (challenging assignments)



Develop and design my project (acceptance-and-confirmation)

4. The capstone instructor…


Guides the development of the project scope (protection)



Allows me to interpret data and make decisions on my own (acceptance-and-confirmation)



Addresses issues during the class as they arise (coaching)



Keeps up with the status and progress of my project (protection)



Keeps up with how well my team is functioning (protection)



Puts effort into getting to know me personally (friendship)



Encourages me to publish work (exposure-and-visibility)
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Others items were obtained from past quantitative studies that examined mentoring through surveys that
explored aspects of Kram‟s mentoring functions. These items followed the same five-point Likert type
scale and included:
4. The capstone instructor…


Puts effort into getting to know me personally (friendship)



Provides direct training or instruction for me



Offers me acceptance, support, & encouragement (acceptance-and-confirmation)



Serves as a role model for me (role modeling)



Sponsors me for desirable positions such as assistantships, jobs, or internship (employability-

(coaching)

and-sponsorship)



Encourages me to publish work (exposure-and-visibility)



Provides personal guidance and counsel for me (counseling)



Serves as a friend

(friendship)

Once the items were developed, they were reviewed by the research team and piloted using a convenience
sample of capstone students. The pilot test allowed the students to take the full survey and provide
comments on each question. The pilot test yielded a response of five students. Since the survey was
distributed by the capstone faculty member rather than the researcher, there is no confirmation as to how
many students received the initial email. Upon review of the pilot results, items were added that reflected
student concerns and a section of items that included a drop down menu were altered for a quicker pointand click answering. The final version of the student survey can be found in Appendix D.

Participants. Student participants were recruited through the faculty interview participants who agreed to
participate in the student surveys. Out of the 25 faculty interview participants, 20 distributed the survey to
the students that were currently enrolled in their course during the 2011 Spring term. The Spring term was
chosen so that students would have a full capstone course experience, whether it was one or two terms, to
reflect on. Three weeks after the initial distribution, a request was sent to the faculty to remind their
students about the survey. By the end of the term, 196 students had completed the survey.
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3.3 Data Analysis
Faculty and student surveys
Using theory specified by Kram (1985) for the career development and psychosocial function of mentors
and the factors that account for and control mentoring relationships (Johnson, et al., 2007), items were
identified in the survey that represented mentoring “functions.” The items associated with the
psychosocial, Fp, and career development, Fc, functions are represented by the “X,” seen in Table 9 and
Table 10 for the faculty and student surveys, respectively.
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Table 9. Faculty survey items that reflect mentoring functions.
Career Functions

Friendship

Counseling

Acceptance/
Confirmation

Role
Modeling

Challenging
Assignment

Protection

Coaching

Exposure/
Visibility

Sponsorship

Question

Psychosocial Functions

1. How important do you consider the following purpose of capstone design
Enable students to synthesize & apply
X
prior work
Teach design considerations
X
Teach new technical content
X
Introduce students to new experiences
X
Enable students to publish work
X
Enable students to get involved with
X
professional societies
Enable students to network
X
2. How important do you consider the following student learning outcomes in the capstone course?
Grow as individuals
X
Grow as professionals
X
4. With respect to your primary role in the course, how important are the following responsibilities?
Provide general topic knowledge
X
Provide technical expertise
X
X
Troubleshoot/Solve problems
X
X
Mediate team interactions
X
Provide guided questions
X
Provide suggestions & ideas
X
Provide solutions
X
Tell students what to do
X
5. Based on your experience, how important do you consider the following qualities in defining a
“good” capstone instructor?
Allow students to interpret data &
X
make decisions on their own
Allow students to make mistakes
X
Know students work habits &
X
personalities
Keep up with projects
X
6. Please rate your agreement with the following issues
I keep up with the status and progress
X
of all projects in my course
I keep up with how well each team is
X
functioning throughout the term
I put a lot of effort into getting to
X
know my students personally
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Table 10. Student survey items that reflect mentoring functions.
Career
Functions

Psychosocial
Functions

Sponsorship

Exposure/Visibility

Coaching

Protection

Challenging Assignment

Role Modeling

Acceptance/Confirmation

Counseling

Friendship

1. The capstone course allows me to…
Synthesize and apply prior work

-

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

Develop and design my project

-

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

4. The capstone instructor…
Guides the development of the project scope

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

-

-

Question

Allows me to interpret data and make decisions on my
own
Keeps up with the status and progress of my project

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

Keeps up with how well my team is functioning

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

-

Puts effort into getting to know me personally *

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

Provide direct training or instruction for me *

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

-

-

Offered me acceptance, support, & encouragement *

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

-

-

Served as a role model for me

-

-

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

-

Checked work before submission *

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

-

Provided personal guidance and counsel for me *

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

Sponsored me for desirable positions such as
assistantships, jobs, or internship *
Encourage me to publish work
Introduced me to experienced professionals in my
field *
Acted as an intermediary between clients & team *

Served as a friend *

Note: “*” Denotes items constructed specifically for the mentoring study.

As Table 9 shows, all of the functions of the psychosocial and career development were represented in the
faculty survey, with the exception of sponsorship, which was addressed by the student survey. In addition,
through the complimentary integration of the data, items were selected and refined to ensure that they
represented the appropriate function. This refinement was further facilitated by the codebook and
definition of mentoring functions used for the coding of the interviews (see Appendix C). As a result,
several of the items associated with coaching were also applicable to role modeling, which is further
elaborated in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Because the student survey was developed with the knowledge of general findings from both
faculty survey and interviews, items were selected that would allow for a comparison between the faculty
and student perspective. Additional items (noted by a “*” in Table 10) were added to directly address the
core of Kram‟s functions. These items have been used in other surveys that examine Kram‟s functions
and fill in gaps that the faculty survey and interviews do not address, like sponsorship.
The quantitative analysis for the faculty and student surveys included descriptive statistics of the
item responses, comparison of differences between the item responses of the five major engineering
disciplines, and correlation analyses. The descriptive analyses for the faculty survey included the mean,
median, and modes of all items in Table 9 and Table 10. These items were then examined to compare
differences between the five disciplines using a Mann-Whitney U statistical test of sample medians. The
Mann-Whitney U test determines if there is a significant difference between sample medians of
independent groups (Howell, 2007). It is used to compensate for the non-normal distribution of the data
and the use of Likert items as a data source (Howell, 2007). The null hypothesis stated that any two
engineering disciplines have the same sample median. The alternative hypothesis stated that there is a
difference between the sample medians.
The difference statistical analyses for the faculty surveys requires a pair-wise comparison of the
five engineering disciplines. These types of concurrent analyses have the tendency to increase the familywise error rate (Howell, 2007). The problem can be alleviated by controlling for the family-wise error rate
by applying a Bonferroni correction to the alpha criterion (α). By dividing alpha by the number of
comparisons being examined (α/m) a new acceptable alpha can be used to examine significance among
the engineering disciplines (Howell, 2007; Ott & Longnecker, 2001). In examining the five engineering
disciplines, ten pair wise comparisons were conducted. Using the nominal acceptable criterion of
significance of 0.05 and dividing it by the ten examinations, the new adjusted criterion became .005.
The correlation analyses was used to examine the relationship of factors, Ft, such as faculty rank,
work load, level of education, experience, length of mentoring relationship, and institutional
characteristics, to the mentoring function items seen in Table 9. A list of these survey items can be seen
in Appendix E. When reviewing the list of contextual factors identified by Johnson et al. (2007) that can
affect mentoring, several variables were not accounted for, including age, race, and gender. These
variables, specifically gender, have been shown to greatly affect the type of mentoring relationship and its
outcomes when examining the perception of students in one-on-one relationships with traditional mentors
(Eby, et al., 2007). Within the context of this study, however, the description of mentoring capstone
students by faculty is related to all students. The variables of race, gender, and age can vary greatly
among students in the capstone course and therefore are not examined in this study as the purpose is to
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develop an understanding of mentoring practices within the context of the whole course rather than
individual students.
The correlation analyses between the mentoring function items and the factors was conducted
using the non-parametric correlation, Spearman rank-order test. The Spearman rank-order test is bivariate
measure of association between two variables where

where that null hypothesis states that there is no correlation between the given mentoring function (Mfunct)
item response and the mentoring factor (Mfactor). The alternative, states that there is a correlation:

As with the faculty survey, the student survey used descriptive analyses that measured the mean, median,
and mode for the items seen in Table 10. These examinations also included a comparison between the
disciplines using the Mann-Whitney U statistical test and Spearman correlation analyses between the
student perceptions of learning outcomes and mentoring functions.

Faculty interviews
The data analysis for the faculty interviews followed a cross-case analysis that utilized phenomenological
strategies as specified by Miles and Huberman (1984) and Patton (2002). Using Kram‟s model of
mentoring as a thematic framework, a priori codes and their definitions were developed around the
mentoring functions of career and psychosocial development (Appendix C). Using the qualitative analysis
software, MAXQDA, five of the transcribed interviews were coded by the primary researcher with the
corporate model of mentoring. This approach draws on the spirit of phenomenological analysis, where
the researcher seeks to describe the lived experiences of a particular group (Patton, 2002). This approach
allowed for the practices associated within the capstone course to be elicited through the description of
facultys‟ lived experiences teaching the capstone course using the critical decision method. The result of
this coding effort yielded practices and beliefs associated with each of the nine functions, tailored to the
context of the capstone course. The definitions associated with these practices and beliefs were then
reviewed by a second researcher to confirm the codes. Through continual review with the second
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researcher the categories were further refined and a consensus was reached regarding the codes and their
definitions.
These findings were then used to develop new definitions by the primary researcher that allowed
for further description of the functions and associated practices within the capstone course. These new
definitions were once again reviewed by the second researcher, confirming the interpretation of the
definitions and refining definitions as needed. Using these contextualized codes and definitions, a
codebook was developed that included both Kram‟s definitions, initial capstone definitions, and initial
capstone practices for each of the nine mentoring functions (Appendix C). Subsequent analysis used the
approach specified by Miles and Huberman (1984) where codes from the codebook were used for
identifying text that represent the code and sorting the texts into categories for themes. Using this
approach, the initial five interviews were re-coded and remaining twenty were coded by the primary
research using the codebook. One of the interviews were then coded by the third researcher using the
codebook. The coded segments were then exported to an Excel document allowing for further refinement
of each function and their practices. The codes were reviewed by the second and a third researcher. In
addition, the second researcher reviewed of all coded segments in the 25 interviews. Throughout the
coding process, direct quotes were used as evidence to support the codes and represent the essence of the
lived experiences required by phenomenological analysis.
Additional analysis of the qualitative data involved the quantification of interview responses.
Using the identified capstone mentoring practices and their definitions as a guide, the interviews were
examined to determine whether the practices were mentioned. If practices were mentioned, they received
a count of one representing the entire interview. If the practice was mentioned several times, it still only
received one count for occurring in that interview. These quantifications were then analyzed using
descriptive statistics to identify the number of participants who addressed each function. While important
to this study, this data represents only a small sample of capstone faculty and are not generalizable and
only indicate potential implications for mentoring practice

Integration
Data integration stage of mixed methods research and identifies how the qualitative and quantitative data
sets are combined into whole or separate parts (R. B. Johnson, 2004; Teddle & Tashakkori, 2006). This
study utilized a complimentary integration where the data sets were used to both triangulate responses and
fill in gaps that the other data sets may have missed.
While this study relies heavily on the qualitative data and the theoretical framework proposed by
Kram, its analysis was informed by the results of the quantitative analysis from the faculty survey. The
faculty survey responses guided the development of the codebook as details regarding the survey items
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listed in Table 9 were actively identified throughout the interviews to provide details of how they were
enacted. These details eventually guided the development of themes and practices.
The faculty survey also provided a triangulation point where the findings and implications from
the interviews could be compared to the larger faculty sample from the survey. In a similar manner, the
student survey provided an additional triangulation point between the faculty survey and the interviews.

3.4 Conclusion
This study used a mixed methods design to explore the prominent mentoring functions seen in
engineering capstone courses, identify the factors related to those mentoring functions, and analyze how
the functions are related to perceived learning outcomes. Data included survey responses of 491 capstone
design faculty, interviews of 25 survey respondents, and a survey of their students.
Quantitative data analysis included the calculation of descriptive statistics for the faculty and
student survey item responses and the correlation analysis between the items representing mentoring
functions and items representing factors of mentoring. Qualitative analysis involved a phenomenological
analysis of the data through the coding of interview responses using Kram‟s mentoring functions as an
initial framework. Throughout data collection and analyses, all efforts were made to maintain the quality
of both the quantitative and qualitative data.
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Chapter 4: Findings
This chapter presents the findings related to the following research questions (defined in Chapter 2).

1. How is mentoring enacted in engineering capstone design courses (ECDC)?
a. How do capstone design faculty experience their mentoring role?
b. How do student perceptions of mentoring align with faculty beliefs?
c. What are the prominent functions seen in ECDC?
2. What are the contextual variables (factors) associated with mentoring functions in ECDC?
3. What mentoring functions are related to self-reported learning outcomes in ECDC?

Section 4.1 addresses research question 1. Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 describe the career and psychosocial
development mentoring functions, respectively, from the qualitative interviews of capstone faculty,
compare these findings to the results of the faculty survey, and compare these two data points to the
student survey responses. Section 4.1.3 identifies connections among the nine mentoring functions,
supporting the connections with faculty descriptions. Section 4.1.4 identifies the prominent mentoring
functions from both the qualitative and quantitative perspectives.
Section 4.2 addresses research question 2, identifying the variables that are associated with
mentoring practices. Section 4.3 addresses research question 3, presenting initial findings from an
examination of the impact of mentoring practices on achieving self-perceived student learning outcomes.
All quotes from the interview participants are identified by a code represented by
“IDnumber.Discipline:Paragraph#”.

4.1 Description of mentoring in capstone courses
This section describes how mentoring is enacted in engineering capstone design courses using Kram‟s
framework as a starting point. The sub-sections describe mentoring practices related to the five career
development functions (4.1.1) and four psychosocial functions (4.1.2).Throughout these sections,
illustrative quotations from the interviews are included with the definitions to exemplify typical faculty
responses. The findings of this section indicate that:
1. The mentoring functions identified by Kram are actively enacted in capstone courses.
2. The perceptions of faculty interview participants, faculty survey participants, and student
survey participants represent similar views of mentoring practices.
3. The prominent mentoring functions include challenging assignments, protection, and
acceptance-and-confirmation.
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4. Several mentoring functions are interrelated.
Importantly, while mentoring functions developed by Kram are generally applicable to capstone courses,
the practices associated with them are represented differently due to the academic setting and the
developmental relationship between a faculty member and an undergraduate student. These differences
have given way to the development of a modified model that fits the context of capstone courses. Most
notably, the functions of sponsorship and friendship have been re-named to employability-andsponsorship and rapport, respectively. Additional differences are highlighted in the sections that follow.
4.1.1 Career Development
As described in Chapter 2, the career development domain focuses on preparing and promoting protégé
and includes the functions of sponsorship, exposure-and-visibility, coaching, protection, and offering
challenging assignments on the part of the mentor enhance the advancement of the protégé within the
organization. Within academia, although capstone faculty enact these functions, they do so in order to
developing students‟ access and abilities so that they can find employment in the engineering industry and
succeed in that employment. The following sections describe each function in detail.
4.1.1a Employability-and-Sponsorship
While sponsorship is seen as one of the most frequently observed career functions in the corporate model,
it was not emphasized in the interviews as much as other functions. Within the corporate model,
sponsorship appears in the form of the mentor assisting the protégé in making desirable lateral moves and
promotions in an organization through meetings with peers, superiors, and subordinates who are involved
in promotion decisions. The critical component of this function is the mentor‟s ability to create
opportunities for movement and advancement of the protégé.
Within the context of capstone mentoring, sponsorship shifted to employability rather than
promotion, and is defined as providing students with access, opportunities, and materials that will assist
them in attaining employment. While, the interviews did not identify any forms of sponsorship, a small
percentage of students indicated that their capstone instructor provided them with sponsorship for
assistantships, jobs, and internships. Therefore, the function will be known as employability-and
sponsorship. Employability-and-sponsorship, identified in the interviews, took the form of 1) providing
students with access to potential future employers, and 2) giving students opportunities to develop
materials that will aid them in finding and securing jobs (Table 11).
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Table 11. Faculty practices represented by the mentoring function of employability-and-sponsorship.

Kram’s Definition
(Sponsorship)

Employability-and-Sponsorship
To actively nominate a junior manager for desirable lateral moves and promotions.

Capstone
Definition

To provide students with access, opportunities, and materials that will assist them
in attaining employment

Practices




Give access to potential future employers
Develop materials for job searching

Give access to potential future employers
The practice of giving students access to potential future employers allow students an opportunity to work
with clients that have a high possibility of recruiting employees from the capstone course. Throughout the
interviews, several of the capstone faculty recognized that their students might end up working for the
industrial clients that provided course projects. As a result, when selecting projects for the course, faculty
try to tailor the selection of the projects to meet the future employment desires of their students, and
provide an opportunity to experience what it may be like to work with that future employer. As one
interviewee explained:
“I also get their input on what type of companies/entities do they want to work for such as,
manufacturing or logistic supply chain or baking finance, or health care, so on and so forth, what
type of sponsor they would like to work with, whether it‟s a large company, or for profit, small
company for profit, government, government contractor, not for profit, these types of things”
(50895.ISE:66)
At times, the “employment possibility” provided additional motivation for the students to excel in the
course and deliver a worthy product because they realized that the client was searching for future
employees. And as the following quotes suggest, faculty realize that the students are aware of this as well.
“I think it for the team to really pull together because selfishly, each person on the team really
hoped that they might get a job offer from this company.” (30407.Chem: 124)
“Most of them get that, most companies we deal with are big, most companies are here for
ulterior motives, number 1 recruiting, and they view that anything they get out of these things is a
bonus” (50895.ISE:129)
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These and similar comments across the interviews indicate that employability-and-sponsorship relates to
future employment outside of the current academic institution.

Develop materials for job search
The results of the capstone projects also become marketing tools for the students whether or not their
client is their future employer. The function also allows students to develop artifacts and experiences that
can be used during the application and interview process associated with attaining employment. As the
following excerpt indicates, faculty recognize that having students work on quality projects provide them
with opportunity to produce deliverables and portfolios that can be presented during job interviews.
“First because that will be good for them that will be marketable for them. They will be able to
find better jobs because of that... they have to invest extra time to and extra efforts to make good
results, but this is the sense really that I was discussing, and if they do that then they definitely
produce very good projects and projects that they can take with them to their job interviews and
definitely get much better interviews, much better jobs” (40756.ECE:176)
In addition, the opportunity to be involved in complex design tasks and team projects enable students to
experience situations and leadership roles they may not have experienced and/or sought out previously in
their undergraduate career. The following quote is representative of this sentiment, as the capstone
instructor recounts his experience of identifying and recruiting students through the examination of results
from capstone projects when he worked in industry.
“Not everybody can have that (leadership) experience, but you could be a team leader. I found
that [the capstone course] was a good example of leadership experience that I could use when
trying to sell candidate for employment [to his company].” (71240.ECE.Mid:68).
These sentiments indicate that faculty play a role in aiding the student acquisition of employment by
allowing them to develop not only artifacts that can be presented to future employers but also a wealth of
experience that can be actively described during interviews.

Quantitative analyses
Although no faculty survey items specifically addressed employability-and-sponsorship, it was included
in the student survey by asking whether their capstone instructor sponsored them for assistantships, jobs,
or internships. Figure 4 shows that just over 20% of the students agree that their capstone instructor
sponsors them for assistantships, jobs, or internships. This low response indicates that there are
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opportunities for faculty to aid their students in attaining employment following the capstone course, but
it is not a prominent focus.

Figure 4. Sponsorship perceived by students

4.1.1b Exposure-and-Visibility
Exposure-and-visibility is enacted in corporate settings when mentors give protégés opportunities and
responsibilities that require written and personal contact with other senior personnel. These interactions
demonstrate the protégé‟s competence and performance while exposing them to the culture of the work
environment. Within the capstone course, exposure-and-visibility is defined as providing students with
contact to the engineering community and opportunities to exhibit their skills and knowledge in ways that
facilitate recognition and feedback. Exposure-and-visibility was identified in faculty interview responses
in two primary practices: 1) providing opportunity for students to interact with professionals and 2)
showcasing student work (Table 12). Importantly, where employability-and-sponsorship focuses on
contacts explicitly related to employment, exposure-and-visibility focuses more broadly on connections to
give students more general experiences of the work place.
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Table 12. Faculty practices represented by the mentoring function of providing exposure-and-visibility

Exposure-and-Visibility
Kram’s Definition

To assign responsibilities that allow a junior manager to develop relationships with key
figures who may judge his or her potential for further advancement

Capstone Definition To provide students with contact to the engineering community and opportunities to
exhibit their skills and knowledge necessary that facilitates acclaim and feedback.

Practices

Provide opportunities to…
 Interact with professionals
 Showcase student work

Interact with professionals
One key auxiliary goal of exposure-and-visibility, within the corporate model, is to allow those in higher
positions within the company to see the capabilities and skills of junior employees. Similarly, the
capstone course provides faculty with an opportunity to help students interact with professionals who can
then see what the students are capable of. At the same time, it supplies students with knowledge of the
work environment. The capstone design context provides students with the opportunity to interact with
professionals in the field by having students work on projects that had clients both in industry and
academia, encouraging students to sign up for professional societies and subscribe to professional
publications, and bringing in professionals as seminar guests to address specific topics.
The interaction with professionals is often connected with client-sponsored projects. The client
can be an industrial company, a government agency, or a faculty member in the department or other
affiliated department. When working with industrial clients, students often receive substantial exposureand-visibility to professionals as they identify the customer‟s needs and constraints in order to produce a
valuable product for the company. Through this interaction and process, students are exposed to the needs
and practices of that client. The following excerpts highlight this exposure working with industrial clients:
“There was a project we did, and the students…not all the members, but three of the team
members, they visited four different companies to check similar technologies and learn from them
and interview different people.” (30423.ISE:116)
“Sometimes what the client wants is a cost, some kind of design and then a reasonable cost
estimate. We‟ve had clients that have wanted more. So, they [the students] need to produce
whatever it is, you need to get a cost, the right estimate, the right drawings, and then at the end of
the semester they‟ll wind up doing a public presentation. So, when you think about the project,
the core technical task is to take some, something that the client wants to achieve and deliver to
them an idea of what it, generally what it costs to do it.” (40772.CEA:50)
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Often times these interactions require the students to work with a broad range of personnel that include
lead-engineers and government officials as seen by the following quotes:
“Once in a while we‟ll have an externally-funded project. So they might go and talk to the lead
engineer on that.” (20229.MAO: 42)
“The experience there is the students actually meeting with the village manager, they‟re meeting
with their supporting engineering service, they‟re defining the task, they‟re scheduling it, they‟re
budgeting it, she‟s [village manager] probably gonna meet with the city council.”
(40772.CEA:126)
The contact with a variety of personnel provide insight into each individuals needs and capabilities,
allowing students to observe the personnel‟s role in a given context and how students may work with a
variety of personnel in the future.
Exposure also include exposure to faculty within their department. When working with other
faculty in the department, we see that the connection between the students and faculty are based on a
mutual interest in a given topic. The students that work with the faculty have an opportunity to propose a
new project within the faculty‟s range of expertise or work on a faculty‟s existing project. This exposure
offers insights into graduate education and academic jobs, which can lead to students pursuing more
advanced. The following quotes represent the process that one capstone instructor uses in supporting this
exposure to a broad range of faculty:
“students just went around to the faculty and proposed topics or asked the faculty for topics and
what we are doing now is we have an approved list to start with and that from a combination from
the faculty…and so the students go around and talk to faculty who have either proposed or agreed
to sponsor these projects and choose a project and try to choose projects based on their interests
and what faculty are interested in…and they try to come to some agreement.” (40699.MAO:67)
“our students might work with a faculty member in environmental engineering, and technical
engineering, and paper engineering, and food science on a project that sort of crosses those
boundaries. And we have a lot of students who are double majors, in say, textile chemistry and
chemical engineering. So they would work on a textile related project. And so we‟ve brought in
other faculty from different departments to partner with, to sponsor those sorts of projects.”
(30407.Chem:66)
Exposure-and-visibility occur as faculty encourage students to become involved in the professional
societies important to their discipline and to subscribe to related publications. By requiring student
involvement in professional societies, faculty give students the opportunity to interact with colleagues and
meet professionals in the discipline. The use of publications also allows students an opportunity to learn
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from professionals that they may not have an opportunity to meet face-to-face through literature. As one
faculty explained,
“Another deliverable as part of the class is a professional meeting attendance. They need to attend
a professional society meeting, such as American Society of Civil Engineers, National Society of
Professional Engineers, American Concrete institute. They also have to subscribe to some sort of
industry publication, such as an ASCE news journal or structural engineer magazine, some sort of
industry publication.” (50879.CEA:82)
Faculty indicate that these interactions with professionals help students develop an understanding of the
fields customers, needs, practices, and knowledge whether it be in industry or academia.

Showcase student work
In contrast to the interaction with professionals to support learning of the work environment, the
showcase of student work allows students to demonstrate what they have accomplished throughout the
course to their fellow students, clients, faculty, advisory boards, and the community. This practice
frequently appeared as an end of term event where other faculty, students, and the surrounding
community had the opportunity to see what the students had accomplished in the course. This “final
product” view of students‟ abilities creates a portrait of what the graduates of engineering programs are
capable of and can potentially lead to continued support from an industrial client as well as recognition
for the department and university.
In their simplest form, these showcases of student work involve an end of the year final report
and presentation, where students explain what they have accomplished to their capstone instructor, their
fellow students, and (for client projects) the client. At times, the students are also required to visit the
client, making professional presentations to the engineers, managers, and technicians. Such presentations
offer both exposure and visibility, providing the students with an experience they will frequently
encounter in future industry jobs. The following quotes from a civil engineering and ISE capstone
instructor represent the desire for the clients to attend these showcases and to have all interested parties
examine the student work:
“Whenever possible I get the collaborators to…the cooperators to come in and attend the final
presentations.” (2038.CEA.Mid:49)
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“We do two presentations at the end of the semester, around the time of the second milestone
where they do what we call a report out on site, where they go to informal presentations, most
likely on the shop floor if there is one or whatever is appropriate so that the wage folks and
anyone else who once you get here what it is they are planning to provide and recommend.”
(20307.ISE:64)
More elaborate showcases require the students to present to a panel of experts, such as a department‟s
advisory board or local experts in the field. The purpose of these reviews is to ascertain the outcomes of
the degree-granting program and to provide critical feedback from industrial representatives that are
active in the discipline, as represented by the following excerpt:
“whenever possible at the end of the semester I try to get external constituents, if you will, to help
evaluate the quality of the result of the projects; I‟ll either have, if I‟m working with a company
we‟ll make the presentations to them or I will bring in some engineers from the area or some
alums that are retired engineers or what not.” (10169.Chem:139)
Another form of student showcase is through an open house or what some faculty refer to as a trade show.
This type of showcase requires the students to be present at a booth with their final product, presenting it
to the local industrial, academic, and residential community. These showcases, similar to the external
review panels, provide an additional opportunity for critical feedback and peer review for the students. At
times, these types of showcases involve project judging that contribute to students‟ grades and public
recognition. The excerpt below highlights these goals.
“the third presentation they make is to the university student body as a whole. We have what‟s
called an engineering open house, and all the senior design teams come together and present what
they have in an open house forum. It‟s not a formal start time and end time. They more have a
booth and people come by and see it. And that‟s also judged by outside independent judges.”
(50879.CEA:82)
“that culminates with the final design report and what we call the senior design Expo. We
basically have the equivalent of a tradeshow where all of the engineering students… Well now
we've actually broadened it, it used to be just senior design students that now includes students
from our school of technology and marketing and science.” (71240.ECE:8)
Through the interviews, it is recognized that faculty actively create opportunities for students to display
their efforts in order to receive commendation and feedback on their work.
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Quantitative analyses
Within the faculty survey, exposure-and-visibility is linked to three course goals: networking, getting
involved in professional societies, and publishing. From a national perspective (Figure 5), a majority of
the faculty involved in the survey agree that it is important for students to network (53.2%). Despite this,
only 28.7% of the students “agree” that their capstone instructor introduces them to experienced
professionals in the field (Figure 6).
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Figure 5. Mentoring practices of exposure-and-visibility perceived by faculty.
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Figure 6. Student perceptions of exposure-and-visibility mentoring practices
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It was also seen in the faculty survey (Figure 5) that few faculty feel that it is their role or the role of their
course to enable students to get involved in professional societies (23.9%). Hence, the CEA cited earlier,
who required professional society membership, is in the minority. Even fewer faculty feel that it is
important to encourage their students to publish work (14.8%), which 50879.CEA does not mention, but
he does encourage his students to read technical publications.
The student responses are in direct agreement with the faculty perspective, as they are neutral on
whether capstone instructors encourage them to publish work. This indicates that beyond having the
students work with clients and showcasing their work, there are potentially more opportunities that would
allow students to network with professionals and show the work that they have completed.

4.1.1c Coaching
Coaching, in corporate settings, deals with the mentor enhancing the protégé‟s knowledge and
understanding of how to navigate the corporate world. It frequently involves sharing knowledge with the
protégé regarding professionalism and providing feedback on work. In contrast, coaching in capstone
courses deals with the direct and indirect transmission of knowledge (Table 13). While the course
provides an opportunity to apply their skills and knowledge, a component of capstone experiences deal
with developing the students‟ technical and professional skills, which frequently includes project
management, teaming, and communication. Throughout their descriptions of teaching the capstone
course, faculty identified content that was important, as well as pedagogical mechanisms and approaches
to teaching that content.

Table 13. Faculty practices represented by the mentoring function of coaching

Kram’s Definition

Coaching
To enhance a junior manager‟s knowledge and understanding of how to navigate
effectively in the corporate world.

Capstone Definition To impart knowledge pertaining to technical engineering and professional skills
through a variety of direct and indirect means
General
Approaches






Direct Instruction
Modeling
Direct to more experienced
Sounding Board / Questioning
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Content
The content areas addressed by the interviewees corresponded to those frequently cited in
capstone course literature, commonly aligned with meeting the requirements for ABET accreditation
especially ethics, design, and teaming. Table 14 lists the content that was addressed in the faculty
interviews and the pedagogical mechanisms used to teach these topics, which include lecture, discussions,
and feedback.

Table 14. Content covered by faculty and styles used to deliver materials

Content












Analysis Tools
Brainstorming
Communication
Design
Economics
Ethics
Intellectual Property
Marketing
Number Sense
Optimization
Professionalism












Project Management
Safety
Simulation
Specifications
Standards
Sustainability
Teaming
Technical Content
Technical Writing,
Testing & Reliability

Pedagogical Mechanisms
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Lecture
Homework
Discussion
Seminar
Reflection
Practice
Visual Aids

General approaches to coaching
When discussing their general approach to coaching (Table 13), faculty identified several techniques that
represent a continuum of direct to indirect transfer of knowledge: directly instruction, modeling, directing
students to resources, and acting as a sounding board.
At the start of the coaching continuum, providing direct instruction is defined as imparting
knowledge through approaches that involve passive engagement by the student. Faculty commonly
encounter this in the first term of a two-term sequence, where the content identified in Table 14 is taught
in a teacher-centered formats like lectures. The following excerpts illustrate this approach:
“In terms of the lecture course I would be…my role is a standard type instructor. We go…I
impart and explain information necessary for the completion of the design, in terms of having
them learn and practice several specific skills.” (30452.CEA:64)
“lectures would be a combination of kind of “here‟s how you do things in general and then let‟s
talk about specific ways you can approach this problem.” (40760.ECE:58)
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Other opportunities for direct instruction are aimed at promoting the success of the project. In these
instances, the faculty will tell students how to improve the project, what steps to take, and what to be
aware of, as the following civil engineering instructors explain:
“but you‟ve got to be willing to be in their face, you‟ve got to be willing to talk with them, tell
them how they can improve it, tell them how then can strengthen it,” (40772.CEA:60)
“that being the case I recommended that there was still the basic concepts and basic physics
involved. And I said you can really use either one, but I said if you use, for instance, the
American Concrete Institute procedure, you‟re going to have to do these certain things,”
(50879.CEA:130)
In conjunction with direct instruction, faculty frequently offer feedback. Feedback occur following
milestone presentations given to the capstone instructor and any interested parties like technical advisors,
clients, and fellow students. This form of feedback indicates flaws in the student work and provides
direction on where they should proceed. The following quote identifies a typical approach to the type of
feedback a team will receive from the instructor and client during a design review:
“so they get written feedback from me on their presentations. I say you should think about
this…and uh and then they come and talk to me and their advisor. Their sponsor also talked to or
their industrial advisor talked to them and said you really have to think about this and uh and we
keep that pressure up. We don‟t tell them what a better solution is. We say, you know, you need
to reconsider this and usually students are sharp enough that they can pick up on that and come up
with a good solution” (71218.MAO:81)
As an alternative to telling students what to do, by providing direct instruction, faculty will model
approaches to solving technical and professional problems. Modeling involves the passive observation,
through visual or auditory means, by students, where faculty will offer suggestions and alternatives to a
problem. It is then the student‟s responsibility to choose which approach to use or modify. In these
instances, faculty tend to become involved with the team where they act cooperatively as a team member
with the students rather than a strict source of knowledge, as seen in the following quotes:
“they also get the opportunity to see me figuring things out. When they come to me with a
problem, again, I frequently remind them “I don‟t know the answer to this either” but let‟s talk
about how we might approach this thing and so we get a lot more give and take that way.”
(10169.Chem:89)
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“my overarching goal is to model for students how they need to handle this in the workplace. So
if they have a conflict with a team member or a conflict with someone who is working for them
or with them, to try to model how to confront that person and address conflict head on rather than
either ignore it or handle it in a non-productive way.” (30407.Chem:98)
One approach to this type of modeling is for faculty to follow a think-aloud protocol often used in
educational research to identify problem solving approaches. This approach requires the faculty to
verbalize the thoughts associated with their actions, so that the observer can understand the rationale
behind the solution. The following excerpt identifies a civil engineering instructor‟s approach to this
process:
“I says, okay, let‟s go. Get your group together we‟ve got the spreadsheet, ok, here‟s the primary
clarifiers, ok, what‟s the flow rate? Let‟s pick an overflow rate. What do you think we ought to
have for an overflow rate? Ooooh, ohhh, and fumbling around, and pulling the table, and ya
know, what do you think about that overflow rate? Well, it‟s here in the book and ok, we‟ll use
it. Okay, now we‟ve got a diameter. Maybe we ought to check the peak flow, and what about the
overflow rates? Yes, they‟re about peak. And so I get with them, and I push them, and we
develop the spreadsheet. Finally we have the diameter, and oh, okay, what about the sludge
quantities? Ah, how do I calculate that? Ok, well, what‟s the TSS coming into the treatment
plant…oh, okay. How much removal are we going to get? Well, ok, let‟s look in the book. Oh,
60% TSS. Oh, okay, where do you think that goes? …so I work with them. And finally we get a
product out of „em. Because otherwise, ya know, they‟re floundering. And so this…I do this
with a lot of the groups.” (20345.CEA:62)
A less directive approach than instruction or modeling involves directing students to resources. This
approach facilitates student acquisition of knowledge by directing them to available sources of knowledge
that include literature and experts in the field. Literature remains a common source of knowledge that
faculty encourage their students to seek out. Rather than providing instruction on the topic, faculty
provide a number of literature resources to the students, allowing them to read in-depth in a given area
and develop the knowledge on their own. The following quote indicates a capstone instructors approach
to encouraging his students to explore the literature:
“It was like “we don‟t know anything about this” (laughs) and so you know at that point it was
kind of like ok let‟s sit down. Let‟s look at the literature cause there‟s a bunch. Umm let‟s look at
the kind of things that have been done. And uh and starting to actually explore
that.”(50946.ISE:81)
In addition, faculty will direct students to other faculty that are more experienced in the given topic.
Although capstone courses are generally taught by individual disciplines, faculty are not always experts in
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every aspect of the discipline that may be needed to produce a successful project. These areas of expert
knowledge can include both technical content and engineering tools. In these situations, faculty will
encourage students to seek out technical support or other expert faculty, as seen in the following excerpts:
“if that doesn‟t help very often I would instruct them to call tech support for the specific hardware
that they are using. So you know if they have specific sensor or microcontroller. And they check
all discussion groups and all the material on the web. Then I will often instruct them to uhh
contact directly tech support or the manufacturer.” (40756.ECE:111)
“In this case I helped them, but in some cases they may have, be stuck on a topic that maybe I
don‟t know much about and I‟ll ask them to go to another expert, maybe here in the college of
engineering and say “why don‟t you get advice from professor X or professor Y and see what
they say”(61135.MAO:119)
The most student-centered approach to coaching, identified by faculty, require faculty to act as a sounding
board. This approach offers students the opportunity to talk out problems and concepts while faculty
encourage critical thinking through probing questions. In these instances, capstone instructors allow
students to talk about their project, giving them an opportunity to verbalize questions that they may have.
Instead of answering these questions, faculty encourage the students to answer their own questions or
follow a Socratic method to the discussion, asking the students a question in response to the initial
inquiry. The following quote is an example of such an interaction:
“it's not a formal process… As much is letting them talk… They think I'm solving the problem
for them, but I'm not. I'm there and they're talking out loud and explaining things to me. Basically
when you hear yourself verbalize all the things you're thinking about, for some reason that it
seems to help people move off of from zero speed… So I don't think that I gave them any
particular words of wisdom, and that's case I think they came to that solution themselves as far as
needing to talk to a different group of people in order to make things happen” (20307.ISE:70)
Changes in approach over time
Although faculty participants indicated approaches that they used regularly, many of the faculty indicated
that their approaches to teaching varied based on the project, the status of the team, and how much time
was left in the course. In general, faculty provide more coaching at the beginning of the project and back
off as the students begin to take ownership of the project, as represented by the following quotes from
civil and electrical engineering capstone instructors. Opportunities for direct involvement also occurred
when time became a critical issue, the success of the project is was in jeopardy, or if the problem was
simplistic in nature and easily addressed by identifying the solution.
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“I do provide quite a lot of guidance. Particularly early on when they‟re sort of formulating their
approach and doing their preliminary design. The middle is sort of…my contribution sort of
slows down. And then as they‟re nearing the submission of that final draft I put it upon them to
set up meetings with me to come in and talk about their approach and discuss any problems. But
as they do these progress reports going through they‟re supposed to be identifying problems and
bringing them up at that point and we address them. Usually they don‟t. Usually they‟ll put them
off until the final project or the final draft is nearing due. And at that point, ya know, I sort of tell
them what they need to do to get this done and so on.” (2038.CEA:69)
“as much as I can I try to let them figure it out themselves. If it starts to look like they‟re not
going to finish unless I step in then I‟ll step in or if I don‟t know the answer I‟ll send them to
somebody who might...the overriding philosophy. I want them to do it themselves if possible but
if it‟s going to jeopardize the success of the project then I‟ll step in.” (50902.ECE:117)
Other opportunities for variability in coaching approaches occur as “just in time teaching.” Within the
capstone course, these teaching opportunities occur when several teams are dealing with a similar
problem. In these situations faculty will move away from coaching individual teams or the schedule of the
syllabus to provide a lecture or discussion with the full class on the content in question. The following
capstone instructor illustrates this approach:
“I normally work with the teams individually, but another thing that I do, is if I see, if I perceive
that teams are having a common problem I will communicate with the class as a whole. And I‟ll
say “look here‟s a question that I‟m getting and here‟s some guidance that I‟ve given to some of
the teams, let‟s proceed on this basis, or on occasion I will even call the whole class together for a
meeting and say “an issue has come up, let‟s talk about how we‟re going to deal with this.”
(10169.CEA:63)
Despite their approach, whether it involves instructing them in a given area, modeling, or encouraging
students to develop knowledge on their own, several faculty indicated that they would not do the work for
the students. The following capstone instructor indicates how they follow this approach, but also require
individuals that are supporting the teams to do the same:
“I have shared directly with him my expectations as a consultant, do not do the problem for
them, but give them facts, give them literature, point them in new directions, share ideas, ask
them questions, and put them in a new direction, but don‟t whatever you do, don‟t do it for
them.”(50879.CEA.74)
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Throughout the capstone course, students have the opportunity to not only apply their knowledge and
skills, but also develop new knowledge. Coaching facilitates this acquisition of knowledge by employing
a range of the pedagogical approaches targeted to student development.

Quantitative analyses
The faculty survey addressed coaching by inquiring about beliefs on providing suggestions and ideas,
guided questioning, teaching technical content and design consideration. The results of the faculty survey
are similar to those seen in the interviews (Figure 7). A large portion of the faculty respondents (35.1%)
feel that it is unimportant to provide solutions to students. Instead, faculty consider it important to provide
suggestions and ideas (61.2%) and guided questioning (51.3%).
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Figure 7. Mentoring practices of coaching perceived by faculty

In comparison to the faculty responses, the students moderately agree that faculty provide direct
instruction and training, the distribution of responses is similar to that of the faculty response to the
importance of teaching new technical content (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Student perceptions of coaching mentoring practices

4.1.1d Protection
In the corporate environment, protection is characterized by limiting the visibility of junior managers until
the mentors believed they are capable and ready for that visibility. This limitation on visibility protects
the protégé from potentially damaging interactions with senior officials. Within this model, the senior
manager often takes blame in controversial settings.
Protection in the capstone course is also about limiting damage, but refers to preventing students
from failing to learn, a failing project, and poor relationships with clients through administration and
execution of the course. These forms of protection are characterized through the selection of the project
and team formation, ensuring the students accountability, supplying resources need for project
completion, knowing the status of the project and team, and being available to student needs (Table 15).
Table 15. Faculty practices represented by the mentoring function of protection

Kram’s Definition

Protection
To shield junior managers from untimely or potentially damaging contact with
other senior officials

Capstone Definition To prevent student from failing to learn, a failing project, and poor relationships
with clients through administration and execution of the course.
Practices








Project selection & team formation
Supplying resources
Status of project and team
Ensuring accountability
Being available
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The failure to learn is a common concern among faculty in any classroom setting. The practices identified
in Table 15 provide active approaches to ensuring student motivation and that will enhance the transfer of
knowledge. In addition, as many capstone projects are team based and have a client, these components
can become roadblocks to the successful completion of a project and student learning if they are not
managed effectively. Therefore, the practices associated with protection also limit the negative impacts
that teams and clients can impose on student learning.
Project selection and team formation
The first way faculty protect students is by selecting projects and forming teams in ways that provide
quality learning opportunities to advance students‟ knowledge by identifying properly challenging
projects and matching team ability and interest to the projects needs. Above all, project selection offers an
opportunity for the students to meet the learning outcomes of the course and cover the content required.
As one chemical engineering instructor explains, one of his responsibilities is to select projects that meets
department goals:
“there's a list of things that the department feels are essential parts of the capstone design
experience; like doing an environmental analysis; like doing an economic analysis. So my job is
to make sure those aspects get properly integrated into whatever the project is” (30540.Chem:34)
To select effective projects, faculty frequently conduct initial inquiries the term prior to the start of the
capstone course to assess needs and scope. This practice ensures that the faculty understands the needs of
the client and can ensure the clients desires are not beyond the abilities of the students, as one participant
explains
“I meet with them [the clients] prior to the semester starting and explain everything that we're
doing, and the logistics of that will include and what will be provided to them. In one of the
things we spend a lot of the time talking about is how they define their projects and what they can
expect as far as communication from students and that sort of thing“ (30423.ISE:106)
In addition, this practice protects the students from a failing project by giving in instructor knowledge of
the project content area and matching that with the abilities of the students. By forming teams that have a
breadth of background knowledge areas that match those required by the project, students will be more
likely work cooperatively to successfully complete the project.
A second aspect of project selection deals with desire to meet students interests. Several faculty
indicated that if students have a pre-existing interest in the topic area, they have an intrinsic motivation to
learn more about the area and pursue the project actively. Therefore, it is beneficial to select projects and
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form teams to meet that meet the interests of the students. The interests in projects are seen to develop as
a result of common recreational activities or prior involvement in internships and past work experiences,
like REU‟s (Research Experiences for Undergraduates).
Supplying resources
The supplying of resources offers protection by providing teams with the material support needed for
project completion. Often, capstone projects require students to access data and materials they have not
worked with in the past. To ensure that students have every opportunity to complete the project
successfully, faculty provide teams with the tools necessary to achieve a goal design. Faculty may
purchase supplies and parts, identify and introduce students to more experienced professionals and ensure
that students have access to the necessary documentation and data. As one instructor explains, the clients
will sometimes provide these resources
“So Boeing will, like, supply the facilities and the materials and the students will do the testing.
Ya know, data collection, data presentation, things like that. (20229.MAO:47)
While the resources may be obtained through various outlets, the capstone instructor provides protection
by ensuring that these resources can be obtained.
Knowing the status of projects and teams
Understanding team dynamics and tasks, as well as the progress of the project, allows faculty to assess
where their support is needed and take a proactive approach to protection. In the interviews, capstone
faculty noted that they have employed several approaches to knowing the status of projects and teams.
These can include the use of regular required reports (written and oral) and regular meetings between the
students and capstone instructor. The purpose of this practice is to identify the current state of the projects
and teams so that problems can be addressed in a timely manner and the progress of the team can be
maintained to ensure project completion. As specified by the following ISE capstone instructor, the use of
memos can be used as an opportunity for students to express their concerns:
“the key is to stay on top of things, and I try to do it with those weekly memos. And I stress to
them, that‟s where they gotta tell me where problems are arising and how you‟re dealing with it
and whether I need to intercede.” (50895.ISE:88)
The most common artifacts mentioned by the interview participants include the written deliverables of
memos and weekly reports, as previously mentioned, and midterm reports. These written reports were
identified to provide valuable insight into the progress of the project, allowing capstone instructors to
observes gaps in the student work and the need for specific direction. Oral presentations provided the
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same insights, but provided additional information about the inner workings of the team. Through formal
presentations given to the entire class, capstone instructor, and advisory boards, or informal presentations
that are given on a weekly basis to the instructor alone, individuals on teams relay their knowledge of the
project, thus providing an insight into their efforts. Several faculty indicated that when teams are
ineffective, their description of their efforts and knowledge clearly show the shortcomings. The following
quote from an ECE capstone instructor illuminates how the instructor and advisory board recognized a
dysfunctional team and proceeded to address the issue by meeting with the students:
“We noticed, about the first review which would be 4 weeks into the course, that when they were
describing what each of them was doing it was like they were three separate projects, they were
not related to each other at all… we called them in, had a separate meeting and we just addressed
the issue of each person‟s style, their commitment to the project, and what was… trying to
understand what was going on.” (10156.ECE:32)
Other means used to determine the status of the team and project include timesheets to evaluate what and
how much work has been accomplished by each member of the team and team member evaluations to
triangulate team member contributions.
Much like the weekly reports, many faculty indicated that they required their students meet with
them on a weekly basis as well. These regular meetings provided insight into both the inner workings of
the team and the individual contributions of the team members. Within these meetings, students are
required to discuss the work that has been accomplished and the immediate goals that they wish to
accomplish by the next meeting, and are offered an opportunity to report any troubles that they are facing
from both technical and teaming perspectives. Bad communication, inconsistencies in descriptions in the
project and status was mentioned by faculty as a sign that something is wrong with the team dynamic.
Ensuring accountability
Protection is also offered through the establishment of expectations and evaluations that ensure students
are meeting the needs of the course, project, team, and client to promote learning and successful
completion of the project. This practice provides extrinsic motivation for the students to have a successful
project, team dynamic, and meet the learning outcomes of the course.
The most frequent forms of ensuring accountability occur in the forms of grades, team
evaluations, and client feedback. While evaluations provide an avenue for knowing the status of a project
and team, they also function as a form of extrinsic motivation to complete the task as much of a student‟s
grade comes from the reports previously described. The grades attached to these deliverables dictate the
extent to which the needs of the project and capstone course are being met. Other gradeable artifacts
include team evaluations and client feedback. These artifacts ensure that the team is working effectively
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and meeting the expectations of the client. The following mechanical engineering capstone instructor
indicates how the use of weekly reports ensure accountability:
“One of the reasons I ask them…there are different reasons, but one of the reasons I ask them for
that weekly report we talked about earlier is that each person has to, you know, I want to see each
person in the team there with what they were responsible for doing for that week and whether
they accomplished it or not. And if not, why not? And what are they tasked to do for the next
week, and so on. So hopefully it heads off those sorts of issues.” (6115.MAO:109)
As indicated here, setting expectations is critical to ensuring accountability, as neither the student nor the
instructor can assess the progress and status of the team if there is no basis for the evaluation. From a
course perspective, the expectations are typically clearly outlined in the syllabus indicating what the
students are required to accomplish throughout the course.

Being available
While the other practices require action on the part of the capstone instructor, the act of being available is
passive, requiring the student to take advantage of the practice. Being available offers protection by
removing limitations that can impede project progress of and access to learning. As one instructor
explains,
“What I can do is make sure I am readily available so that they don‟t spend five hours banging
their head against a wall trying to do something that I could have set them on a better path
relatively quickly.” (30540.Chem:157)
This availability goes beyond the normal office hours, as several faculty indicated that they maintain an
open door policy for their capstone students so that they do not have to make arrangements to meet at
given time if they have questions. Other faculty move their offices to an open lab space, such as a
computer lab, so that they would have the opportunity to interact with their students on a more regular
basis. Several faculty even alluded to an extreme availability where they offer access to students on a 24hour, 7-days-a-week basis by giving them access to not only work but also home phone numbers.

Quantitative analyses
Within the faculty survey, practices associated with protection appeared in the form of the degree of
importance that faculty place on keeping up with the status of projects and teams. As seen in the
qualitative findings, faculty survey respondents place a high importance (rating the importance as 4 or
higher) on keeping up with how well each of the teams function (78.7%) and keeping up with the status of
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the projects (82.2%) (Figure 9). The student survey included questions about this monitoring as well as a
question about faculty relationships with clients. Students tended to concur with this perspective as 48.7%
of students agree that the faculty keep up with team functioning and 59.7% of students agree that the
faculty keep up with the status of the projects (Figure 10).
While Kram‟s model indicates that the senior manager limits the visibility of the junior manger
and facilitates communication to those higher officials, it a parallel practice appeared only marginally in
the faculty interviews and student survey. Only 31.4% of students agree that the capstone faculty act as an
intermediary between the teams and clients and few faculty mentioned it explicitly. One explanation may
be due to teams not directly working and interacting with clients.
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Figure 9. Mentoring practices of offering protection perceived by faculty
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4.1.1e Challenging Assignments
The crux of almost every capstone course is the presence of the project, which is usually intentionally
designed as a challenging assignment. Kram‟s studies indicated that the challenging assignments provided
an important learning opportunity for young managers and that senior managers had a critical role in
designing the assignment. Without these opportunities, Kram notes that the young managers would be
unprepared for positions of greater responsibility and authority.
As previously noted, project selection in the capstone course is a component of protection, but an
even larger function is designing assignments challenging enough to support learning. Challenging
assignments provide students with opportunities to apply and develop skills for the completion of an
unfamiliar, relevant, and realistic project that is ill-defined, has no foreseeable solution, and represents the
full project cycle from problem definition through solution. Through the interviews, faculty identified
three key criteria for projects: that they integrate previous learning, offer an opportunity to experience
new and relevant scenarios, and addresses a realistic full project cycle (Table 16).

Table 16. Faculty practices represented by the mentoring function of offering challenging assignments

Kram’s Definition

Challenging Assignments
To assign challenging work that enables the junior manager to develop specific
competencies and to experience a sense of accomplishment in a professional
role.

Capstone Definition To provide students with opportunities to apply and develop skills to the
completion of an unfamiliar, relevant, and realistic project.
Practices

Provide projects that…
 Integrate previous learning
 Address a realistic project
 Offer new, relevant, experiences

Integrate previous learning
The integration of learning requires as a project that allows students to apply knowledge developed from
their prior coursework to its completion. As specified by ABET‟s accreditation requirements for capstone
courses, the experiences should be a “culminating design experience based on knowledge and skills
acquired in earlier coursework” (ABET, 2010). The course, through its roots in project-based learning,
allows for a bridging of course materials where individual course content must be combined in order to
develop a single artifact. The following capstone instructor emphasizes this aspect during his explanation
of his goals for the course:
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“my overall goal is I try to take the packets of information that are provided to the students in the
three in half years leading up to that class, which tend to be taught as little packets that are
individualized. And try to throw a project at them that requires them to bridge the differences
between those classes.... we try to create bridges between those different classes by assigning a
large-scale final design project.”(50879.CEA.Mid:78)
A significantly challenging assignment that will advance students‟ abilities would not be possible without
the culmination of content knowledge. It provides an opportunity to explore the knowledge gained within
new contexts.

Offer new experiences and content
Challenging assignments that offer new experiences and content are those that allow students to explore
problems that are stimulating, relevant, and require students to develop new knowledge and skills to
complete it. A common approach to this practice involves the introduction of a project that deals with
contemporary issues in society and engineering or those that require students to apply new technology.
These relevant projects can introduce students to realistic problems of working in industry such as dealing
with suppliers, clients, and unfamiliar problems. This aspect of challenging assignments is closely tied to
exposure-and-visibility. Where exposure-and-visibility focused on insight into the work environment,
challenging assignments emphasizes the students‟ active participation in navigating the work
environment. The following quote illuminates the aspects of working on projects that introduce students
to current engineering problems and technology as well as the professional aspects of working in the
engineering industry that they may not have had experience with in the past.
“I try to select timely current projects. For the last several years we have normally worked with a
company in the area or sometimes it‟s been with other people within the university..(Company)
is a company that is located in this area; they have a specially chemical plant, 2 plants in fact and
research labs and we‟ve worked 3 or 4 years we will take some bench chemistry that they are
looking at, a new product that they‟re considering and we will actually design a process to
produce that product at an appropriate rate that they think the market would
support.”(10169.Chem:51)
The introduction of these problems and experiences introduce a level of challenge that forces the students
to work in ways they have not previously experienced. As such, challenging assignments ensure that the
projects are significant to the extent that scaffolding in the form of coaching is expected, but not to the
extent that the project is beyond the limits of success from student efforts. Protection ensures that these
criteria are met through the review of projects. The following quotes from civil engineering faculty
illuminates the need to ensure that the project is significantly difficult:
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“The reason that I really rejected ammonia is the design for ammonia plans is so damn easy. It
wasn‟t…I have a certain level of complexity and number of units or things that I want them to
have in their final plan, and this one would have not have met my…now what do you say?
Pedagogical criteria for a design…a sufficient senior design.”(30452.CEA.Mid:152)
“In my perspective, I‟m not doing a good job, unless they‟re complaining they don‟t understand
what the project is, they don‟t know what the rules are, they don‟t know what to
do.”(40772.CEA.Mid:49)
As a result of the high level of challenge, projects are selected as an opportunity where students are likely
to make mistakes. The academic environment provides an environment where students are required to be
accountable for the success of the project, but the costs of having an unsuccessful project are typically
minimal. Therefore, mistakes are a key indication of a challenging assignment and provide an additional
opportunity for the student learning. as seen by the following excerpts:
“my philosophy is that you never learn a single thing from your successes, you only learn from
your mistakes. And You're going to have lots of opportunities to learn in senior
design.”(71240.ECE:16)
The use of new experiences and content add a complexity to the projects that facilitate challenging
assignments. The assignments provide critical learning opportunities, but within these new experiences, it
is common for students to encounter difficulties. Through the application of protection and coaching to
support challenging assignments, as described earlier, the students will be capable of developing their
abilities as engineers.
Realistic project
A full project cycle allows the student to practice a realistic approach to design that proceeds from
conception to completion. The realistic quality of the project is characterized by having an ill-defined
problem with multiple solutions. Capstone faculty may emphasize this aspect of challenging assignments
as the realistic component is alluded to in the ABET criteria, as the design experience should “incorporate
appropriate engineering standards and multiple realistic constraints”.
As challenging assignments offer students an opportunity to work on a design project from start
to completion, they can involve the common stages of design like definition of the problem statement,
development of project plan, generation of alternatives, selection of solution, as well as teaming, working
with suppliers, marketing, and financial analyses. The following excerpt from an ISE capstone instructor
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provides a description of the general process followed throughout the duration of the capstone course,
representing the full project cycle mentioned by many of the participants:
“In the lab then they have a three month window: semester window to take a project that may
very sparsely defined. Define the project identify measurable objectives, identify plan for how
they want to approach the project a methodology basically to go through, what their tangible
deliverables are going to be, and a Gantt chart and how they're going to make that happen over
the course this semester. So during the lab initially what they're doing is working on the problem
definition, writing a formal proposal, and then the middle chunk of the semester they are actively
working to solve those problems and generate those tangible deliverables that they can hand over
to the industry partner at the end of the semester.” (20307.ISE: 89)
As with the findings from Kram‟s model, these challenging assignments prepare the students when they
enter the workforce allowing them to know what to expect and proceed with projects successfully as
represented by the following faculty‟s perception of their students‟ abilities:
“our people make, get a big jump on everybody else because everyone else is a little scared and
doesn‟t know how to finish off a project. They can get started and can‟t get her done. Since we
force them to go through this gauntlet, they know how to finish off a project…. he (a student)
wanted to thank me for making him get that project done… that he had been hired with four other
IE students or people at this plant, and he got three projects done before anybody else got there‟s
done”(61163.ISE:94)
In addition to incorporating the full cycle, faculty emphasize the selection of projects that have realistic
qualities like an ill-defined problem statements and multiple solutions. As problem definition is one of the
first stages of any design process, faculty strongly emphasize establishing ambiguity in the problem so
that students have an opportunity to practice problem definition. The following quote indicates the
importance of addressing problem ambiguity for the development of student, even when a client is
involved:
“I purposefully make sure the projects have some ambiguity going into them. I don‟t like the
company to come back and say just do this. I like to say okay here‟s the domain and you explore
it. And so once they‟ve kind of navigated that ambiguity, then at that point and time they were
ready to , you know. Now we know what we do know.”(50946.ISE:93)
Once the problem has been defined, the presence of multiple solutions is necessary to allow student to
develop the critical thinking skills and design approaches needed for concept generation and selection In
the selection of the projects, faculty seek problems where not only are students, but the faculty, are unsure
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of the solution. The following chemical engineering instructor explains how the examination of these
alternatives gives the team enough work so that all members of the team can be actively involved in the
project.
“if it‟s a good project nobody knows the answer, and so you have to look at what are you trying
to accomplish and what is the complexity of the process look like and make a judgment call as to
how much one team can accomplish in a semester given their level of knowledge and also given
how much information seems to be available.”(10169.Chem:55)
Often, the projects that students will encounter in their roles as engineers will be require them to complete
a project from start to finish, while dealing with realistic scenarios that introduce ill-defined problems and
multiple solutions. This aspect of challenging assignments leads to complexity in the function as there is
need to protect the students from overly challenging assignments while selecting projects that provide
critical learning opportunities.
Quantitative analyses
Items within the faculty survey that addressed challenging assignments include the importance of
allowing students to make mistakes and synthesizing and applying prior work. From the analysis, it is
observed that it is extremely important for faculty to encourage the offering of challenging assignments as
(90.4%) of faculty respondents indicated that it was import to allow students to make mistakes (Figure
11). In addition, 72.7% of the faculty survey respondents place a high emphasis on enabling students to
synthesize and apply prior work, as recognized in the interviews. Students agree with this perspective as
76.7% perceive their capstone instructor as encouraging this practice.
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Figure 11. Mentoring practices of challenging assignments perceived by faculty.
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Figure 12. Student perceptions of challenging assignments.

4.1.2 Psychosocial Development
Where the career development functions discussed about address skills and employment opportunities,
the domain of psychosocial development targets protégés‟ sense of community, identity, and effectiveness
in their role with an emphasis on behaviors and values rather than skills. Within the capstone course, the
psychosocial functions address the development of students‟ self-identity and efficacy as a practicing
engineer. The following sections will describe how capstone instructors aid in the psychosocial
development of their students through the functions of role modeling, acceptance-and-confirmation,
counseling, and rapport.
4.1.2a Role Modeling
Within Kram‟s model, role modeling involves the senior manager displaying the attitudes, values, and
behaviors that the junior manager seeks to emulate through every day practice. In this corporate
environment, these attitudes, values, and behaviors include interacting with co-workers, managing worklife balance, and how to assume greater levels of responsibility. In a similar fashion, capstone instructors
role model to develop the attitudes, values, and behaviors of students through passive observation and
active simulation.
Within the structure of the capstone course, instructors have frequent interactions with their
students, thus providing opportunity for the instructors to act as role models and impart their attitudes,
values, and behaviors related to succeeding in the field, working in teams, and acting professionally.
Faculty accomplish this function by modeling behaviors and approaches, providing descriptions of
engineering and professional work experiences, expressing their personal values, and establishing a class
setting that mimics the work place (Table 17).
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Table 17. Faculty practices represented by the mentoring function of role modeling

Kram’s Definition

Role Modeling
To impart attitudes, values, and behavior that provide a model for the junior
manager to emulate

Capstone Definition To develop attitudes, values, and behaviors of the field through passive
observation and active simulation
Practices






Modeling behaviors and approaches
Describing engineering and professional work experiences
Expressing personal values
Establish a class setting that mimic the workplace

Model behaviors and approaches
Modeling behaviors and approaches is an approach to role modeling that involves students‟ passive
observation of capstone instructors displaying specific behaviors and approaches. Unlike the modeling
described in coaching practices, which focuses on solving technical problems, these psychosocial forms
of modeling deal with acting professionally when interacting with professionals and working on teams.
Throughout the interviews, capstone instructors expressed their intention to model professional
communication and behavior. Through their own actions, faculty encouraged professionalism with the
students by making sure to treat each individual in the class with respect and making sure that all voices
are heard. As the capstone course encourages frequent interactions with clients and teammates, this
modeling and development of quality practices is critical to both project success and students‟ future
careers.
Other common points of modeling dealt with the need to show students how to respond once a
mistake has been made, the importance of a good work ethic, and how to remain flexible and open to new
ideas. The following quote demonstrates how one faculty models his behavior associated with making
mistakes and communicating in a professional manner:
“One of the most of things that I do is model the behavior that I expect area so, I absolutely
100% of the time expect my students to be professional, to communicate efficiently and
effectively, to be 100% engaged and working as hard as they can possibly work all the time…if I
make a mistake I try to model the behavior for what to do with you make a mistake. If I make a
spelling error I pay the students a dollar, they know that, that is the deal we cut on the first day of
class. You know if I did something wrong I apologize, and I make it clear that I'm sorry. So I
think the very most important thing I can do is model the behavior that I expect from
them.”(20307.ISE:100)
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By displaying their own approaches to professional issues, faculty give students an opportunity to see
them in action, observe their results, and adopt similar behaviors when faced with similar situation.
Describing engineering and professional experiences
Descriptions of engineering and professional experiences represent an approach to role modeling where
the faculty use narratives to describe attitudes and behaviors of the engineering field, including their work
experiences, their experiences in the capstone course, and the experiences of others.
In order to prepare the students for their future careers, faculty retell stories of situations they
encountered during the first few years of their own work experience. These stories address topics such as
how to work with colleagues and customers and how to obtain the resources necessary to ensure success
in their careers. In the following excerpt, one capstone instructor in mechanical engineering illustrates this
process
“Every year when I teach that class, that I‟ve taught the class, I mention several things that came
out of my own work experience. The first thing, for instance, that I mention to them is trying to
explain what engineering design is in the context that we‟re going to be using it in this class. I
tell them about one of my first experiences when I got out of college...And the question became
right off the bat, my whole undergraduate training didn‟t tell me how, it didn‟t give me the
background to know which route to take, what was the solution. And so what I tell them that I
did, and you know, plant in their minds that this is probably what they‟re going to have to do at
some point in their career, is I had to go sort of sheepishly talk to some of my more experienced
colleagues who pointed out some other reference materials from a very practical point of view
that I didn‟t know” (6115.MAO:71)
Several faculty also acknowledged the need to have work experiences they could pass onto their students
and when they had limited experiences themselves, they sought out other means to meet the need. Thus
one instructor recounts how a colleague lacked the work experience needed to keep their student well
informed, and so sought out a sabbatical in an industrial environment in order to gain the experience:
“in one instance a faculty member who had not worked in industry prior to the teaching capstone
went to work during a sabbatical to design control systems and instead of learning about design,
they took back more experiences to the classroom to share with their students” (10169.Chem:42)
Throughout their own teaching experiences in the capstone course, faculty have learned lessons from their
practices and observation of students and teaming interactions. They take these lessons and relay them to
teams in order to help them navigate their capstone experience. These lessons frequently include those
related to professional issues, including communication and teamwork. As one chemical engineering
faculty member explains
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“every year that I taught a course that involves students working in teams, I learned what works
and what doesn‟t over the years. And the things that work I try to enhance. And the thing that
doesn‟t work, I try to kind of…in some form I share it with the students.”(30407.Chem:68)

As another alternative to describing their own experiences, faculty bring in current professionals in the
discipline. These opportunities allowed students to hear firsthand accounts from current engineers that are
dealing with relevant issues. One of the most commonly used sources of speakers are recent graduates
“They‟re working on their project, which consumes most of their time. And so, the class time is
spent bringing in guest speakers. Mostly our alumni, ya know, who are working in all sorts of
aspects of chemical engineering. And they come in and talk about their career development,
professional issues, graduate school, professional school, that sort of thing. So I also solicit and
coordinate those speakers to come in the spring semester.”(30407.Chem:68)
The narratives told by capstone faculty offer students an insight into their future roles as engineers;
allowing them to have some preparation for the kinds of scenarios that they will encounter.

Expressing personal values
Not only have faculty developed skills and knowledge from experiences working in industry that they
describe to their students, but they have also developed values associated with the field. Expressing these
values is an approach to role modeling where faculty share values that can be applied to broad situations
in the engineering community. These values relate to the need to understand the role of the company as
well as the important aspects of being an engineer. The following faculty summarizes several frequently
held values of capstone faculty:
“You need to have ethics. You need to have engineering knowledge. You need to be
licensed.”(50879.CEA:206)
These values are related to the fact that engineering companies are in the business of making money, and
as such future employees need to understand what their value is in the company, which includes the
product and the documentation that goes along with it. Interview participants noted that ethics comes into
play frequently in the corporate environment, as timelines are tight and frequently engineers will have to
make decisions regarding the safety of a product while trying to meet the needs of the company and the
consumer. One civil engineering instructor explains their approach to this issue:
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“And so that‟s where we have a meaningful discussion. Alright well we‟re talking about ethics.
What is your responsibility?....My approach is because I am an engineer by day, and I realized
that is something that happens in every single project. And where engineering failures generally
occur or where engineers get in trouble is because they try to step outside of their ethical
responsibility trying to make someone happy and not realizing that the duty of an engineer is to
make something safe or try to realize that sometimes clients have too much ambition or
unrealistic expectations, and your job as an engineer is not just to be a technician and number
crunch but to see the bigger picture and maintain control of that project.” (50879.CEA:98)
Several faculty also indicated the importance of having a good work ethic when working in situations and
with people that one had not planned on. As they explain to students, unlike a course where one can drop
a class, engineers at work must persist until it is solved. As one participant explained
“I used to have a boss, he was an upper-level, he said his father had a philosophy, anytime he
came to his dad said that he had a problem he asked a couple of simple questions," so you think
you have a problem, are you doing anything about it?" You doing something about it then you
don't have a problem, you're working on a problem. If you aren‟t working on it then that's your
problem, your problem is that you have a problem instead of working on the problem. So I
basically use that philosophy. It's perfectly acceptable to have team problems, all teams have
problems. What are you doing about it? If you aren‟t doing anything about it then that's why you
have a problem. If you're doing something about it, then you're going to learn something from it
and you won't have a problem anymore. So I try to reinforce the attitude” (71240.ECE:62)
Importantly, these expressions of values are frequently related to professionalism. They go beyond
descriptions on how to work and communicate with colleagues, and address the values and attitudes that
students need to bring with them when entering their future careers.
Mimic the workplace
Finally, one aspect of role modeling, not seen in Kram‟s model is mimicking the workplace. Mimicking
the workplace is an interactive approach to enacting the attitudes, values, and behaviors of the field
through simulated experiences. Where challenging assignments supports the development of skills
through realistic projects, the mimicking of the workplace provides an opportunity for students to acquire
behaviors and values of the field through practice. In the corporate model of mentoring, these fictitious
situations would not enter into the work experience, except perhaps in training modules. Within the
capstone course, however, instructors mimic the workplace as a means to transition students from the
classroom to the office. This mimicry occurs through the assignment of projects and the protocol of
interactions between the faculty and students involved in the course.
Faculty handle the assignment of projects and tasks just like a supervisor or project manager
would do to a junior engineer. Making these projects as realistic as possible provides students an
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opportunity to experience the workplace. In addition, several faculty mentioned that in the workplace
engineers typically don‟t get to choose who they work with, and thus they shuffle teams or direct students
from choosing their own teams in order to mimic that aspect of teaming in the workplace.
Faculty who strive to mimic the workplace also operate as if they are training a new hire and
pushing them to keep moving with the project while giving them little direction, as the following
chemical engineering instructor indicates:
“I give them an assignment like an engineering supervisor might give to a junior level engineers
or developing engineers and I say “go and do this and report back to me.”(10169.Chem:57,127)
At times, these projects are set up as fictional scenarios designed by the faculty. Other times, the
introduction of the client aids in mimicking the workplace by introducing a new set of workplace
complexities including learning how to communicate with the client, meeting their needs, and learning to
speak a common language. A civil engineering capstone instructor indicated that despite the need to have
the students complete the project, he and the client would intentionally and unintentionally make their
jobs more difficult, just as the students would experience in their future careers:
“In the actual capstone designs, it‟s…I take a very real-world approach to it I guess. I tell them
the first day that I will be serving, essentially, the supervising project engineer. And then we will
have this client from whom they will have to get data and input and so on. And quite frankly,
both of us will ignore you.”(2038.CEA:69)
Although the context of the course remains in the classroom, the course mimics the workplace in that
students‟ will have to work in teams that they may not know, do things outside of their desires and
expertise, complete projects and reports in a timely fashion, and if you do not you may lose your job, not
receive promotions or raises and in the capstone course not receive a good grade.
Quantitative analyses
The faculty interviews confirm Kram‟s proposition that role modeling is aimed at developing the attitudes
and values of the field. Unfortunately, there were no items that directly questioned their beliefs or
approaches to role modeling. Instead, abstractions can be made regarding the modeling of behaviors.
From this perspective, behaviors can include those seen in Figure 13, including showing students how
they would troubleshoot and solve problems and displaying how their technical expertise aids in
completing the project successfully. For each of these items, a majority of the faculty felt that it was
important for them to troubleshoot and solve problems (51.7%) and provide technical expertise (56.3%).
While these items do not represent the essence of role modeling, the interviews suggest that
professionalism was modeled during these interactions.
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Figure 13. Mentoring practices of role modeling perceived by faculty.

This suggestion is reinforced because students do report recognizing faculty as role models. About half of
the students surveyed (52%), agree or strongly agree that their capstone instructor is a role model, and
fewer than 25% strongly disagree with this statement.
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Figure 14. Student perceptions of role modeling.
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4.1.2b Acceptance-and-Confirmation
The role of acceptance-and-confirmation in the psychosocial development of a junior manager in a
corporate environment deals with receiving recognition, support, and encouragement by others (Kram,
1985). This function provides junior managers with the ability to take risks and think outside the box
when approaching problems. In addition, it aids in the development of their own identity, allowing them
to think and work independently.
Within the capstone course, acceptance-and-confirmation aid in the development of a student‟s
self-efficacy and identity as a practicing engineer. Capstone instructors offer acceptance-and-confirmation
by instilling confidence in the students regarding their own abilities. This confidence is accomplished by
allowing the students to complete meaningful and successful projects and by developing students as
engineers and professionals that take ownership of their work and have an ability to work independently
(Table 18).
Table 18. Faculty practices represented by the mentoring function of offering acceptance-and-confirmation

Kram’s Definition

Acceptance-and-Confirmation
To impart a sense of self from positive regard conveyed to junior managers.

Capstone Definition To aid in the development of a student‟s self-efficacy and identity as a practicing
engineer.
Practices




Create a sense of accomplishment
Encourage personal ownership and responsibility

Create a sense of accomplishment
A large component of the function of acceptance-and-confirmation is creating a sense of accomplishment
among the students, which is related to the confirmation component of the function. This practice helps
students recognize that they have the knowledge and skills necessary to successfully complete any
engineering project. Faculty noted throughout the interviews that undergraduates are constantly exposed
to new content and tested to see how well they retained the information throughout the curriculum, but
have little opportunity to apply this knowledge. Therefore, students are often unsure of their abilities and
the usefulness of the knowledge they acquired. In response, capstone faculty focus on aiding students in
thinking for themselves and developing confidence in their problem solving abilities. As one faculty
member explained
“the most important thing I do is to try to teach the students to think for themselves, to develop
some confidence in their ability to solve problems”(10169.Chem:119)
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Throughout the interviews, faculty discussed various approaches that included reinforcing the knowledge
they have already acquired, acknowledging that students have the knowledge to make decisions,
supporting those decisions, offering praise when students are heading in the right direction, and
encouraging them to try new things. Additional support is recognized through offering monetary support
for their project specifically so that students can develop a sense of pride and accomplishment, as the
following mechanical engineering instructor indicates:
“We can spend, ya know, 10-20 K to give these guys something they can sink their teeth into and
actually will be proud of and actually have a marketable, patentable thing at the end of the
day.”(20229.MAO:117)
Several faculty mentioned that this function is especially important for low performing students. These
instructors recognized that the capstone course represents a last opportunity for students to succeed at a
project, show their worth, and ingrain confidence in their own abilities. Faculty also mention that students
tend to lose enthusiasm by the time they reach their senior year, and this project is opportunity to
reinvigorate that enthusiasm and remind them why they went into engineering and what they enjoy about
engineering.
In addition, just as challenging assignments support learning in the career development domain,
they support confidence in the psychosocial development. The act of completing a successful project
provides an opportunity for personal pride through the accomplishment for all students. The following
quotes, from chemical engineering faculty, illuminate the importance that the practice of working and
completing a complex project has on the development of the student‟s confidence, and therefore their
identity as an engineer:
“I‟m just trying to instill that confidence and that sense of accomplishment that happens only
through practice”(50918.Chem:78)
“by taking on realistic problems that are challenging and not spoon feeding them the answers, but
giving them or requiring them, not just giving them the opportunity but requiring them to break
down a difficult problem into manageable steps and work through it to completion. They get a
great deal of satisfaction, most of them do, it doesn‟t work with everyone, but most of them get a
lot of satisfaction of their ability to tackle a problem like this and work it through and their
usually pretty proud of the result at the end.”(10169.Chem:75)
The general goal of the practice of instilling confidence in students‟ ability is to prepare students for the
work place so that they can perceive themselves as competent and capable of approaching any challenge
in the workplace.
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Encourage personal ownership and responsibility
Faculty also provide acceptance by helping students develop an identity that they will carry with them
into the workplace. As the practice of creating a sense of accomplishment was more aligned with the
confirmation, this practice is more aligned with their acceptance. Much like Kram‟s model, the faculty
practice of encouraging personal ownership and responsibility coincide with the mentoring relationships
seen in a corporate environment, where mentors seek to ensure that the protégé feels accepted into the
culture of the work environment and broader community.
Capstone instructors indicated that one of their main goals in the course was to develop the
students as engineers, capable of applying their knowledge to solve a problem in a variety of engineering
environments, while working independently. This concept of working independently was seen in many of
the interviews, and was closely aligned with the coaching practices that prohibited “hand-holding”. As
one faculty indicated, it was not enough to encourage students to have confidence in their abilities, but it
is important for them to recognize that it is their responsibility as an engineer to make these judgments on
their own. The following excerpt is a general approach used by a civil engineering instructor to reinforce
this concept of acceptance and student recognition of themselves as engineers:
“they thought by using one or the other they could essentially get the wrong answer and
somehow fail the course, and what I wanted to turn around and say, look ultimately this is an
engineering judgment. You are the engineer, essentially, of record for this particular project. You
need to make a decision based on your knowledge. And I‟ll share some facts with you, but I‟m
not going to make the decision for you.”(50879.CEA:140)
In order to support independent work, it is critical for students to take ownership of their work.
Throughout the interviews, faculty encouraged ownership by not telling students what to do next, but by
allowing them to decide for themselves. To further support this effort, some faculty do not require
attendance for the class, promoting that students need to have ownership of their work and encouraging
the concept of self-accountability. The following faculty quotes from mechanical and electrical
engineering instructors illustrate how they verbalize the encouragement of ownership to their students:
“So that every student, one thing I tell the students at the beginning of class I say “look you need
to, this will be different than most of the courses you‟ve had in that I‟m going to give you a chunk
of the design but you need to make sure you carve out a piece of that, that you can say that this is
my part, this is what I‟m working on and this is where I‟m going to make a
contribution.”(61135.MAO:189)
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“what I tell them at the beginning of the semesters is that this is your projects I‟m not going to
chase you down and tell you that you were supposed to have this circuit done by last week and
you didn‟t. So I don‟t do that sort of hand holding”(50902.ECE:85)
Even when difficult situations involving teaming issues occurred, faculty gave students the option of
handling the situation on their own or allowing the faculty to step in. The faculty that identified with these
practices noted that they saw positive project outcomes in many situations where there was an emphasis
on less hand-holding as noted by the following interview participant:
“the things that don‟t help is to tell the students exactly what to do if you are dealing with
capstone year, ok? Because basically you demoralize them because they are seniors, they are
very bright, they are capable, they can do. But if you try to do too much hand-holding and tell
them step by step what to do their final result is not as good as if you give them autonomy at that
time of the year and let them work on the project.”(30423.ISE:90)
The development of students capable of applying their knowledge to solve a problem in a variety of
engineering environments while working independently is critical to their development as engineers and
professionals.
Quantitative analyses
Acceptance-and-confirmation was identified in the national faculty survey through items that solicited the
importance that faculty place on having their students grow as professionals and individuals throughout
the course (Figure 15). As seen in the interviews, faculty respondents to the survey overwhelmingly
identified that it is important for them to encourage their students to grow as professionals (89.1%) and
grow as individuals (75.7%). When comparing this to the student survey responses (Figure 16), we see
that only 52.6% of student agree that their capstone instructor offers acceptance, support and
encouragement. This discrepancy in responses could be in part due to a misinterpretation in the survey
question by the students or by a failure of the students to recognize this mentoring function.
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Figure 15. Mentoring practices of offering acceptance-and-confirmation perceived by faculty.
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Figure 16. Student perceptions of faculty offering acceptance-and-confirmation.
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4.1.2d Counseling
Kram‟s model identifies counseling as an interaction where the senior manager provides opportunities for
the junior manager to express personal issues and conflicts that may detract from productive work.
Through these exchanges, senior managers engage in active listening, allowing junior managers to
express their concerns, offer feedback and personal experiences that may illuminate alternative
perspectives.
Within the capstone course, faculty employ counseling to guide teams and students through
interpersonal problems that inhibit the successful completion of the project (Table 19). Throughout their
descriptions of teaching the capstone course, faculty identified their general approach to counseling as
well as several situations that frequently required counseling.

Table 19. Faculty practices represented by the mentoring function of counseling

Kram’s Definition

Counseling
To enable a junior manager to explore personal concerns that may interfere with
a positive sense of self in an organization

Capstone Definition To guide teams and students through difficult interpersonal and personal
problems
Situations




Team dynamics
Selecting future employment

Practices





Allow students to handle it on their own
Provide suggestions
Provide solution

Situation requiring counseling
The situations that required counseling, addressed by the interview participants, dealt with issues related
to team dynamics and selecting future career options. Teaming issues that were discussed related either to
an entire team being dysfunctional or the actions of one member that were identified as detrimental to
team unity and the success of their efforts.

Team dynamics
When the issues were related to the entire team, they were characteristic of a team dynamic that was not
cohesive. When these difficulties occurred, the ineffectiveness of the team interactions were evident to
both the capstone instructor and the client. In these instances, faculty recognized the individual
capabilities of each team member, but observed that they could not work well together as evidenced by
the failure to meet the expectations of the client or instructor. These teams often times request to alter
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their team formation and at times disband altogether, as describe by the following excerpt from an
electrical engineering instructor:
“They said," the group is completely dysfunctional, we want to split up and we want to go about
our separate ways." And I pointed out, “okay fine you can dissolve this group but now you've got
five people that need to find their ways into other groups, groups that have worked cohesively for
10 weeks and now you're going to come in as a newcomer, how you expect to get credit for the
portion of the semester that you missed?” (71240.ECE:20)
Other times, the teaming issue is directly related to one individual. Frequently, these individuals fall into
one of three categories: the slacker, the alpha, and the hard-to-work with student. Slackers were described
as students not pulling their weight on the team or not participating in team activities such as meetings or
project activities. This type of student was identified as one of the most common issues that required
counseling to improve one team member‟s effectiveness. The following quote from a chemical
engineering instructor identifies the difficulty in these situations.
“The toughest issues, usually that come up, is there will be a couple of teams each time that has
somebody that‟s a slacker, that‟s just not pulling his or her weight. The team leader will come to
me and say “I don‟t know what to do about this” and those are usually the thorniest issues to
work out because I want to make sure that nobody gets a free ride, but I don‟t want to
unnecessarily create dissention in the team.” (10169.Chem:101)
Another problematic team member identified by the faculty is the alpha, or a team member that assumed
the leadership role without the support of the other team members. These individuals tend to take control
of the project not allowing others on the team to participate or have a voice in the process. As described
under employability-and-sponsorship, students tend to recognize that clients are searching for potential
employees. This opportunity can intensify the alpha behavior and create conflicts because students want
to stand out in front of future employers. The following ISE instructor indicates how these individuals
have strong personalities and frequently desire leadership positions despite the wants of the team:
“There have been times that somebody within the team just felt that she or he should be project
manager. And then from the beginning, that didn‟t set right. Basically, strong personalities. ”
(30423.ISE:)
The final type of identified difficult team member is the “hard to work with” student. Those that have
personal constraints that inhibit their performance:
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“Most of the team difficulty, I think, came from personality clashes, and also an unwillingness to
recognize that the different team members had personal constraints that were affecting their
classroom and project performance.” (30407.Chem:)
These personal constraints can include mental disorders that may require professional counseling,
language and cultural barriers, and students that conduct themselves improperly and lack professional
demeanor. Within these situations, faculty acknowledge that in order to succeed the team must be patient
and understanding toward the needs of the difficult student and learn how to work with them rather than
around them .

Selecting future employment
The second primary reason for counseling deals with the guidance on post-graduation plans. Typically,
these matters pertain to making decisions on the next stage of the student‟s life, such as finding jobs or
internships, changing majors, and attending graduate school as identified by the following instructor
“sometimes when a student comes to me for help, they say, what…which job should I take, or
what summer internship should I pursue, or should I change my major?” (30407.Chem:102)
While the issue of selecting future employment opportunities did not occur frequently in the interviews, it
was identified as an issue that required counseling. These issues, while not detrimental to the team as a
whole, can distract individual students from the task increasing the likelihood of developing team
dynamic challenges impeding the successful completion of the project.
General approaches to counseling
When discussing their general approach to counseling, faculty identified several techniques that began
with identification of the problem and followed a continuum from passive to active intervention: allow
students to handle it on their own, providing suggestions, and personally handling the situation
themselves. These approaches have been mentioned as a means to address both team and personal issues.
Faculty also mentioned that several different approaches could be used when addressing one specific
issue.
Regardless the approach used for counseling, one of the first steps that each faculty mentioned
was to identify the root problem or issue. This step was recognized as key to begin any attempt at
counseling and was primarily engaged by addressing the members of the team as a whole in order to
allow all parties to discuss their position as a whole; as the following capstone instructor indicates
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“we called them in, had a separate meeting and we just addressed the issue of each person‟s style,
their commitment to the project, and what was… trying to understand what was going on.”
(10156.ECE:32)

While several faculty indicated that problem identification was preferred through talking to the whole
team, personally sensitive and time critical situations required them to address students one-on-one. Other
sources of problem identification included speaking with other teams and the client in order to obtain an
impartial outside view.
One of the key aspects of bringing the team together in problem identification was that this
opportunity allowed the team to begin to handle the situation on their own. Through engaging in a
discussion of the problem in front of the capstone instructor, several of the faculty indicated that teams
began to solve problems with minimal assistance. In this manner, faculty acted as a sounding board,
offering feedback and additional questions where necessary. The quote from the following capstone
instructor emphasizes this approach:
“I‟m definitely trying to allow team to resolve the issues, so I‟m always talking with the whole
team.” (40756.ECE:162)
This approach was also described by faculty as being effective in one-on-one interactions. Using guided
questioning, faculty would support the student in achieving a resolution on their own accord.
The alternative to this approach is to become more hands on in the resolving of a conflict. In
these situations, capstone instructors can offer suggestions and alternative perspectives on how to handle
the issue. As identified by the following capstone instructor, this approach allows the instructor to give
counsel to the students while allowing them to decide on how to proceed:
“I try to coach each individual student as to how to approach the others, how to share their
concerns, and in a constructive way to focus on people‟s behavior and not their motive or their
attitude. And so generally my first attempt is to coach the individual team members on how to
have that conversation with the rest of the team and encourage them to do that. Now sometimes
that‟s effective and the team is able to sort of work things out on their own. And I think that‟s
probably the ideal rather than have me come in and say ok, you‟re not doing this and you‟re not
doing this.” (30407.Chem:94)
The most active approach to counseling involves faculty directly resolving the problem. Frequently this
required the capstone instructor to address one individual or a group of team members to explain the
realities of the situation as perceived by the faculty, provide direct instruction on what to do next, and the
repercussions if these actions are not taken. As described in protection, this accountability is frequently
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ensured through extrinsic motivation of grades. The following excerpt shows how one capstone instructor
reminded problem team members that their grades would be affected by the team evaluations if their
habits did not change:
“it was difficult because I would meet with them and talk to the two guys that were being accused
of being lazy and you know they would explain what they had done and argue that they had been
misunderstood. Of course not being there I really could say one way or another and I just
reminded them that the things I told you there were going to be evaluations.” (50902.ECE:55)
While the approaches range from passive to active intervention by the capstone instructor, the resolution
of team conflict and personal problems through counseling is imperative to the project‟s success. The
identification of these problems early on through protection and counseling will allow aid students
through the scenario providing them with a valuable learning experience.
Quantitative analyses
The items representing counseling in the faculty survey aligned only with the approaches and were
reflected in the importance faculty place on 1) telling students what to do and 2) providing solutions. To
some extent, counseling is the psychosocial counterpart to coaching. As such, the approaches to the two
functions appear to be similar. It is important to note that within the faculty survey a distinction was not
made between technical or personal issues when examining these items. Despite this, the findings present
insight into an overall method used by the faculty.
Within the quantitative analyses of the faculty survey, capstone instructors indicated that it is not
important for them to offer precise direction. 54.6% of the faculty indicate that it was unimportant for
capstone faculty to tell students what to do and 35.1% felt it unimportant to provide solutions (Figure 17).
This result may have been due to the interpretation that the survey items were directed at the solutions of
the project and not on how to handle conflicts. Even in faculty interviews, directly intervening was only
used as an approach to counseling when there was a high likelihood of the project failing.
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Figure 17. Mentoring practices of counseling perceived by faculty.

Despite the faculty emphasis on not providing solutions or telling students what to do, students slightly
agreed that faculty provided guidance and counsel to them (Figure 18). A similar percentage (37.9%)
disagreed with this perspective. As the inner workings of a team vary greatly, so that some teams and
individuals rarely have any issues whereas others are constantly dealing with conflict, the perspective of
receiving counsel could be greatly varied. This emphasis is also identified in the faculty interviews as the
capstone instructors indicated that only a few teams each term have conflicts that require counseling.
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Figure 18. Student perceptions of faculty counseling.

4.1.2d Rapport
Friendship in the corporate environment, is characteristic of informal interactions regarding both work
and non-work related situations that enhance the work experience and aid in the completion of difficult
tasks. Within the context of the capstone course, the function is less about personal connections and more
about openness. Therefore, the function has been renamed rapport. Rapport is the development of
interpersonal relationships with students that establish an environment in which students feel comfortable
approaching the faculty. Rapport emerged both through faculty efforts to create an environment where
students are comfortable engaging the capstone instructors and to get to know students‟ skills, knowledge,
and personal attributes.
Table 20. Faculty practices represented by the mentoring function of rapport

Kram’s Definition
(Friendship)

Rapport
To engage in social interactions with a junior manager that results in mutual
liking and understanding and informal exchanges about work and outside work
experiences.

Capstone Definition To develop interpersonal relationships with students that establish an
environment in which students feel comfortable approaching the faculty.
Practices




Cultivate approachability
Knowing students skills, knowledge, and personal attributes
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Cultivating approachability
The cultivation of approachability is recognized when a student feels comfortable enough to approach
faculty concerning either technical or personal problems. This engagement allows for both informal
interactions (as seen in the business model) and formal interactions expected in academic settings
between faculty and students. This comfort is especially needed when students are having difficulty with
the project, team members, or their own personal circumstances that can inhibit the successful completion
of the capstone course. The following quote by a chemical engineering instructor identifies the informal
interactions that occur in unarranged settings between not just a single student, but an entire team, in
order to address technical issues:
“They‟ll come by and say “I need to talk to you about this” and it may be one student, it may be 2
students, it may be the whole team, and they‟ll come with questions about what they‟re not
comprehending or trying to figure things out.” (10169.Chem:77)
Approachability is commonly established by a high frequency of interactions between the capstone
instructor and their students. Several faculty noted that it is not just students‟ responsibility to initiate
these frequent interaction; but instead, it is necessary for the faculty to create the comfort by remaining
open to interactions, just as one instructor explains
“I meet with the students as often as they want me to meet with me. I never turn a student down.”
(50918.Chem:70)
The development of this interpersonal relationship and openness allows for opportunities that will
facilitate counseling and protection.
Knowing students skills, knowledge, and personal attributes
Rapport is also facilitated by an in-depth knowledge of the students‟ knowledge, skills, and personal
attributes. While frequent interactions with the students, commonly seen in the capstone course
(Pembridge & Paretti, 2010a), can help establish this knowledge, having a longer-term sustained
relationship and/or working with the student outside of the classroom allows faculty to develop a deeper
knowledge of their students and develop additional comfort.
One of the most frequently recognized opportunities of these sustained relationships was this
interaction with the students in prior courses. Some of the faculty indicated that the students they were
currently instructing in the capstone course were in previous course that go back as far as their first-year
as well as design courses throughout the curriculum. These classroom interactions provide faculty with an
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insight into the student‟s work ethic as well as expertise and weaknesses in particular content areas as
elaborated on by the following chemical engineering capstone instructor:
“So typically by the time students get to their senior year, I‟ve taught them in one or two other
classes as well as advised them for four years. And so, even though we have a large class I feel
like I know most of the students well in terms of their background, their past performance, ya
know issues that they‟ve had. So that does inform my teaching in the design class”
(30407.Chem:)
Other opportunities for faculty to develop a rapport with their capstone students include serving as an
academic advisor or supervising research. This in-depth knowledge of their students provides details that
can inform them on decisions regarding the selection of projects, team captains, and the formation of
teams.
Qualitative analyses
In the faculty survey, items concerning rapport included questions about the faculty‟s importance they
place on getting to know their students work habits and personalities. As indicated by the interviews,
faculty are exposed to several opportunities to gain knowledge of their students work and personalities.
The survey of capstone faculty concurs with this perception as 48% believe that it is important to know
students‟ work habits and personalities (Figure 19) and 59% believe it is important to know their
students‟ personally. Yet only, 43.1% of the students agree that the faculty make an effort to know them
personally (Figure 20). When questioned if they perceive the faculty as a friend, 35.8% agree, while
32.7% disagree with this statement.
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Figure 19. Mentoring practices of rapport perceived by faculty.
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Figure 20. Student perceptions of faculty offering rapport.

4.1.3 Connections among mentoring functions
The mentoring functions described in the previous sections, though defined independently, are not
independent. Kram, herself, noted that “functions are not entirely distinct; supporting career advancement
may also enhance an individual‟s sense of competence and effectiveness.” (Kram, 1985, p. 39) She also
identifies several connections other connections, including a connection between protection and exposureand-visibility. For example, protection is used to limit exposure-and-visibility until the junior manager is
capable of interacting successfully with higher-ranked individuals. Similar connections have been
identified among the mentoring functions in capstone courses, as shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Concept diagram of connections between mentoring functions.

At the center of these connections is challenging assignments, epitomized by the projects given to
students in these capstone courses. Both the literature on capstone courses and the findings from this
study indicate that the presence of challenging assignments is a prominent, if not central, mentoring
function. Moreover, as faculty comments repeatedly indicate, challenging assignments provide
opportunities for acceptance-and-confirmation, exposure-and-visibility, and sponsorship. At the same
time successfully completing these assignments requires role modeling, coaching, and rapport as well as
some degree of counseling and protection. The more challenging the assignment, the more protection,
coaching, and role modeling are required for its completion.
Additional connections exist among the outer functions in Figure 21 as well. As seen in the
description of rapport, the faculty develop an in-depth knowledge of their students and establish an
environment where students feel comfortable coming to the capstone instructor with problems. This
rapport facilitates counseling as it encourages opportunities and openness needed for the interaction. In
return, both rapport and counseling facilitate protection. Rapport cultivates approachability that aids in the
identification of problems and counseling serves as a means to mediate any problems that may inhibit the
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students from learning and succeeding with their project. In a similar manner, protection establishes
rapport through the knowledge of the project and team. As a capstone instructor takes the interest and care
to know what is going on with the team, students can perceive this commitment and know that they can
address the faculty with any issues. In addition, protection through knowledge of the team provides
further knowledge of the students skills and personal attributes.
Other connections include those between role modeling and coaching. Although each function is
defined separately based on personal development and the development of specific technical content,
respectively, they often occur simultaneously through the mentoring of professional practices such as
teaming and communication. Throughout the description of role modeling, practices are centered on
developing the students‟ attitudes, values, and behaviors. This function can be used as a means to
encourage professional communication needed for teaming and ethical thinking, both which are covered
as content within capstone courses. In this respect, where coaching informs students on the skills needed
for effective teaming, role modeling allows the students‟ to develop as individuals exhibiting the
behaviors of a professional when working in teaming environments.
In addition, coaching can lead to acceptance-and-confirmation through the practice of acting as a
sounding board. As students discuss their technical problems openly, with limited input from the capstone
instructor, they have an opportunity to explore their own knowledge, realize their capabilities, and gain a
sense of accomplishment. A final observed connection exists across employability-and-sponsorship,
exposure-and-visibility, and acceptance-and-confirmation. Through the practices of giving student access
to future employers (employability-and-sponsorship), students may experience interactions with
professionals (exposure-and-visibility), whether they seek employment with them or not. Through these
interactions, students are given an opportunity to develop as professionals and engineers as they take
ownership of their work, think critically and independently, and succeed among professionals.
Notably, the connections described here are not comprehensive. In addition to these salient
connections that emerged explicitly in the interview, additional correlations may exist.

4.1.4 Dominant mentoring functions
In addition, to identifying connections, the data also provides a window into the dominant functions. An
examination of the distribution of survey responses of items by function provides a more quantitative
view. While this approach is limited because the faculty survey was not designed specifically to solicit
mentoring practices, a similar examination of results from the student survey and a quantification of the
qualitative interviews, along with analysis represented by Figure 21 allow for the identification of the
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dominant function. This examination shows that challenging assignments and protection are clearly the
most practiced and emphasized mentoring function, followed closely by acceptance-and-confirmation.
The distribution of responses to the faculty survey regarding the practices associated with the
mentoring functions suggests that faculty place importance on offering challenging assignments,
protection, and acceptance-and-confirmation (Figure 22). The identified items that correspond to these
functions are identified as important or very important by over 65% of the faculty respondents.
Challenging Assignments stood out as the most dominant; over 50% of the respondents indicated that it
was very important for the faculty to enable students to synthesize and apply prior coursework and make
mistakes.
Students‟ responses concur; a majority of the respondents agree that their capstone instructor
provide practices related to protection and challenging assignments (Figure 23). From their responses,
challenging assignments was the highest identified function, as their agreement on the opportunity to
synthesize and apply prior coursework had the highest rating of all mentoring associated items (76.7%).
While not as prevalent as protection and challenging assignments, more than half of the student
respondents also agree that their faculty offer acceptance-and-confirmation and act as a role model.
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Figure 22. Faculty perception of importance of mentoring practices.
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Figure 23. Student perceptions of mentoring received from faculty.

Table 21 triangulates the survey data with analysis of interviews based on the occurrence of practices
related to the mentoring functions (identified in Tables 11-20). This analysis was a result of the
quantification of interview responses, counting whether the practice was mentioned in the interview or
not. Note that the analysis did not count the number of times a function was mentioned; it identified only
whether the function was mentioned at least once. The interviews reveal that only 12% of the participants
mentioned practices associated with employability-and-sponsorship, indicating that it is not a prominent
component of the capstone course. Fewer than 50% of the interview participants mentioned rapport, a
practice related to that function in the descriptions of their course and approaches to dealing with
technical, design, and teaming issues. Despite this, as previously described in the discussion on
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connections among the function, rapport may be established through practices associated with protection
like knowing the status of projects and teams.
The remaining seven functions were referred to by more than 60% of the interview participants.
Out of these seven functions, the practice of “knowing the status of the project” (protection) was
mentioned most (92% of the participants). Next was offering new experiences and content (challenging
assignments) (84%). Additional dominant practices included giving students the opportunity to interact
w/professionals (exposure-and-visibility), establishing a classroom environment that mimics the
workplace (role modeling), and aiding in the development of students as professionals (acceptance-andconfirmation) (Table 21).
Table 21. Dominant functions identified by faculty interviews

Psychosocial
Development

Career
Development

Domain

Function
Sponsorship
Exposure/Visibility
Coaching
Protection
Challenging Assignments
Role Modeling
Acc./Conf.
Counseling
Rapport

Practices
Access to employers
Interact w/ professionals
Direct instruction
Status of project
Realistic project
New experiences/content
Mimic workplace
Sense of accomplishment
Encourage ownership
Teaming Issues
Slacker
Cultivating approachability

% Response
12%
60%
64%
92%
72%
84%
76%
64%
72%
68%
60%
40%

(N)
(3)
(15)
(16)
(23)
(18)
(21)
(19)
(16)
(18)
(17)
(15)
-

The three data sets (faculty survey responses, student survey responses, and quantized faculty interviews)
indicate that challenging assignments and protection represent the most dominant mentoring functions in
the capstone course. When comparing across the data sets response show variability as to which function
is more dominant, but given the broad representation and high response of the faculty survey, challenging
assignments through the practice of integrating previous learning appears to be more dominant. In
addition, protection may not be necessary without the presence of challenging assignments.

4.2 Factors related to mentoring practices
In addition to identifying connections and prevalence, it is also important to understand if and how these
practices may vary across contexts. A correlation analysis of survey items related to mentoring functions
and survey variables such as contextual and personal demographics (Table 3, pg. 24) revealed little to no
correlations suggesting broad application of the findings (within the limitations of the data collection
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identified in Chapter 3).. Only three variables have a correlation greater than .20 (low correlation) that
was significant (p <.01) with any of the mentoring function descriptions: reading materials, interacting
with students in a lab, and interacting with student in a studio.
The first correlation indicated that the more frequently that faculty read materials about design or
capstone education, the more they value keeping up with status and progress of projects (protection)
(r=.205, p<.01). Protection ensures that students are not placed in situations that could hinder their career
progression. One possible explanation for the link between this practice and familiarity with design
education literature is that faculty who have a wider exposure to current advancements, practices, and
opportunities in design education may be more aware of the types of situations in which students may
experience the difficulty, and thus may more actively seek to monitor team activities. Alternately, faculty
who are more aware of the challenges and problems students are confronting may be more likely to seek
out professional resources (including education-related literature) for strategies to address these problems.
In addition, the more frequently faculty interact with their students in a lab space, the more they
enable their students to publish their work (exposure-and-visibility) (r=.208, p<.01). One possible
explanation for this correlation is that students who are working in a designated lab space may be working
on projects directly related to faculty research, and thus publications may be a key faculty goal.
As similar correlation indicates that frequency of interactions in large studio has a positive
correlation with faculty troubleshooting and solve problems (protection, coaching) (r=.221, p<.01). The
openness of the studio environment may allow faculty to become more engaged with the projects as they
observe the students at work on the project more frequently. In this environment, faculty have the
opportunity to see a wide variety of areas to troubleshoot, can observe students “at work” rather than only
at meetings in which the students “report out,” and can model the appropriate action when dealing with
complex problems.
While some correlations do exist, as noted above, in general the correlation analysis indicated that
for the survey respondents, the factors associated with the individual, institutional, and departmental
demographics do not affect faculty mentoring activities associated with the career and psychosocial
development. As a result, the findings here are applicable across the population.
This broad application is further emphasized by a quantified comparison of the occurrence of
qualitative responses and interview participant demographics (Table 22). From a departmental
perspective, ISE faculty in the interviews encouraged their students to interact with professionals more
than faculty in the other engineering disciplines. This occurrence could be due to the nature of the
discipline, their close ties to industry and the types of projects that ISE students engage in. Unlike the
other disciplines that often simulate realistic experiences, ISE may be more likely to require interaction
with industry in order to obtain challenging assignments.
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Table 22. Comparison of faculty interview participant demographics and occurrence of mentoring practices
Exposure/Visibility
Coaching
Role Model

Department

Rank

Years Teaching
(Senior Design)

CEA (N=5)
CHEM (N=5)
ECE (N=5)
ISE (N=5)
MAO (N=5)
Instructor (N=3)
Associate Professor (N=10)
Professor (N=12)
1 to 3 (N=2)
4 to 5 (N=5)
6 to 7 (N=5)
8 or more (N=13)
<1 (N=4)
1 to 3 (N=2)
4 to 5 (N = 5)
6 to 7 (N=2)
8 or more (N=12)

Showcase
student
work

Interact w/
Professionals

Direct to
Literature

Just in time
teaching

Mimic
Workplace

60%

60%

20%

20%

80%

40%

40%

20%

40%

60%

20%

60%

40%

20%

80%

60%

100%

20%

0%

100%

60%

40%

40%

0%

60%

67%

67%

0%

0%

33%

30%

80%

30%

0%

70%

58%

42%

33%

33%

92%

100%

100%

0%

0%

50%

0%

60%

40%

20%

80%

60%

60%

40%

0%

40%

54%

54%

23%

23%

92%

0%

25%

0%

0%

75%

50%

100%

0%

0%

100%

60%

40%

40%

20%

60%

50%

50%

100%

50%

50%

58%

75%

25%

17%

83%

Doctoral (N=21)

38%

57%

33%

19%

76%

Masters (N=4)

100%

75%

0%

0%

75%

Content only (N=4)

50%

25%

50%

50%

75%

Content & Teaming (N=7)
43%
57%
57%
Design & Teaming (N=3)
67%
67%
0%
Teaming only (N=11)
45%
73%
9%
*Practices highlighted in yellow indicate predominate mentoring practices
**Percentages highlighted in green indicate relationships between factors and practices

29%

100%

0%

67%

0%

64%

Years in
Industry

Highest
Degree
Interview
Topic
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The interviews also suggest some relationship between faculty rank (i.e. instructor, assistant
professor, associate professor, professor) and several mentoring practices. The participants of the
interviews included instructors (N=3), associate professors (N=10), and full professors (N=12). When
looking at role modeling, establishing a classroom that mimicked the workplace was mentioned by more
participants as faculty rank increased. At higher levels of faculty rank, the faculty may have more
experiences with industry (e.g. through funded research or departmental advisory boards) and thus realize
the importance workplace practices. As reported in Chapter 3, 65% of the faculty survey respondents
were classified as associate professors or higher, indicating that the practice of mimicking workplace may
be prevalent due to the distribution of faculty rank. Additionally, a few instructors did not have prior
industrial work experience and may not have recognized this practice as an important aspect of the
capstone experience.
Lack of industry experience also has potential implications for exposure-and-visibility through
showcasing student work: none of the faculty with less than 1 year of industry experience (N=4)
mentioned showcasing student work, while everyone with more than 1 year experience did. Additionally
we see no mention of directing students to literature (coaching) by faculty with less than 3 years of
industry experience (N=6). From the faculty survey, 34% of respondents have less than 3 years
experience and 14% had less than 1% (Pembridge & Paretti, 2010b). Prior industry experience may
contribute to the emphasis placed on particular mentoring practices in the capstone course.
In addition, showcasing student work (exposure-and-visibility) and directing students to literature
(coaching) also seems related to faculty‟s highest degree. All of the faculty without a PhD (N=4)
mentioned showcasing student work, where as only 38% of the PhD faculty (Ntot=21) mentioned the
practice. As 86.5% of the capstone faculty surveyed earned PhD‟s (Pembridge & Paretti, 2010b), thus
providing a possible explanation why showcasing student work did not appear throughout more of the
interviews. In contrast to showcasing student work, one-third of the interview participants who received
PhD‟s mentioned the coaching practice of directing students to literature, whereas none of those whose
highest degree was an M.S. mentioned it.
Not surprisingly, years teaching senior design, has implications for mentoring practices. As the
number of years faculty have been teaching the course increases, fewer mention providing opportunities
for students to interact w/professionals. For perspective, 51% of capstone faculty have taught capstone
courses for 8 or more years (Pembridge & Paretti, 2010b). One explanation is that the typical capstone
instructor began teaching the course after several years in industry. Upon beginning to teach, they retain
industry connections and incorporate them in their course. However, as they continue to teach, their
connections to industry may decrease over time. Alternately, as faculty gain confidence in their abilities
they may feel less of a need to rely on such connections.
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As the discussion above suggests, there may be several interaction effects between the factors that
can affect mentoring, but due to the small N‟s of the sample groups, these findings are not generalizable
and only indicate potential implications for mentoring practice. In addition, the focus of the interview
(design, teaming, or content issues) placed emphasis on which mentoring practices were discussed during
the interview. One such instance of this can be seen in Table 22 where 0% of the faculty that did not
address content issues also did not mention just in time teaching. Since these interviews did not focus on
issues of content, there may have been missed opportunities to discuss coaching practices, such as just in
time teaching.
From the analysis, it appears that the workspace itself and faculty‟s own engagement in the
community of practice surrounding design education, factors themselves could be associated with best
practices, are the only factors that demonstrate relationships. Therefore, while this data may not be
generalizable to all capstone courses we can assume that these variables have a limited impact on the
mentoring of students in the capstone course.

4.3 Mentoring functions related to learning outcomes
Finally, because one critical goal of exploring faculty practices is to support student learning, a similar
correlation analysis was conducted to compare student perceptions of mentoring with their perceptions of
learning to provide a preliminary analysis of effectiveness. The statistical analysis was conducted using
the Spearman correlation, a non-parametric correlation analysis and numerical findings of this analysis
can be seen in Table 23 and Table 24.
The results indicate that there are weak (0.2 – 0.4) and moderate (0.4-0.7) correlations between
the students‟ perceptions of mentoring and learning outcomes. The highest correlations are associated
with challenging assignments, which has moderate correlations with many of the learning outcomes (with
the exception of gains in written communication and engineering ethics). More specifically, the practice
of allowing students to synthesize and apply the knowledge was a prominent function that yielded
moderate correlations.
While not as prominent of a correlation, moderate positive correlation were identified between
the amount of coaching, counseling, and role modeling they perceived to receive and their learning gains
in engineering ethics. This notion supports the previous implications that the teaching of professionals
skills requires the development of not only technical skills, but also a psychosocial development of the
students‟ attitudes, values, and behaviors.
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Table 23. Correlation of mentoring practices related to learning topics
Written
Comm.

Oral
Comm.

Project
Planning and
Scheduling

Concept
Generation

Analysis
Tools

Eng.
Ethics

Economics

Creativity

Design

.283

.213

.286

.291

.285

.303

.360

.181

.195

.175

.150

.198

.256

.315

.280

.197

.252

.136

.283

.317

.347

.388

.371

.321

.302

.275

.277

.328

.238

.284

.339

.372

.427

.407

.294

.287

.318

.238

.289

.283

.301

.391

.261

.296

.314

.378

.334

.368

.399

.415

.335

.358

.302

.314

FI1r. Intermediary

.269

.159

.264

.308

.333

.314

.295

.235

.238

FI1r. Checks work

.243

.221

.300

.354

.292

.382

.270

.269

.290

CL1b. Synthesize & apply

.381

.439

.493

.549

.534

.302

.497

.432

.533

.295

.302

.396

.433

.435

.242

.482

.364

.495

.196

.121

.259

.329

.247

.238

.260

.324

.425

FI1o. Sponsorship
FI1p. Publish work

Employability
/Sponsorship
Exposure/
Visibility

FI1q. Introduces professionals
FI1n. Direct instruction

Coaching

FI1k. Status & progress
FI1l. Team functioning

CL1c. Design considerations

Protection

Challenging
Assignments

FI1g. interpret data on my
own
FI1u. Role model

Role Model

.350

.247

.364

.376

.371

.400

.425

.323

.378

FI1t. Acceptance

Acceptance/
Confirmation

.335

.216

.281

.319

.292

.331

.365

.271

.363

FI1v. Counseling

Counseling

.361

.324

.341

.350

.365

.417

.378

.304

.314

.298

.250

.364

.329

.297

.392

.351

.226

.283

.292
.264
FI1m. Know me personally
Note: Items highlighted indicate moderate correlations (0.4-0.7)

.383

.380

.340

.363

.468

.254

.342

FI1w. Friendship

Rapport
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Table 24. Correlation of mentoring practices related to common outcomes of the capstone course.

FI1o. Sponsorship
FI1p. Publish work
FI1q. Introduces professionals
FI1n. Direct instruction

Employability/
Sponsorship
Exposure/
Visibility
Coaching

FI1k. Status & progress
FI1l. Team functioning

Set
goals

Responsibility
for deadlines

Communicate
effectively
with team

Communicate
effectively with
faculty and/or
other professional

Stay
engaged

Function
as an effective
team member

.219

.240

.150

.252

.269

.209

.214

.258

.120

.224

.272

.180

.262

.222

.222

.316

.302

.236

.273

.292

.256

.371

.307

.270

.333

.269

.298

.377

.278

.285

.402

.370

.285

.411

.337

.299

FI1r. Intermediary

.202

.187

.150

.229

.223

.157

FI1r. Checks work

.287

.266

.234

.267

.286

.252

CL1b. Synthesize & apply

.501

.419

.450

.459

.561

.521

.410

.318

.323

.273

.423

.429

.324

.276

.227

.246

.280

.258

.401

.360

.312

.307

.396

.357

.345

.384

.377

.362

.389

.362

.353

.347

.275

.297

.369

.295

.320

.302

.295

.325

.314

.290

.341

.309

.290

.348

.380

.282

CL1c. Design considerations

Protection

Challenging
Assignments

FI1g. interpret data on my
own
FI1u. Role model
FI1t. Acceptance
FI1v. Counseling

Role Model
Acceptance/
Confirmation
Counseling

FI1w. Friendship
Rapport
FI1m. Know me personally

Note: Items highlighted indicate moderate correlations (0.4-0.7)
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These correlations indicate that the practices and beliefs that faculty have concerning have a relationship
to student learning in the course, providing additional support for the previously explained functions as
model of capstone mentoring. Items with low correlation provide additional information concerning the
models evaluation and refinement as well as a basis for further exploring the effects of specific practices.

4.4 Conclusion
The preceding analysis of qualitative interview data and quantitative survey data contribute to
development of a model of mentoring for capstone instructors adapted from Kram‟s framework and
presented in Table 25, presented in Chapter 5. The model maintains the mentoring domains of career
development and psychosocial development. Within career development, capstone instructors fulfill the
functions of sponsorship, exposure-and-visibility, coaching, protection, and challenging assignments.
Within psychosocial development, the functions include role modeling, acceptance-and-confirmation,
counseling, and rapport.
Each of these functions is supported by practices commonly seen in capstone courses. Both
practices and functions are common across engineering disciplines, course contexts, and capstone
students. But while disciplines, course structures, and institutional context show little relationship to
mentoring practices, faculty characteristics and professional development do appear to have notable
effects.
Importantly, several connections exist among functions from both domains. These connections
center on offering challenging assignments, which emerged as one the most prominent functions in the
model of capstone mentoring. This function is also directly related to students‟ self-perceived learning
outcomes, as students that are given the opportunity to synthesize and apply prior coursework report
learning gains in a broad set of outcomes. Challenging assignments is thus, arguably, the foundational
function in the model of capstone mentoring.
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusions
This chapter synthesizes the results described in Chapter 4 to present a model of mentoring in capstone
design education, framed by the study‟s research questions:
1. How is mentoring enacted in engineering capstone design courses (ECDC)?
2. What are the contextual variables (factors) associated with mentoring functions in ECDC?
3. What mentoring functions are related to self-reported learning outcomes in ECDC?
This new model, described in 5.1, aligns with Kram‟s work along the two primary domains and most
functions, but includes important modifications that reflect the differences between school and work. In
addition, the model described here operationalizes the functions into concrete practices that are
characteristic of capstone education. Section 5.2 then discusses the implications of mentoring as a
pedagogical approach to capstone courses and project-based learning environments broadly, drawing on
findings from research questions 1 and 3. The chapter then discusses the implications of the contextual
variables associated with capstone mentoring, solicited from research question 2 in Section 5.3. The
chapter concludes in Section 5.4 with recommendations for additional research, especially related to the
validation and application of the model.

5.1 Development of a Mentoring Model for capstone courses
As Dorst (2008) explains, in order to make recommendations and develop methods and tools to support
practice, it is necessary to first observe and describe the activity and develop models to explain the
phenomenon. Prior to this study, only limited research and anecdotal details regarding the teaching
practices of capstone courses were available. This study built on that work by systematically gathering
and analyzing data on capstone practices from faculty and students to develop a robust model of
mentoring in the capstone course.
To address research question 1, a model of capstone mentoring has been developed (Table 25).
The model provides operational definitions for each of the career development and psychosocial
development functions using the descriptions of capstone instructors‟ mentoring practices delineated in
Chapter 4. These definitions provide a basis for assessment of mentoring practices and evaluation of
outcomes as a result of mentoring in capstone courses.
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Career Development

Table 25. Model of capstone mentoring
Function
Operational Definition
Employability/
To provide students with access,
Sponsorship
opportunities, and materials that will
assist them in attaining employment.

Associated Practices
 Provide access to potential future
employers
 Develop materials for job
attainment
 Interact with professionals
 Showcase student work

Exposure/
Visibility

To provide students with diverse
opportunities to exhibit their skills and
knowledge that facilitate acclaim and
feedback and enculturate students in
engineering practice.

Coaching

To impart knowledge pertaining to
technical engineering and professional
skills through a variety of pedagogical
approaches.






Direct Instruction
Modeling
Direct to resources
Serve as a sounding board and
questioner

Protection

To prevent student from failing to
learn, failing projects, and poor
relationships with clients through
administration and execution of the
course.







Select projects & form teams
Ensure accountability
Supply resources
Be available
Know status of project & team

Challenging
Assignments

To develop students‟ technical and
professional skills by providing them
with complex realistic projects.




Integrate previous learning
Offer new and relevant
experiences
Address a full project cycle


Role
Modeling

To develop attitudes, values, and
behaviors of the field through
interactions with the students.




Psychosocial Development




Model behaviors and approaches
Describe engineering and
professional work experiences
Express personal values
Establish a class setting that
mimics workplace

Acceptance/
Confirmation

To aid in the development of a
student‟s self-efficacy and identity as a
practicing engineer.




Create a sense of accomplishment
Encourage personal ownership
and responsibility

Counseling

To guide teams and students through
difficult interpersonal and personal
problems



Allow students to handle it on
their own
Provide suggestions
Personally handle situations

To develop interpersonal relationships
with students that establish an
environment in which students feel
comfortable approaching the faculty.




Rapport




Cultivate approachability
Know students‟ skills,
knowledge, and personal
attributes
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A comparison between the definitions of mentoring functions presenting by Kram (1985) and those
developed in this study suggests that while the general intentions of the functions are maintained, the
operational practices differ across contexts. The most notable differences appears in coaching,
employability-and-sponsorship, and rapport. Coaching within Kram‟s model focuses on helping junior
managers navigate the corporate world primarily in terms of professional behaviors, though it may
include technical knowledge. Capstone coaching incorporates professionalism, but also includes a high
level of teaching technical knowledge and design approaches to meet learning objectives.
Larger differences are identified with employability-and-sponsorship and rapport. Within the
corporate environment, sponsorship addresses advancement inside the company, whereas in capstone
environments, it provides opportunities and tools toward employment outside the university. Therefore,
the capstone model emphasizes employability in the function title in order to more accurately portray the
faculty practices. However, sponsorship is also retained because, while it was not directly referenced in
the interviews, it was cited by students: about 20% of the students agreed that their faculty sponsored
them for assistantships, jobs, or internships.
Finally, friendship changed so substantially that it has been renamed “rapport” for this context.
Within the corporate environment, a strong personal friendship emerges between the mentor and protégé
throughout the relationship. Within the capstone course, a stronger social division and power dynamic are
present, where it is less likely that a capstone instructor will, for example engage in social and extracurricular activities with their students. Instead, what is desired is a rapport that enables students to feel
comfortable in engaging the faculty and creates the openness needed for students to bring problems to the
faculty.

Is capstone teaching mentoring?
Despite the previously identified differences, the model for the capstone courses still parallels Kram‟s
work, as detailed in Chapter 4, and reflects the more general characteristics of mentoring specified by Eby
et. al. (2008): 1) mentoring is a relationship between individuals, 2) mentoring is a learning partnership,
3) mentoring is a process of a mentor supporting a protégé, 4) the relationship is reciprocal, with both the
mentor and protégé benefitting from the experience, and 5) mentoring relationships change over time.
First, several of the functions, especially rapport, coaching, counseling, and acceptance-andconfirmation, along with specific practices such as acting as a sounding board, instilling confidence in
student‟s abilities, and knowing students personally, clearly provide evidence of the relational nature of
teacher-student interactions. Unlike passive lectures, the practices specified by this model require frequent
interactions between the students and faculty. This fact is further evidenced by the responses to a survey
of capstone faculty, where a majority of faculty indicated that they engaged in substantial electronic
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communication and informal conversations outside of scheduled class times on a weekly basis
(Pembridge & Paretti, 2010b). At times, this relationship is not just between the capstone instructor and
one individual, but between the instructors of a group of students because capstone faculty mentor
multiple students at once, frequently addressing similar issues across teams. This relationship appears in
the form of rapport, where there is openness among the faculty and students to discuss difficulties with
both the capstone project and post-graduation plans.
Second, the relationship is a learning partnership between the faculty and the students. As
coaching suggests, faculty impart knowledge to the students so they can meet the learning outcomes of
the course and support the students‟ completion of a successful project. Additional opportunities for
learning include exposure-and-visibility, which provides knowledge of the workplace, and role modeling,
which allows students to learn about the attitudes, values, and behaviors of engineering.
Third, faculty provide explicit support to the students to help them complete their projects,
develop their skills and prepare them for the workplace through protection, counseling, and role
modeling. Protection provides structure to the course that allows the students every opportunity to
produce a successful artifact. Counseling offers guidance that allows the teams to work through difficult
interpersonal problems that may inhibit the team from succeeding. Role modeling prepares student for the
workplace by developing the students‟ attitudes, values, and behaviors that they will need to succeed in
their future careers.
Fourth, the relationship is reciprocal as faculty tend to learn in the process of mentoring through
two separate means. It is not uncommon for the students to engage in challenging assignments that are
outside the scope of the faculty‟s expertise. In order to assist the students, faculty are required to acquire
knowledge in order to facilitate their coaching and ensure the protection of the students. In addition,
throughout the mentoring process and years of teaching experience, faculty also learn lessons about their
own mentoring practices, which they refine in order to improve student learning in the course.
Finally, the relationship changes over time. As described in Chapter 4, faculty tend to change
their approach as the course proceeds, particularly in terms of coaching. Towards the beginning of the
semester, faculty often provide extensive direction that resembles that of traditional engineering courses,
but as the course continues, the role changes to supporting student initiated needs and allowing students to
direct their own learning.
By meeting the five characteristics of mentoring relationships specified by Eby et al. (2008)
capstone teaching can be classified as mentoring in an operational sense. In addition to providing a
concrete operational definition, this categorization also allows for research on academic mentoring to
have broad application to the capstone course, providing another avenue for development of pedagogical
practices within the course.
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5.2 Mentoring as a pedagogical approach to PtBL
Because capstone courses are specific instances of project-based learning, the model of mentoring
presented here has implications for not just these capstone courses, but for project-based learning more
generally. The model expands on the facilitator practices developed by previous research through findings
identified in research questions 1 and 3. In addition, the theories that undergird project-based learning
provide a theoretical basis for understanding the value of the model.
Expanding on PtBL facilitator practices
Prior research has identified several faculty roles and practices associated with project-based learning.
The model presented here provides a holistic view of these practices and expands on them in several
critical ways.
The literature on project-based learning identifies several practices associated with the role of the
facilitator. As Chapter 2 details, PtBL facilitators assume roles of managing the classroom and guiding the
learning that occurs in the course (Thomas, 2000). The role of classroom management requires faculty to
select meaningful projects, assess the progress of the projects, and maintain student motivation (Barron, et
al., 1998; Savery, 2006; Thomas, 2000). Much of the classroom management practices identified in the
model of capstone mentoring occur through protection. Just as classroom management establishes an
environment where students can learn effectively, protection prevents students from failing to learn
through the administration of the course. The capstone model combines the practices of selecting
meaningful projects and assessing the progress of the project, noted in PtBL literature, into one common
function. In addition, it expands on the role by including the practices of ensuring accountability,
supplying resources, and being available. Each of these additional practices are important to student
learning as they identify and remove roadblocks that can impede student success.
Protection also helps maintain student motivation. Through the interviews, faculty indicated that
student progress was assessed during regular team meetings. During these meetings, faculty have an
opportunity to encourage and motivate students to persist with the project. Additional opportunities for
motivation occur through acceptance-and-confirmation, challenging assignments, and rapport. These
functions facilitate the recognition of empowerment, usefulness, success, interest, and caring critical to
the motivation of students (Jones, 2009).
The guiding of learning in PtBL is also directly associated with the completion of the project,
which results in a final artifact. This facilitation requires faculty to support student learning through
instruction, modeling, providing expert guidance, feedback, and suggestions (Barron, et al., 1998; Savery,
2006). In addition, the facilitation of student learning requires faculty to identify and act on teachable
moments (Barron, et al., 1998). These practices have been clearly identified in the model through
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coaching. In the model, coaching recognizes several pedagogical mechanisms and approaches to facilitate
learning in capstone courses. These approaches proceed from direct instruction and become less directive
to acting as a sounding board, allowing the students to guide their own learning under the supervision of
the faculty. The explanation of coaching approaches even draws attention to capstone faculty recognizing
the occurrence of teachable moments.
The capstone model thus incorporates the facilitator roles identified in project-based learning
literature, and adds depth to our understanding of how these roles support student development. But the
capstone model also goes further. It expands on the facilitation of learning by introducing the functions of
role modeling and counseling. Both of these functions promote student learning of values, beliefs, and
behaviors rather than technical content. While coaching enhances the student technical knowledge that
allows them to understand the content background of the project and models problem solving skills, role
modeling and counseling offer knowledge of professional skills that enable the students to succeed on the
project and in their future careers. These skills and behaviors can include developing a quality work ethic,
dealing with teaming issues, and recognizing ethical practices. More holistically, they support students in
developing their identities as engineers.
Within engineering capstone courses, facilitation of learning in the areas of teaming and ethics
are especially important as they are represented in outcomes specified by ABET (2010) criteria 3d and 3f.
The teaching of teamwork has been previously seen through curricular modules that are based on learning
theories, enabling students to apply newly acquired skills more effectively by improving interpersonal
interactions, and providing students an opportunity to work in teams (Shuman, Besterfield-Sacre, &
Gourty, 2005). When incorporating teaming into learning environments, there is a chance that faculty
may offer teams minimal guidance on group development, solicitation of member input, consensus
building, conflict resolution, and team leadership, thus failing to capitalize on learning that can occur
through group dynamics and behavior (Shuman, et al., 2005). Within the faculty interviews, most
discussions concerning counseling centered around issues related to teaming. Through counseling, faculty
have an opportunity to guide the students through team dynamic issues, allowing them to develop their
own approaches to resolving team conflicts. In addition, role modeling allows the students to observe how
a more senior individual would handle difficult teaming issues.
The teaching of ethics follows a similar pattern to that of teamwork. The lessons are commonly
seen through a) modules that last two to three class sessions within a course like capstone design, b)
stand-alone courses offered within engineering curriculum or philosophy departments, and c) discussions
(Colby & Sullivan, 2008; Shuman, et al., 2005). The purpose of the instruction in ethics education is to
reinforce the student knowledge of how to recognize ethical dilemmas that arise in engineering practice
and to provide students with a way of understanding the nature and value of engineering education
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(Pfatteicher, 2001; Shuman, et al., 2005). The function of role modeling was explicitly seen in the
interviews as a means to support ethics education. Through expressing their own experiences and
personal values, faculty had a unique opportunity to pass on the ethical codes of the field to their students.
This impact is observed in the analysis of student self-reported perceptions of learning gains in relation to
mentoring in the capstone course, as students who received more counseling and role modeling tended to
have larger learning gains in engineering ethics than through any other mentoring functions.
While the project-based learning literature has defined a set of faculty roles that facilitate
learning, the capstone mentoring model expands on that literature to provide a more robust approach to
mentoring teams in PtBL. The model consolidates the administrative details that are needed to protect the
students from failing to learn into one overall function. In addition, it describes a full range of coaching
approaches needed to support student learning, rather than focusing purely on approaches that support the
use of scaffolding. Finally, it goes beyond the education of technical skills by incorporating the
development of identify and behaviors that are required for professional skills.

Theoretical validation of capstone mentoring
As Jacobi (1991) notes, there has been little connection between the descriptions of mentoring and
theoretical frameworks for learning and development. Therefore, future directions for mentoring research
should delineate what theoretical perspectives suggest about likely characteristics and outcomes of
mentoring relationships. Jamieson and Lohmann (2009) have further emphasized this issue by stressing
the need for research grounded in established principles and theories to inform engineering education
practice. While this study only provides preliminary findings related to the model‟s impact on student
learning (research question 3), the learning theories of constructivism, situated cognition, and cognitive
apprenticeship provide a theoretical validation of its important role in student learning, and thus began to
respond to Jacobi and Jamieson and Lohmann.
As described in Chapter 2, the constructivist framework and situated cognition are two of the key
foundations for project-based learning as they both support the use of challenging assignments to promote
learning. From the constructivist perspective, learning should be authentic, meaning the learner should
engage in tasks that require similar skills and cognitive challenges to “real” scenarios (Savery & Duffy,
2001). At the same time, situated cognition supports the notion that knowledge is contextual and a
product of the activities and situations in which it is created (Brown, et al., 1989; Greeno, et al., 1996).
The findings of this study identify both components within challenging assignments as the practices
associated with the function suggest projects that have ill-defined problems, multiple solutions, and
follow a realistic approach to design that allows the students to proceed from the project‟s conception to
its completion.
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In addition, findings from this study indicate that faculty frequently incorporate realistic
constraints that students will experience in their future careers through challenging assignments and role
modeling. As capstone projects have been known to incorporate industrial clients, students have an
opportunity to experience working in such an environment first-hand. The real scenario is also enhanced
by the role modeling practice of mimicking the workplace. Whether the project includes an industrial
client or not, faculty put effort into introducing students to the types of interactions they will have with
managers and other personnel as well as dealing with problems that commonly arise with scheduling and
obtaining materials. This use of challenging assignments and role modeling encourages the development
of authentic projects that allow the learning to be rich, meaningful, and purposeful (Brown, et al., 1989).
In addition to the tasks being realistic, as presented in Chapter 2, situated cognition requires that
tasks be identifiable with the culture of the students (Brown, et al., 1989). This identification is facilitated
by rapport as the practices associated with the function support faculty knowledge of students personally
through frequent and long term interactions. In addition, the faculty introduce the culture of engineering
and the workplace to the students through exposure-and-visibility. In this sense, the projects have
meaning to their current interests as well as their future careers.
The constructivist framework also represents an important framework for project-based learning
because it emphasizes students‟ construction of their own knowledge (Weimer, 2002). The development
of ownership is a primary aspect of the project-based framework as it is critical for the student to maintain
ownership over their learning through the development of a solution (Savery & Duffy, 2001). In the
capstone model of mentoring, ownership was encountered under the function of acceptance-andconfirmation. Through the practices associated with creating a sense of accomplishment and encouraging
personal ownership and responsibility, faculty allow students to work independently and perceive
autonomy throughout the project. The sense of accomplishment and ownership is also developed through
the overall coaching approach of not providing solutions, but instead guiding their learning. This guidance
allows students to take ownership of their learning associated with the project, as required for success.
Finally, cognitive apprenticeship, a component of situated cognition as described in Chapter 2, is
a learning model characterized by developmental relationships closely aligned to mentoring that focuses
on developing the mental skills and processes of a given domain under the directions of a teacher
(Collins, 2009; Vygotsky, 1978). The framework for cognitive apprenticeships consists of the dimensions
of content, method, sequencing, and sociology. The content includes both domain and strategic
knowledge that is developed by the apprentice through the facilitation of the teacher using the method
(Collins, 2009). Within the capstone course, the content refers to the skills and knowledge that faculty
desire their students to learn or experience throughout the course, such as the items listed in Table 14.
Collins (2009) indicates that this facilitation of learning can occur through modeling, coaching, and
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scaffolding. The model of capstone mentoring identifies coaching as one of the functions under career
development and encompasses aspects of modeling and scaffolding where faculty will guide the students
through the project by modeling approaches, providing feedback, and identifying teachable moments.
Descriptions of their coaching practices indicate that they scaffold the students by providing more direct
instruction towards the beginning of the project, then taper back as it comes to a close. Since it has been
shown that scaffolding helps students understand the relevance of particular concepts to activities in the
engineering world and supports inquiry skills, deep understanding, and the reflection of ideas (Barron, et
al., 1998), it is reasonable to suggest that quality coaching in the capstone course can yield similar gains.
The sequencing involved with cognitive apprenticeship is characteristic of the zone of proximal
development, where students are introduced to tasks with increasing complexity under the guidance of an
expert (Collins, 2009). Within the capstone model, challenging assignments introduce students to tasks
that expand their current abilities and knowledge through the introduction of new experience and content.
The function also encourages the integration of previous learning that is used to develop new knowledge
and complete the task. Protection is also a contributing factor to the incorporation of zone of proximal
development and cognitive apprenticeship in capstone courses. Protection guides the selection of projects
so that they are not so easy that the students will not develop new skills and knowledge and not so
difficult that even with the coaching of the mentor the task is unachievable.
In summary, a number of functions within the model of capstone mentoring align closely with
practices suggested by constructivism, situated cognition, and cognitive apprenticeship. Most noticeable
are challenging assignments, protection, coaching, and acceptance-and-confirmation. This close
alignment suggests that many of the model‟s functions and practices should have positive impacts on
student learning. At the same time, the frameworks also indicate aspects of the model that may be limited
in their effectiveness. For example, in the interviews, direct instruction was one of the most frequently
mentioned practices of the coaching function (Table 13). Yet the theoretical frameworks suggest that
direct instruction, while needed at times, is not as effective as scaffolding.
The identification of these frameworks within the model of capstone mentoring also provides
indications for its broad reach beyond the engineering capstone course. Based on the generalizability of
the learning frameworks (Bransford, et al., 2000), the functions and practices identified in the model
could potentially be used in capstone courses from other disciplines as a means to support student
learning in culminating project-based experiences. This model may also be used in lower-level projectbased courses at the collegiate and K-12 level, but more testing will be needed to examine how
differences in student development impact this model.
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5.3 Need for Professional Development
In addition to implications for learning, the capstone mentoring model also has implications for faculty
development. The examination of factors associated with mentoring function in capstone design course
(research question 2) indicated that the institutional characteristics had little relationship to faculty‟s
propensity towards beliefs and practices associated with mentoring. Instead, the characteristics of the
mentor, especially their knowledge and background, had a significant relationship to the emphasis faculty
placed on mentoring practices. This relationship indicates that the development of faculty teaching
knowledge plays a larger role in their mentoring than the characteristics of the institution.
Shulman (1987) indicated that in order to teach effectively, faculty must have seven different
types of knowledge: subject matter knowledge, general pedagogical knowledge, pedagogical content
knowledge, curricular knowledge, knowledge of the learners, knowledge of educational contexts, and
knowledge of educational ends, purposes, and values. Within the capstone course, the most recognized is
subject matter knowledge. A survey of capstone faculty indicated that over 85% of capstone faculty
earned doctoral degrees, indicating considerable disciplinary knowledge (Pembridge & Paretti, 2010b).
Additional content and design expertise can be obtained through industry work experience. The same
survey indicated that 43% of capstone faculty have professional work experience in the same discipline as
their capstone design course.
But as Shulman (1987) and Irby (1996) suggest, subject matter knowledge alone does not provide
teachers with pedagogical understanding to teach the subject. The model of capstone mentoring presented
here provides a starting point to guide the development of the pedagogical and pedagogical content
knowledge. To develop these types of knowledge, Fennema and Frank (1992) point to three means:
knowledge through traditional education, knowledge through practice, and knowledge as situated.
Faculty generally develop most of their teaching knowledge through their own teaching practice
and their industry work experience. As such, in the past much of the knowledge of capstone mentoring
has been developed through individuals‟ own classroom practices, and resulting in a large set of anecdotal
papers that suggest best practices from faculty‟s experiences. The same can be said for the situated
knowledge gained through faculty‟s experiences in engineering. In addition, while capstone instructors
may have received classroom instruction on ethics, communication, teaming, and project management in
their undergraduate experiences, many of the faculty interviews indicated that their learning of these
topics was situated within their own professional engineering experiences. This aspect of teacher
knowledge may be a key indication of why 76% of faculty mention the function of role modeling through
the establishment of the class as an environment that mimics the work place. In, addition Taylor et al.
(2001) indicate that at a minimum a capstone coach (mentor) should have a feel for design and team
effectiveness through their own experiences. While experiential learning “on the job” is clearly a useful
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component of faculty development, however, the findings also suggest a role for explicit faculty
development opportunities.
While a lack of formal pedagogical training has been identified by capstone faculty (Pembridge &
Paretti, 2010b), several studies in the context of K-12 education identify the need for such training.
Research on K-12 teacher effectiveness indicate that faculty who received instruction on pedagogical
practices through teacher education programs had higher performing students than those that had no
certification (Darling-Hammond, 2002). In addition, whether a teacher had certification had a larger
impact on student achievement than degrees obtained, whether at the bachelors or graduate level,
indicating that the learning about teaching adds to what faculty gain from a strong subject knowledge
(Darling-Hammond, 2002). In general, teachers that received formal training were better prepared to
promote student learning and to teach critical thinking and social development (Darling-Hammond,
Chung, & Frelow, 2002). These studies support the use of the capstone mentoring model as a starting
point for faculty development, though further validation and measures of effectiveness would be needed.
Even without further research, the model‟s relation to well-studied learning theory suggest that the
operational definitions of capstone mentoring can be used to support faculty training of mentoring and the
developments of assessment tools to facilitate the reflection of their mentoring practices.

5.4 Future Studies
The results of this study and the discussion of its findings offers several suggestions for further work in
the field of mentoring. Future work should concentrate on determining the construct validity of the model,
examining the model for effective teaching practices, and exploring its broad application to a variety of
disciplines.

Construct validation of capstone mentoring model
While the findings of the study resulted in a model of capstone mentoring, no direct efforts were made to
statistically validate the model. However, there are indications that the model has components of
construct validity. Figure 21 shows the identified connections between functions; the high level of
connectivity suggests that the model of capstone mentoring represents one overall construct. Validation of
the construct will ensure that there is a common understanding of its use across research studies (Messick,
1995).
Common efforts to construct validation include the development of operational definitions,
development of a construct map, and verification of both through debriefing interviews and think aloud
methods, and comparisons to established theory (Messick, 1995). This study has developed the
operational definitions (Section 5.1), proposed an initial construct map of mentoring (Section 4.1.3), and
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identified theories that support its use (Section 5.2). Additional efforts should further refine the construct
map using interviews based on those operational definitions and verify its use through debriefing
interviews.

Examination of mentoring effectiveness on student learning
While this study includes preliminary examination of the effect of practices on student learning, future
studies should utilize a systematic approach to assessing the effectiveness of the practices in promoting
learning and preparing students to succeed in the workplace. Such examination would yield refinements
to the model that would ensure its robustness and broad application. Suggested approaches to identify the
effectiveness of mentoring can include the use of experimental and quasi experimental design, case
studies, and further interviews of capstone students.

Examination of mentoring effectiveness on student motivation
The findings of this study also indicate that the practice of capstone mentoring may have an impact on
student motivation because several of the practices are tied to motivational frameworks. One example is
the MUSIC model (Jones, 2009). The MUSIC model identifies that student motivation is based on
empowerment, usefulness, success, interest, and caring. Each of these components can be identified
within the model of capstone mentoring through acceptance-and-confirmation, challenging assignments,
protection, and rapport. Additional studies should examine the effect that mentoring has on student
motivation and persistence in the field of engineering. Research designs to solicit these details can include
surveys similar to the Persistence in Engineering (PIE) survey and interviews of students.

Examination of mentoring model in other project-based learning courses
Finally, while the model of mentoring, presented here was developed from and for the benefit of
engineering capstone design courses, the theoretical frameworks that support its use indicate it can be
applied to a wide variety of project-based courses. Future studies may examine its broad application to the
fields of medicine and teacher education, as they frequently employ both capstone experiences and PtBL
approaches to education.

5.5 Conclusions
Using a sequential mixed methods research design, this study developed a robust model of mentoring
(Table 25) for use in engineering capstone design courses. The development of the model was based on a
survey and interview of capstone instructors, and a survey of their students, across engineering
disciplines. The findings resulted in the development of operational definitions and specification of
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practices associated with mentoring functions employed by the faculty. These functions and practices
provide a holistic, systematic research-based view of the role that faculty assume when mentoring
capstone students through a design project.
The model offers contributions to the field of mentoring and design pedagogy by identifying the
functions of mentoring as a pedagogical approach to project-based learning. As such, the model aligns
with the theories that support PtBL, providing preliminary validation of its effectiveness. In addition, the
model extends the existing definitions of project-based learning facilitation by including the development
of the students‟ identity as a professional. It also provides insight into the need for faculty professional
development and teacher education that support pedagogical and pedagogical content knowledge.
Additional findings indicated that several of the identified functions are interrelated, with
challenging assignments being central to all of the other functions. In addition, challenging assignments,
protection, and acceptance-and-confirmation were identified by both faculty and students as the most
dominant functions. In addition, through the examination of factors related to mentoring, there were
negligible correlations to departmental and institutional demographics. Instead, faculty background was
identified to have a potential impact. While this study did not systematically prove the model‟s effect on
student learning, positive effects are supported by both student self-reports. From the student self-reports,
outcomes were related to the ability to synthesize and apply knowledge associated with challenging
assignments with the exception of the development of ethical understandings. Ethics learning was
primarily associated with coaching, counseling, and role modeling.
The model developed here offers a robust view of engineering capstone mentoring applicable
across disciplines. As Dorst (2008) described, it provides the first steps to improving practice and
developing tools that will support engineering capstone instructors.
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Appendix B: Researcher Personal Statement
In the interviewing process, the researcher is equivalent to the instrument in quantitative research
(Shenton, 2004). Background information on the researcher provides insights into the researcher‟s bias,
therefore maintaining the credibility of data. The following section describes my education background
and experiences that may bias my perspective of engineering capstone design courses.
I received my undergraduate degree in aerospace engineering in 2004 from a large land-grant
university in southwest Virginia. The aerospace department at my institution offered several options to
the capstone course. These options included AIAA paper design competitions, an international team that
participated in NASA design competitions, and a morphing wing aircraft project. Because of my previous
involvement in Design, Build, Fly (a remote-control aircraft design competition team) I applied and was
selected to be a member of the morphing wing aircraft team. The project was a multi-disciplinary project
that combined students from aerospace and mechanical engineering to design a remote control aircraft
with the capability of changing the wing planform. The multi-disciplinary aspect allowed me to receive
capstone instruction from both aerospace and mechanical engineering faculty. Upon reflection of my
work in this study, I do not believe that I was mentored, but I agree that the teaching had strong
components of facilitation. In addition, I had the opportunity to observe how two different faculty, from
different departments “mentored” the capstone team. Throughout the data collection and analysis, I did
not allow this experience to bias my interpretation of the data. Instead, I relied on the literature of projectbased learning and mentoring to guide my analysis.
Another point of potential bias is my involvement in an engineering science and mechanics
design team as a co-project advisor during this study. My involvement with the capstone team began after
the faculty interviews were completed, during their analysis, and during the collection of the student
survey. This experience provided me with an opportunity to explore my beliefs regarding my role that I
filled within the course. Rather than this experience being a bias, it provided me with an opportunity to
reflect on the mentoring that I provided to the capstone team.
The final potential source of bias occurs from my two years of engineering work experience. The
company I worked for was a small defense contractor that employed approximately 25 engineers. During
this time, I reported directly to a senior engineer. Through my exploration of Kram‟s model, I recognized
that my experiences with this senior engineer closely resembled the mentoring specified by Kram.
The recognition of these potential biases provided this researcher with an opportunity of self
reflection of my own capstone and mentoring experiences. The recognition of these experiences, allowed
me to be more aware of the potential bias that they may impose on the collection and analysis of the data
and thus limiting its effect.
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Appendix C: Qualitative Analysis Codebook

Functions

Literature Definition
(Kram, 1985)

Career Development
Initial Codes
(The capstone instructor…)

New Codes
(The capstone instructor…)

To actively nominate a
junior manager for desirable
lateral moves and
promotions.

 nominate students for

 Give access to potential

scholarships
 writing of letters of
recommendation for future jobs

future employers
 Develop materials for job
searching

Exposure/
Visibility

To assign responsibilities
that allow a junior manager
to develop relationships
with key figures who may
judge his or her potential for
further advancement

 provide students with

 Interact with professionals
 Showcase student work

Coaching

To enhance a junior
manager‟s knowledge and
understanding of how to
navigate effectively in the
corporate world.

 provide feedback to students on
deliverables
 provide instruction on content
and professional issues






Protection

To shield junior managers
from untimely or potentially
damaging contact with other
senior officials.

 mediate situations that the
student are ill equipped to
handle (i.e., teaming,
interaction with industry reps)
 maintain progress of student
work
 double check student work for
errors

 Project selection & team
formation
 Supply resources
 Be available
 Know status of project &
team
 Ensure accountability
 Facilitate communication

Challenging
Assignments

To assign challenging work
that enables the junior
manager to develop specific
competencies and to
experience a sense of
accomplishment in a
professional role.

 ensure the project scope is
sufficiently difficult
 encourage students to advance
or develop skills

 Integrate previous learning
 Offer new, relevant
experiences
 Address a realistic project

Sponsorship
(Employability/
Sponsorship)

opportunities to interact with
professionals in the field
 offer diverse opportunities to
present work

Direct Instruction
Modeling
Direct to resources
Sounding Board/Questioning
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Functions

Literature Definition
(Kram, 1985)

Psychosocial Development
Initial Codes
(The capstone instructor…)

New Codes
(The capstone instructor…)

Role Modeling

To impart attitudes, values,
and behavior that provide a
model for the junior
manager to emulate.

 model approaches to a variety
of situations
 provide insight into the
priorities and values of the
discipline

 Model behaviors and
approaches
 Describe engineering and
professional work experiences
 Express personal values
 Establish a class setting that
mimics workplace

Acceptance/
Confirmation

To impart a sense of self
from positive regard
conveyed to junior
managers.

 offer encouragement & support
 motivate students to continue in
the field
 praise students for good work
and progress

 Create a sense of
accomplishment
 Encourage personal ownership
and responsibility

Counseling

To enable a junior manager
to explore personal concerns
that may interfere with a
positive sense of self in an
organization.

 aid students with issues
concerning personal issues
 aid students with issues
concerning post-academic
world
 aid students with issues
concerning the functioning on
teams

 Allow students to handle it on
their own
 Provide suggestions
 Personally handle situation

Friendship

To engage in social
interactions with a junior
manager that results in
mutual liking and
understanding and informal
exchanges about work and
outside work experiences.

 develop a collegial relationship
with students
 discuss personal aspects of
student life

 Cultivate approachability
 Knowing student skills,
knowledge, and personal
attributes

(Rapport)
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Appendix E: Items Addressing the Contextual Variables Included in the
Faculty Survey
Appendix E contains a list of items, identified in the faculty survey, related to the factors that contribute
to mentoring relationships. Additional details concerning these items and their response options can be
found in Appendix A


Faculty Background
1. What is your position in the department?
4. How many graduate students are you advising?
6. What is the highest degree you hold in your discipline?
8. How many years experience do you have in: teaching?



Course Management
1. How long does your capstone course last?



Institutional and department demographics
1. What is the highest degree awarded by your institution?
2. Is your institution a public or private school?
3. What percentage of your institution‟s undergraduates are enrolled in an engineering
program?
4. How many undergraduates are enrolled in your institution?
5. How many Bachelor‟s degrees does your department award annually?

